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The problem treated in this project was that, relative to 
the number of adult women in the United States, too few are present¬ 
ly in leadership positions in the United States. Evidence of small 
numbers of women functioning as leaders is found in almost every 
occupation. For instance, in education where women constitute Q%% 
of elementary classroom teachers, only 1%% of all the principals and 
only .6 of 1 % of the superintendents are women. 
The purpose of this project was to develop and implement a 
training design with a group of women who were interested in becoming 
more effective leaders in our society. The first assumption for the 
project was that leadership roles for women are logically and practi¬ 
cally possible as well as beneficial for society. The second assumption 
was that the Hersey-Blanchard ( 1972) Life Cycle Theory of Leadership 
would be an appropriate model for training women to become leaders. 
The main objectives of the training design included: 1) to provide 
the proper set of experiences that would enable each woman to say that 
she CAN be a leader if she want to; 2) to learn ( or relearn ) and 
practice interpersonal skills; 3) to learn and practice leadership 
theories; and h) to explore implications on one»s personal and pro- 
fessional life of becoming a leader. 
The training design was implemented with thirteen women from 
the Amherst, Massachusetts area. They ranged in age from 20-$0, were 
involved a variety of occupations and had a minimum of a bachelor1 s 
degree. The course was held on six weekday evenings and two Saturdays 
during the month of February, 197U* 
Multiple measures were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
training design. They included a semantic differential self-perception 
test in a oosttest only control group design; rating scales and comments 
made by process observers who attended the first and last class; written 
self-reoorts from class participants; and journal entries of the 
design facilitator. 
The results of the multiple measures showed that the women in 
the training group had a higher self-esteem, perceived themselves as 
more self-confident, better able to make decisions, were more active, 
more in control of their lives and had more knowledge of listening skills 
that those women in the control group. The measures used tested c hanges 
in-participants* attitudes and many of the design objectives but did 
not adequately assess knowledge attained by narticipants* 
The project showed that women can become effective leaders and that 
the training design used in this project facilitated that process* 
The Hersey—Blanchard Life Cycle Theory of Leadership was found to be 
an appropriate model to use in a leadership training program for women. 
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"The decisions we make now, as human beings, and as human beings 
who are members of groups with power to act, may bind the future 
as no man’s decisions have ever bound it before...so we stand at 
the moment in history when we still have choice...it is of the 
greatest importance which questions we ask, because by the ques¬ 
tions we ask we set the answers that we will arrive at and define 
the paths along which future generations will be able to advance. 
Margaret Mead 
CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE, RATIONALE, AND METHODOLOGY 
The problem to be treated in this project is that relative to the 
number of adult women in the United States, too few are presently in 
leadership positions in any field. In 1970, there were already 31*1 
million women in the labor force and this is expected to increase to 36 
million by 1980 (Killian, 1971)* Even though one out of every three 
women is working, a very small proportion of them have attained leader¬ 
ship roles. For example, in 1970, more than 6ii? of the women in the 
labor force were employed in clerical, service, or sales positions. 
In the field of education, the National Education Association states 
that of 111,379 school superintendents, only 90, or 6/10 of 1? of the total, 
were women; that only 25.9? of all central office personnel were women; and 
that only 15? of all principals (elementary and secondary) were women 
(Crosby, 1973). Although women represent 67? of all classroom teachers 
(and this number is shrinking with time as more men become teachers), 
* 
only a small proportion ever attain higher levels of leadership as in the 
roles of principal, central office personnel, superintendent, department 
chairperson, or dean in schools of education. Women get to the top in 
librarianships only due to complete rather than relative absence of male 
alternatives. (Kronus and Grimm, 1973) 
In business, a 1970 study found that of 150 companies, 39? had no 
women managers at all; of the remaining, 88? said that less than five 
2 
percent of its managers were women and 93# had less than ten percent 
vLoring and Wells, 1972). Killian states that between 1950 and I960 the 
number of female managers tripled, but that the percentage of the total 
number of executive positions occupied by women was relatively static; 
that remains at about 2# (Killian, 1971). 
In law, engineering, medicine, accounting, and science, women still 
constitute less than a quarter of the professionals (Bunting, 1967). 
Purpose 
The purpose of this research project is to train a group of women 
interested in becoming leaders in our society to actually function as 
effective leaders. The women will be from the Amherst, Massachusetts 
area. The project will be implemented between January and March of 197U* 
Assumptions 
An, assumption is that leadership roles for women are logically and 
practically possible, as well as beneficial for society. In order to 
thoroughly test this assumption, each of its parts will be studied. 
The first part is "Women can be trained'to become leaders” • What 
evidence is there that this is possible and what are the underlying assump¬ 
tions? First, women can be trained to be leaders, as frequently and 
successfully as men, because women have sufficient innate and learned 
characteristics to do so. There is no evidence which shows that women 
are less intelligent than men; in fact young girls, on the average, score 
higher on intelligence tests than males. If grades achieved in school are 
another way to compare the intellectual capabilities of women with men. 
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then we should not© that women consistently get better grades than men, 
right up through graduate school* 
Mercer (i960) observed women executives and concluded that there was 
no innate reason why a woman can* t function as an executive, that becoming 
an executive is a matter of conditioning* 
Mead (19U8) pointed out that history has shown that women possess 
and have exhibited characteristics that lend themselves to leadership* In 
other societies and at other times, women have been dominant and aggressive 
while men have reared the children* 
Anthropologist Ashley Montague’s thesis is that women are naturally 
superior to men* He measured superiority by ”the extent to which that 
trait confers survival benefits upon the person and the group for immediate 
and long-term survival”.1 In this society, men’s physical strength is 
self-destructive, and therefore women are superior by not being the bigger 
and more powerful subgroup of the species. He claims that women develop a 
”sharper” intelligence than men, are more quick-witted, intuitive, thought¬ 
ful, tactful, and have greater stamina, are healthier, bend easily and are 
more resilient, are all in all, the stronger sex* 
But since we are not trying to show women’s superiority, but only that 
there is no logical reason to disqualify them from leadership positions 
because of inadequacies, we shall move on* Not only do women have innate 
and personality characteristics that make them eligible to become leaders, 
but also an increasingly extensive educational background which gives them 
the necessary basic skills and knowledge to compete for leadership positions* 
Ashley Montague, The Natural Superiority of Women (New York: 
Books, 1972) p. 32* 
Collier 
1* 
Rossi (1970) presents facts that show an increase in the number of women re¬ 
ceiving higher degrees. Whereas only 19$ of the bachelor*s degrees were 
obtained by women at the turn of the century, now women hold over U0$ of 
them. At the master* s level, the increase has been from 19 percent to a 
high of 38 percent in 19U0, with a decline to 32 percent in the early 
1960*s. At the doctorate level, women held only 6$ of these degrees, 
rose to 13$ in the forties and then slipped back to 11 percent today# 
Secondly, there are now many factors working in our society which 
are encouraging women to seek the training prerequisite to such high 
positions. For instance, the feminist movement of the sixties and seven¬ 
ties has facilitated the raising of consciousness of both sexes about 
woman*s role, her frustrations, her aspirations. As a result, more and 
more women are ready to take whatever steps are necessary to become lead¬ 
ers and men are more and more willing to help them get there. The numer¬ 
ous affirmative action programs and laws which will lay open the path for 
women to attain and keep leadership positions is another encouraging 
factor. Epstein (1971) sees wide social changes occurring in our society 
that will encourage women to fuHfill their potentialities. These changes 
are 1) young men seem more at ease nowdays working with women 2) tradi¬ 
tional training centers are being restructured in order to open them up to 
women 3) there is an increasing need for specialized personnel and k) chal¬ 
lenges to traditional ideology are prevalant. 
Colleges and universities are opening up their doors to women at the 
undergraduate and graduate levels. The increasing number of women faculty 
members will serve as role models. Courses on Female Studies and conscious¬ 
ness raising groups help women to overcome the results of their socialization 
process# 
r 
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So, with the motivation of women increasing and with the prospect of 
more leadership positions awaiting them, the remaining gap is in the neces¬ 
sary training which would enable women to fill those positions. 
Thirdly, women can become leaders through training. Even though this 
training may be short term, it can be effective in changing attitude, and 
perhaps some behavior, depending upon the individual. The facilitator of a 
leadership training group must realize that to completely alter a person* s 
personality would require two to three years of intensive psychotherapy• 
When the trainer has unrealistically high expectations, i.e. to change a 
person radically during a short-term experience, then frustration is inevit¬ 
able when within six months, the person has regressed to her old style of 
behavior (Blanchard and Hersey, 1972, Psychology Today, 1973). Intervention 
through short-term training such as is provided for in this project, can, 
however, hope to change attitudes, which is the first step to changing be¬ 
havior. Then, depending on the individual's basic motivation and need struc¬ 
ture, and upon the availability of followup training, long-term attitudinal 
and behavioral changes may occur. 
The second part of the original assumption which needs further study 
is "Training women benefits society". Why should women be trained to become 
leaders? 
First, by training women to be leaders, this $1% of the country's 
human resources would be more fully used. It is a recognised fact that only 
a small percentage of women- s potential is presently being utilized. As 
former Vice-President Hubert Humphrey once stated, "One of the richest under 
in America is the talent of its women. utilized resources 
And this nation 
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has for many years squandered this talent in shameful fashion”.2 Underlying 
this statement is the assumption that this country would benefit from util¬ 
izing all of the highly skilled, intelligent people it can get. 
Second, it is evident that our society has many complex problems to 
solve which require new insights and more creative input. Women can pool 
their ideas with those of men, to the benefit of this country. Margaret Mead 
points out that ”If we recognize that we need every human gift and cannot 
afford to neglect any gift because of articifical barriers of sex or class 
or national origin, then one of the things we must know is where the assumed 
differences between the sexes are mere elaborations of unimportant differences 
that can be dealt with easily in this invention-conscious world.”3 she also 
argues that ”once we accept the premise that we can build a better world by 
using the different gifts of each sex, we shall have two kinds of freedom, 
the freedom to use untapped gifts of each sex and the freedom to admit freely 
and cultivate in each sex their special superiorities. 
Third, there is a shortage of people qualified for the growing number 
of jobs being created in this highly complex society (Killian, 1971) • With 
this society growing technologically at such a tremendous rate, existing jobs 
will be replaced with new ones (Future Shock, 1970), all of which require 
highly skilled people in such numbers that women can*be a part of this future. 
The United States Department of Labor (197U) cites those fields where more 
positions will be available in the 70*s and 80*s: professional and technical 
jobs will increase by 39%; systems-analyst positions; computer programmers; 
2Ray Killian, The Working Woman: A Male Managers View (U.S.A.: American 
Management Association, 1971) P» 
^Margaret Mead, Male and Female (New York: William Morrow & Company, 
19U9) P. 15. 
^Ibid., p. 382. 
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accounting, electrical engineerings medicine; physicians; mathematicians 
and social services* 
Fourth, this country was founded on the concept of justice for all of 
its citizens* The aspirations and rights of women cannot be ignored. By 
providing equal opportunities for women, this country will benefit by 
diminishing disruptive political groups whose members are presently angry, 
frustrated and aggressive. The assumption is that all citizens have the 
right to fulfill their personal goals and that both men arid women will act 
accordingly. 
Fifth, the provision for the training of women to fill leadership 
positions will benefit the society by creating better relations between men 
and women. As women find themselves in this society, they will be able to 
turn their attention to helping the men explore their liberation, too. It 
is assumed that men and women want to improve their relationships with each 
other. 
Sixth, a training program such as this will benefit society by increasing 
the supply to meet the present demand for skilled women. With supportive 
laws and affirmative action programs being implemented, more and more per¬ 
sonnel officers of companies, organizations and schools are looking specifi¬ 
cally for women to fill leadership positions. And there just aren't enough J 
women ready to fill those positions. Shortridge cites the fact that women 
make up only 13.3% of the pool of Ph.D's available for professorial teaching* 
(Shortridge, 1970) The College Placement Council found that industry wants 
to hire more women graduates in 197U than it did in 1973 (U. S. Dept, of 
Labor, 197W • 
The second assumption in this project is that the Hersey-Blanchard 
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Life Cycle Theory of Leadership is an appropriate model for training women 
to become leaders. (Hersey and Blanchard, 1972). It is extremely important 
to look critically at existing theories of leadership and at existing leader¬ 
ship practices in light of feminist goals. Many feminists have reacted 
strongly to male leadership in our society. The women see leadership that 
is based on power, that manipulates others, that is tyrannical and ineffective. 
The women1 s perception has personal meaning to them and -they are repulsed for 
they neither want to continue being the victims of such power-based leader¬ 
ship nor do they want to become like those male leaders. 
As a result, many women today have swung to the other end of the leader¬ 
ship continuum and have refused, at least in name, to have any one woman 
^lead** the others in the group. Other women* s groups are exploring collabora¬ 
tive leadership, which occurs when each person in the group assumes leader¬ 
ship as the need arises. 
These reactions to traditional male leadership misses the point. They 
are reactionary and generally not based on rational thinking. They completely 
ignore the possibility of exploring different leadership styles. They fail 
to see that not all male leaders are tyrants.even though the most visible 
leaders may bel 
So feminists in this society are clearly challenging leadership theories 
and practices. The Sixth National Conference of the National Organization of 
Women heard its president, Wilma Scott Heide, state tnat women need to experi¬ 
ment with leadership styles that facilitate the functions of achieving 
women*s common goals. She warned that leaderlessness and absence of structure 
impose a tyranny that may even be unhealthy. 
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At the Symposium on ftThe Education of Women for Social and Political 
Leadership” (1967), Mary Bunting observed that we need many kinds of leader¬ 
ship: 
Not only will we need leaders in a host of different fields, 
like politics, and social work and journalism, medicine, education 
and urban development, but in each field we shall need many kinds 
of skills and many combinations of skills • 5 
Is it possible to find a theory on leadership that is compatible with 
women’s needs and goals? Training experience with this author has shown 
that the*-Life -Cycle Theory of -Hersey-Blanchard is appropriate for use in 
training women-to become effective leaders* 
The Life Cycle Theory of Leadership emphasizes the behavior of the 
leader in relationship to her/his followers* As the level of maturity of 
one’s followers continues to increase, appropriate leader behavior requires 
less structure and more consideration to interpersonal relationships and 
eventually trending towards decreased socioemotional support* 
^Mary Bunting, "The University's Responsibility in Education Women 
for Leadership," The Education of Women for Social and Political 
Leadership (Dallas: Southern ;iei,nodist University Press, WTT. p. h . 
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In order to adapt one’s leadership style, one must first diagnose the 
environment, the personal and organizational goals, needs of individuals, 
their maturity. The second step is to adopt a leadership style which is 
compatible to that particular situation. For example, in the women’s group 
active on the University of Massachusetts campus, the women’s maturity level 
is high enough that they do not need a lot of structure from a leader# 
When structure is needed, the group works together to form it. This is 
possible because of the effort put into maintaining satisfactory relation¬ 
ships among them. As that group of women mature, they will need less and 
less emotional support from a particular leader; they will get it from 
each other# 
The theory is compatible with objectives for this training project for 
women because the theory does not assume that any one style of leadership is 
the most effective. Effectiveness is based on what is most appropriate in 
a given situation# Women need to learn how to diagnose an existing environ¬ 
ment and then decide what leadership style is appropriate# In this process 
of diagnosis, the woman will naturally be clarifying which style(s) she al¬ 
ready possesses or would be willing to possess. Therefore, a mature woman 
tyill recognize leadership positions which fit her style most closely and to 
avoid those situations which are not compatible with her style and her 
philosophy# 
The Hersey/Blanchard theory is also simple enough to allow for flexi¬ 
bility. When one attempts to diagnose a particular situation, that diagnosis 
will be based on one's own perception of what is happening. Because no two 
people see things the same way, one leader may interpret the follower's 
behavior as immature and another may interpret it differently. Each inter¬ 
pretation may lead to the selection of a different leadership style effective 
in its own way# 
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Therefore, the Hersey/Blanchard theory is a construct within which 
women in the training project can experiment with their personal leader¬ 
ship styles* There are opportunities to try out different leadership 
styles in the same situations. This will involve the application of many 
ideas to a problem; a creative problem-solving process. 
The theory will also allow women to explore real life situations to 
determine when, if ever, there is a need to maintain a leadership style in 
the High Task, Low Relationship quadrant. It is in this quadrant that many 
feminists see many male leaders! In turn, these women can study others in 
leadership positions and identify what leadership style they are using and 
its effectiveness. 
Significance 
If this project achieves its objectives, at its termination more women 
will have begun the process of attaining leadership skills which will, in 
turn, equip them for leadership roles in society. Assuming that the train¬ 
ing design makes significant differences in women*s lives, then the project 
can be replicated with other groups of women, in different populations 
which will increase the supply of women leaders as desired by society. 
Limitations of Project 
* 
This project was limited in time to about forty hours of intensive 
training. At the time of planning, no followup was scheduled. This was a 
drawback because regular followup and support would be needed in order to 
effect long-lasting changes in the women's attitudes and behaviors. 
Another limitation also dealt with time* It was not expected that 
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the women!s lives would change radically within the short period of the 
course, nor that all of the leadership skills would be internalized* But, 
the design can start women on their way to leadership. 
A third limitation was that the evaluator of the project was also the 
implementor of its design. 
Methods 
Subjects. The subjects were thirteen women from the Amherst-Northamp- 
ton-Springfield, Massachusetts area. They ranged in age from 20 to 50, were 
involved in teaching, community work, administration, nursing, and social 
service, had a minimum of a bachelor* s degree with ten having advanced 
degrees or training. After hearing about the objectives of the training 
course, each volunteered to become involved. 
Project. The training design was offered as a non-credit workshop for 
interested women in the Amherst area during the month of February, 197U. 
The course was held on four Wednesday nights from 7:00-10:30 P.M. and two 
Friday nights 7:00-10:30 P. M. and all day Saturday from 9:00 A.M. to 
U:30 P. M. for a total of forty hours of instruction. Those women who 
needed academic credit arranged to have independent study contracts with 
the instructor. 
Procedures. A sponsor was found for the course, the Sverywoman s 
Center of the University of Massachusetts. The course was advertised 
through that organization* s newsletter, direct contact with groups of 
graduate students, and by word of mouth. Interested women signed up for 
the course by filling out a questionnaire (see Appendix). A suitable site 
was found and reserved on the university campus. Ideas and materials 
included in the-proposed design were tested out with groups of women during 
13 
January of 197U. These procedures are elaborated further in Chapter III* 
Project Evaluation* Summative evaluation involved a semantic differ¬ 
ential instrument developed from the "Sterotype Questionnaire" (Broverman, 
Rosenkrantz, Clarkson, & Vogel, 1968) and the "Inventory of Self-Concept" 
(Sherwood, 1962)* A posttest-only Control Group Design was used. The 
control group consisted of women randomly selected from those who signed 
up for other workshops offered by the Everywoman’s Center in February. The 
mean scores of each differential of the training group was compared with 
those of the control group. 
In addition, three process observers attended the first and last class 
to rate each woman on her attitude towards herself. The raters looked for 
verbal and non-verbal indicators that identified a woman* s negative, neutral 
or positive attitude towards herself. (Copies of fonns and the instrument 
used are found in the Appendix, B) 
The third source of evaluation was from the women*s journal entries 
and written feedback. Evidence of growth in these areas were sought: more 
positive attitude toward self; an understanding of skills and practices; 
taking more control over one’s life; increased insight into self; application 
of class experiences to daily life and most important, increased self- 
confidence. 
1U 
Outline of Chapters 
The following is an outline of each chapter in the report: 
Chapter I Purpose, Rationale and 
Methodology 
Chapter II Review of Literature 
Chapter III Development of Design 
Chapter IV Implementation of Design 
Chapter V Evaluation of Project 
Chapter VI Discussion 
Includes a statement of the pur¬ 
pose of the project, the rationale 
for the assumptions,significance 
and limitations of the study and 
methodology used* 
Includes a review of literature 
on women1 s potentiality and barriers 
to leadership, on personal growth 
and leadership training techniques, 
and on leadership theories* 
Includes a rationale for the devel¬ 
opment of design, an outline of 
proposed activities, a list of prep¬ 
arations for design implementation, 
and a discussion of the role of the 
facilitator. 
Includes an outline of activities for 
each session, a narrative report by 
the facilitator of what happened 
as well as subjective comments and 
suggestions for the use of other 
facilitators. 
Includes a rationale for formative 
and summative evaluation, a des¬ 
cription of the instrument, re¬ 
sults of control and experimental 
group scores, results of raters* 
observations and analysis of feed¬ 
back and journal entries. 
Includes a summary of the project, 
recommendations, and areas for 
further research. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
A considerable amount has been written about women, about psychological 
growth, and about leadership, but few writers have synthesized all of these 
parts in one work. It was necessary, therefore, to review the literature 
in several fields in order to gain insights into the training of women to 
become leaders. One area of the literature explored several dimensions 
of women—their potentialities, their psychology, the reasons why more 
women are not in leadership positions today, the barriers women face in 
order to become leaders, and the factors in society encouraging women to 
become leaders. The second area of written material attempted to show how 
to release the intellectual and creative potential in people and also how 
to create a training design which would provide the necessary leadership 
skills. The third area reviewed leadership theories and practices. Leader¬ 
ship by traits and situational leadership ideas were studied. 
Women: Their Potentiality and Barriers To Their Fulfillment 
Eric Erikson (1968) states that anatomy is destiny* in that it deter¬ 
mines the scope and functioning of our psychological being. Erikson states 
that women’s inner productive space is their center of despair, creating a 
tension in young girls which is only lessened when each successfully trans¬ 
fers the care received from her family to that of a man, and the care she 
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will give him and their offspring* He believes woman* s drive to fill the 
empty space determines early in her life her contentment with limited 
activity, her preoccupation with her body, her lack of resistance to con¬ 
trol and her lack of impulsiveness* 
Bernard (196U) found that the academic woman who emerged was ”a very 
bright woman as far as test intelligence is concerned” • 
Anthropologist Ashley Montague* s thesis is that women are naturally 
superior to men (Montague, 1972) • He measures superiority by ”the extent 
to which that trait confers survival benefits upon the person and the 
group” for immediate and long-term survival *^ In this society men*s 
physical strength is self-destructive, and therefore women are superior by 
not being the bigger and more powerful of the species* He claims women 
develop a sharper intelligence than men, are more quick-witted, intuitive, 
thoughtful, tactful, have greater stamina, are healthier, are the stronger 
sex. they are emotionally stronger because they bend more easily and are 
more resilient* 
Psychologist Bardwick (1971) points out that the culture can act on 
the qualities a person already has$ but it cannot generate basic qualities 
that the person does not have* This suggests that women must live with 
genetic characteristics attained at birth. But how do these basic features 
interact with one*s environment? 
* 
Bardwick (1971) shows that differences between the sexes have early 
genetic origins, but how people respond to these differences depends on 
the values of one's culture. The culture enhances these differences by 
Ashley Montague, The Natural Superiority of Women (New York: 
Collier Books, 1972), p* 32* 
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reward and punishment along specific sex lines* She states that women’s 
agression is more often subtle. The ’’American girl rarely achieves an 
independent sense of self and self-esteem because that requires having 
many experiences in which one is responsible and not dependent on adult 
p 
love and support”. 
Women learn that the sexual body equals the self. Resulting traits of 
dependency, passivity, conformity, and emotional liability are considered 
inferior; thus, women internalize a low self-concept. And yet if a woman 
becomes competitive, independent, active and initiating, i.e. masculine 
traits, she invites anxiety about her femininity. Therefore, many women 
do not prepare themselves professionally (Taylor, 1963) • 
Those who do prepare themselves professionally face a ’’psychological 
Ht. Everest” (Horner, 1973) • Such a woman actually suffers doubly, from 
internal doubts and conflicts and from hostile reactions that others have 
toward her. Homer’s earlier work (1969) found that a major barrier to 
woman’s success in academic competition came from the woman’s own fear of 
doing well. Her subjects unconsciously did not do well because to succeed 
meant she would become less feminine. A woman was more likely to resist 
success when she knew others, especially men, would think less of her and 
judge her. 
Hawley found that there was a significant relationship between careers 
women chose and their beliefs regarding men's view of the feminine ideal. 
Women planning to enter male-dominated careers were more concerned with 
male support than those who had traditional career goals. Only 10$ said 
2Judith Bardwick, Psychology of Women (New Yorks Harper & Row, 1971), 
p. 17. 
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they would pursue present goals over the objections of significant men in 
their lives. (Hawley, 1972) 
Then if a woman overcomes such internal handicaps and succeeds, her 
success, though outstanding and productive, is perceived as aggressive, 
deviant and castrating. (Bardwick, 1973) Tangri (1971) suggests embar¬ 
rassment over prominence is the major course of Fear of Success anxiety 
rather than success per se. Few women develop the personality qualities 
that would enable them to succeed in competitive situations. 
But if they do, the price they pay in negative psychological costs 
often range from depression to alcoholism. Macoby (1963) claims this 
anxiety lowers productivity by affecting creativity, by interfering with 
the set, and prevents scanning of the whole range of elements open to per¬ 
ceptions. Many women are just plain unwilling to face this added anxiety 
and once they realize that this may be the price of achievement, they draw 
back to safer ground* 
There are many factors in society which influence women as they grow 
up and seek personal and professional meaning in their lives. What 
specifically has kept women from being in leadership positions today? 
Loring and Wells (1972) cite four reasons. First, organizations and 
products are sex-typed, setting up sex-expectations. Loring and Wells 
ranked organizations from "feminine" to "masculine". The final ranking 
(from feminine to masculine) listed education, retailing, media, financial 
institutions, defense and construction. So, a woman entering a masculine- 
typed field is expected to fail. Second, expectations can become self- 
fulfilling prophesies, depending on a woman's self-confidence. Third, 
there is a sex bias in pay and position. Fourth, women college graduates 
are underutilized and underpaid even by the institutions that trained them 
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Killian (1971) lists the beliefs, or stereotyped ideas held by men that act 
prejudicially against women, 1) Women are absent more often than men. 
2) iAJomen tend to be transient workers. 3) Women are not ambitious. 
LO Women are more emotional than men. 5>) Women are not suited for men's 
jobs. He also says that another obstacle to women managers attaining 
entrance to the executive suite is that roost men prefer not to be super¬ 
vised by women, and, in fact, that many women dislike working for a womanl 
Many of the reasons cited as to why there are so few women leaders were 
routinely discredited by various authors. For instance, myths about women 
workers have been proven to be outrageously inaccurate. (Killian, 1971). 
Killian insists that women can be outstanding executives; that women 
in fact have some advantages over men with their "greater empathy and human 
insight, sincere feelings for the needs of people and the mental ability 
required for leadership11.3 
Taylor (1963) found that women administrators were rated higher than 
men by their superiors and other teachers for on-the-job performances. 
Their style was to ask subordinates for information, to discuss problems 
with supervisors and to apply the background information to problems. 
The writing of Elizabeth Janeway (1971) helps to explain the potency 
that myths have. Janeway attempts to explore myths that take account both 
what people believe and why they believe it, with the ultimate purpose of 
understanding social mythology. The myths she explores are women's place in 
man's world, her role of staying in the home, being weak, lacking capacity 
%ay Killian, The Working Womans A Male Manager's View (U.S.A.: 
American Management Association, 1971) 17^* 
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and value compared to the male. Myths have seemed: 
... omnipotent and complete . . . and incomprehensible. 
We needed them and were frightened of them . . . and the rules 
of behavior they lay down still influences the roles that 
society assigns us to play.k 
Others have outlined factors in our culture that inhibit a girl1 s 
motive to achieve. (Homer, 1969) (Taylor, 1963) (Crosby, 1973). Montague 
(1972) states that the actual aspirations of women are almost entirely deter¬ 
mined by culture. 
The effect of mothers as models for girls plays a big part. Girls do 
not have mothers as models for careers. This is due to the cyclical nature 
of androgynous periods alternating with masculine periods of behavior on 
the part of mothers. One generation of girls may have mothers who model 
career behavior; but when they are mothers, they have been encouraged by 
the culture to just be mothers, so that their children do not have them 
as career models. (Bird, 1972). Tangri (1971) found that women who enter 
male-dominated professions most likely had mothers who worked in such stere¬ 
otyped masculine professions themselves. 
Chancey (1967) asked 1$5 women attending a symposium on "Education of 
Women for Social and Political Leadership" the extent which various influ¬ 
ences had on their motivation to become leaders. She found that equal credit 
was given to their mothers and fathers in motivating them to become inter¬ 
ested in public affairs. Fifty percent of the respondents who were still 
in college had working mothers who worked primarily for the money, whereas 
19$ of the mothers of the post-graduate respondents worked full or parttime, 
also for economic reasons. The primary motivational factor towards leader¬ 
ship roles for unmarried women was the church; for married women, it was 
^Elizabeth Janeway, Man1 s World Womans Place (New York: Dell, 1971) 
p. 68 
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their husbands. Only 2% were motivated by the example of outstanding 
women. It is not surprising that such a small number would be inspired 
by outstanding women since their accomplishments are underpublicized. 
Maccoby (1963) reviewed studies showing that activities of parents who 
fostered independence and initiative resulted in higher analytic thinking 
and a good ability in mathematics and science* Children who are competitive, 
self-assertive, independent and dominant in their interaction with other 
children have I. Q. scores that increase with time; whereas those children 
who are passive, shy and dependent have scores that decrease with time. 
The adults in a girl*s life do not encourage only the characteristics 
she would need to succeed as a scientist. Rossi (1971) lists four* 
1) high intellectual ability—a girl enters adolescence with a style of 
thinking less appropriate to scientific work; 2) persistence in work— 
girls see fathers work for long periods of time on something important, her 
mother1 s work is long, too, but not considered important; 3) extreme 
independence and U) apartness from others. 
As girls grow up in this culture, they receive mixed messages from the 
adults around them. Goulder notes that the young girl is encouraged to 
ttplay up11 to men, be a good listener and flatter the male ego, but at the 
same time to establish forthright independent behavior, to compete on equal 
tenns and to lead. (Goulder, 1950). Mead (19U9) described the dilemma 
girls face as one in which she must display enough of her abilities to be 
considered successful, but not too successful; enough ability to get and 
keep a job, but without the sort of commitment that will make her either 
too successful or unwilling to give up the job entirely for marriage and 
motherhood. "Two steps forward and one step back11 is the dance call she 
or take the consequences. must obey . . • 
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Another factor that influences a girl*s desire to achieve is the 
reality that there are inadequate opportunities for her to do so. (Hoffman, 
1972). Girls have a high need for affiliation which influences their 
achievement motives and behaviors, sometimes enhancing and sometimes hinder¬ 
ing them. Hoffman concludes that research in the area is still too limited 
to condemn early childrearing habits as responsible for women !s achievement 
of leadership positions. 
At the college and university level, a girl faces difficulties from 
the beginning. The admissions policy of the University of Michigan as out¬ 
lined by Shortridge (1970) is all too typical of admission offices. When 
it was discovered that more and more qualified women were applying, fear set 
in that women would soon outnumber the men in the freshman class, an unthink¬ 
able situation. Therefore, higher standards were set for women to be admit¬ 
ted. Myths about the woman student influence their treatment by their 
teachers and later by admission officers of graduate schools. It is often 
believed that 1) men do better once they are in college; 2) women drop out- 
more often 3) men need the education more. Women students do not have women 
models on campus to help them keep their aspirations high. If a person took 
20 courses, the law of averages would give her one woman professor. Women 
only make up 6.5 per cent of the tenured faculty. Then, too, the books and 
periodicals read by the woman student only perpetuate the sex role stereo¬ 
typing she learned so well for her first 20 years. 
Bernard (196k) concluded that 
# the picture seems to be not one of women seeking 
positions and being denied, but rather one of women finding 
alternative investments of time and emotions more rewarding, 
one in which academic professions, because of changing role 
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demand, changing faculty-student relationships and changing 
faculty-administrations relations seems relatively less 
attractive than in the past*5 
Women often choose marriage and childrearing as the alternative invest¬ 
ment of their life's energies. Mead (1950) points out that the woman who 
chooses a career over marriage and motherhood is accorded no special place 
in the world. Janeway (1971) states that women cling to' the traditional 
r 
role because this role offers them a private sense of power they cannot get 
publicly. Maccoby (1963) found that the demands on women to marry and have 
children was a major reason for the interference with the development of 
their intellect and achievement. 
In the field of science, Rossi (1971) found that there are so few 
women because they have chosen marriage oveb career; that the husband's 
desires determined the wife's career pattern. This interruption of career 
is disastrous to a woman in a scientific profession. Research shows a 
correlation between age and intellectual output; the late 20* s and early 30's 
are the peak periods for the utilization of creative ability, exactly the 
time when women are more likely to be involved as a wife and mother than in 
the laboratory. 
What has continually intrigued this researcher-is that women in past 
generations have faced and overcome many of the same barriers faced by women 
in the seventies. Women such as Elizabeth Blackwell, Susan B. Anthony, 
Elizabeth Stanton, Emma Willard, and Mary Lyon are only a few of the many who 
faced incredible barriers in pursuit of their particular goals. Davis (1973)* 
Koontz (1972), and the "Lost Women" series in MS Magazine (1972-197U) all 
^Jessie Bernard, Academic Women (University Park, Pa.: Pennsylvania 
State University Press, 196LJ* P* 67. 
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provide ample evidence that women of all ages have faced societal and 
personal obstacles to their personal fulfillment. 
The following diagram summarizes the interrelationship between the 
innate characteristics of women (inner circle) and the strong influences 
of society (the spokes of the wheel). These societal and environmental 
influences explain why more women are not leaders today. Outside the 
circle are the consequences of this socialization process. The women pay 
a high price for conforming to society*s demands. 
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How Women Can Become Leaders and Break Out of the Third Circle 
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Training Theories and Techniques for Personal Growth 
and Leadership Training 
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A woman may never attempt to break out of the second circle because 
she has learned society^ lessons so well* If she does, she may face too 
many barriers and return to the security of her traditional role* 
It is at this point that training can intervene and break the cycle. 
The second area of literature reviewed dealt with how to release the 
intellectual and creative potential in people and how to create a training 
design which provides the skills necessary for effective leadership. Since 
the project assumed that one of the essential barriers to leadership roles 
for women has been psychological, this researcher reviewed techniques used 
by Tobias (1970) who stated that there was no "never fail" formula for 
training women to overcome the problem* She was sure, however, that self- 
concept, self-confidence, and encouragement were among the necessary ingre¬ 
dients of a solution. 
Raths, Harmin and Simon (1966) outline a process by which a value can 
be attained. This process includes three parts: choosing, prizing and 
acting. A person would choose freely from among many alternatives and after 
thoughtful consideration of the consequences of each alternative. This 
choice is prized highly and cherished privately and publicly. Having chosen 
the person acts upon this choice repeatedly. Using the theory, the authors 
have developed many strategies to examine one's life and values. Their 
strategies provide people with an opportunity to systematically sort through 
their confusion, consider many more options than they ordinarily might, 
analyze their alternatives rationally, and then set a new goal. 
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Alschule, Tabor, and Mclntrye (1971) integrate previous research on 
the motive to achieve into an achievement motivation training design. They 
recognize that people need both opportunities and the motivation to use those 
opportunities. They outline a six-step sequence in arousing and internaliz¬ 
ing a motive: 1) Attend—getting the participant's attention; 2) Experience— 
vividly experiencing the thoughts, actions and feelings of the motive; 
3) Conceptualize—label the components of the motive; k) Relate—discovering 
the relevance of the motive to one's basic values and life; 5) Apply— 
practice applying the motive in real-life situations and 6) Internalize— 
the individual incorporates the motive without external support* 
The work of Harvey Jackins (1972) is especially relevant to the project* 
The theory of Reevaluation Counseling hypothesizes that we all, men and women 
alike, 1) have a "genius" sized capacity to think, to create new successful 
responses for new situations, 2) have a zestful enjoyment of living and 
3) that the natural relationship between any two humans is loving and coop¬ 
erative. Jackins theorizes that physical and emotional hurts, or distresses, 
have inhibited our innate potential. This damaging process can be stopped 
and reversed through structured peer counseling experiences. This researcher 
found this theory and practice the most effective in overcoming psychological 
blocks to becoming all that she could become. 
Weinstein and Fantini (1970) identified pupils' concerns which fell into 
three categories: 1) concern about self-image; 2) concern about disconnected¬ 
ness (a wish to establish a connection with others or with society at large) 
and 3) concern about control over one's life. As the authors developed 
activities to deal with these concerns, they also developed a model for 
sequencing content and procedure. The resulting "Trumpet" allows a person 
to become a self-scientist, to examine a pattern in one's life as objectively 
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as a scientist. The individual identifies a particular behavior and asks 
if this is typical of her* Then she analyzes how the pattern serves her 
and also how it does not serve her* Numerous alternatives are generated, 
one of which is eventually chosen to try out* Following the "test" the 
individual assesses its utility and then either continues that behavior or 
selects a new one. 
In addition to these basic resources, many others supplemented this 
researcher1 s repertoire of ideas. They include works in Gestalt Therapy 
(Peris, 1969, Fagan and Shepherd, 1970), Values Clarification (Simon, Howe 
and Kirschenbaum, 1972), student concerns and process education (Borton, 
1970) human potential movement (Lewis and Streitfeld, 1972, Maltz, 1971). 
Next this researcher looked at theories and experiences that would de¬ 
velop the leadership skills a woman would need. What other aspects will need 
attention in addition to that of the psyche? 
Several interviews were held with women in various parts of the country 
who were involved in some way with training women to be leaders. Heine 
(1973) indicated that in addition to work on one’s self image, many issues 
pertinent to women would need exploration. They includes competition 
between women; one’s power and influence; fear of homosexuality. She 
suggested techniques such as Gestalt, role playing, and non-verbal communication. 
Taba (1953) outlined the steps she used in developing and implementing 
a six-week leadership training course. Her steps included identifying work¬ 
shop objectives, selection of participants, thorough* diagnosis prior to and 
during the workshop. The latter she stressed as the most important ingre¬ 
dient of an effective program. Knowles (1955) elaborated on the diagnostic 
tool used with participants prior to workshop training. He also lists the 
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many methods used in the workshop: lectures, small work groups, audio¬ 
visual materials, debates, demonstration, forums, and role playing* 
Napier and Gershenfeld1s (1973) work deals with groups. They provide 
a sound theoretical basis for facilitators interested in groups and group 
process. In oarticular they cover theory and activities in perception, 
communication, group norms, pressures and standards, leadership group 
problem solving, evolution and the current status of groups. The book and 
its companion manual plus the work of Pfeiffer and Jones (1972) and 
Schmuck and Runkel (1972) provide sufficient activities to develop leader¬ 
ship skills in interpersonal relationships* 
Leadership Theories and Practices 
The literature was reviewed to discover what had been written about 
leadership. Two definitions of leadership were recurring. One defines the 
leader by traits; the other defines leadership according to the situation. 
As both types were read, the answer to one question was sought, "What is 
effective leadership? What must one do to be an effective leader?" 
Leadership by Traits 
Loring and Wells (1972) point out that 
... the model of the successful manager in* our culture is 
a masculine one. The good manager is aggressive, competitive, 
firm and just* He is not feminine, he is not soft, yielding, 
dependent, or intuitive in the womanly sense. 
The same authors also describe the good manager as 1) having the ability 
to develop goals and objectives, 2) being able to build a plan to implement 
these goals, interrrelating them with others, 3) capable of effective 
Rosaline Loring and Theodora Wells, Breakthrough: Women Into 
Management (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1972), p. 90. 
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communication, especially with people, but also written and formal present 
ta tions, h) able to resolve or balance conflicts between work, interests, 
and oeople, 5) good at problem-solving in all its phases, 6) balanced 
decision-making, carefully weighing the important elements and generally 
using good judgment, 7) able to determine priorities with flexibility, to 
change as needed and stick with them when necessary. 
Ross and Hendry ( 1957) say a leader must have empathy, must identify 
with other members of the group, must be able to help in a practical way, 
must be well integrated and emotion ally stable, desires to be in a leader¬ 
ship role, is intelligent, is competent in the task in which the group is 
engaged, consistent and self-confident. 
Killian ( 1971) also describes effective leadership in terms of the 
leadersT traits. He states that "women need the same qualifications that 
men need—the ability to persuade , to lead, to win respect, to plan analy- 
7 
tic ally, to mold a team, and to work effectively with all types of people*" 
Gracey ( 1961) summarized what a woman would need in order to be a 
woman boss: 
You must be blessed with the soul of an angel, the patience 
of Job, the wisdom of Solomon and have vinegar instead of blood 
coursing through you veins. In addition tothese you must also have 
natural resources of courage, ingenuity, skill, decisiveness, 
astuteness, initiative, and most of all—self-control. 
Situational Leadership 
More recently, the trend in the literature focuses on the situational 
nature of leadership with the emphasis on the behavior of the leader and 
their group members rather than on the traits of the leader. The situational 
7 Killian, op. cit., p. 1$3. 
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approach to the study of leadership emerged after fifty years of 
study that failed to identify one personality trait or set of qualities 
found generally in leaders* The following reviews current thought 
on situational leadership. 
Knickerbocker defines leadership as a "function of needs existing in 
a gj-ven situation and consists of a relationship between an individual and 
a group. The leader is perceived by the group as the person who can better 
ensure getting needs met and to prevent decreased need satisfaction* The 
leader therefore may be appointed or self-selected, but the leader’s 
objectives must be the same as the group’s or the group would need to 
see the leader as the means of meeting their needs.^ 
Garter ( 1958) proposes another definition because he finds weaknesses 
in the above definition. He proposes that leadership be based on leader 
behavior which would vary with each set of circumstances. This has the 
advantage of allowing the experimenter to define with exactness particular 
acts he considers signs of leadership; different sets of behaviors can be 
used for different situations. This allows for a more flexible definition 
of leadership, a complex concept at best0 
Hemphill ( 19h9) defines leadership to include "both the characteristics 
of a social situation and the characteristics of an individual... Leadership 
may be said to be the behavior of an individual while he is directing 
9 
O 
Genevieve Gracey, " So You Want to Be A Woman Bossl" Personnel 
journal * Vol, ItO, No. 3* July-August, 1961, P. 119. 
9 Irving Knickerbocker, "Leadership: A Gonception and Some Impliieations," 
C*G. Browne, The Study of Leadership (Danville, Ill.; Interstate Printers 
and Publishers; TH377 EW p. lu 
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group leadership .10 Therefore, leadership is judged effective according 
to that particular situation in which the leader has acted, 
Lipham defined effective leadership as it ”relates to the accomplish¬ 
ment of the cooperative purpose, which is social and non-personal in 
character”.^- He compares leadership with administration, the former being 
the initiation of new structures or procedures for accomplishing an organ¬ 
ization’s goals and objectives, while the latter is a stabilizing force, 
maintaining rather than changing structures. According to Lipham, there 
are three classes of leadership behavior: 1) attempted Leadership consists 
of acts which are accomplished with an intention of initiating a structure, 
2) Successful Leadership is made up of acts that have initiated a structure 
and 3) Effective Leadership in which acts that have initiated a structure- 
in-interaction have contributed to the solution of a mutual problem, 
Lipham defined ’’behavior” studies of leadership, such as the Ohio 
State Studies, as attempts to observe behaviors rather than the capacity 
inferred from these behaviors. The Ohio State Studies described leader 
behavior using the dimensions of structure initiation and consideration 
for those in the group. It was concluded that effective or desirable 
leader behaviors were characterized by high scores in both initiating 
structures and consideration. The studies found that only a small per¬ 
centage of on-the-job superintendents possess these high scores. Lipham 
10John Hemphill, Situational Factors in Leadership (Columbus, Ohio: 
Ohio State University, 19L9), p. 
* 
njan»3 Lioham, "Leadership and Administration", Behavioral Science 
and Kdnnatfnnal Administration (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1551:), p. lii 
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concludes that more studies are needed that utilize a multiple criterion 
approach for evaluation of leadership effectiveness . Korman (1966) con¬ 
cluded after reviewing Ohio State Studies that the leadership behaviors in 
the Leadership Behavior and Leadership Opinion Questionnaire do not predict 
effectiveness on the job* 
The Leader Descriptive Questionnaire was used in a study reported by 
Morsink (1969) to determine whether or not men really do behave more appro¬ 
priately as leaders than women in the role of secondary school principal* 
Woman rated higher than men on the following dimensions of leaderships 
1* Representation: Perceived degree in which an individual speaks and 
acts as the representative of the group. 
2. Reconciliation: Degree to which an individual reconciles conflic¬ 
ting demands and reduces disorder in the system. 
3. Predictive Accuracy: Degree to which an individual exhibits fore¬ 
sight and ability to predict outcomes accurately. 
U. Integration: Degree to which an individual maintains a closely 
knit organization and resolves intermember conflict. 
5. Superior Orientation: Degree to which an individual maintains 
cordial relations with superiors; has influence 
over them, is striving for higher status. 
6. Tolerance of Freedom: Degree to which leader allows followers 
scope for initiating decision making and action. 
There were no significant differences in the dimensions of tolerance 
of uncertainty and consideration. Morsink concludes that there is no justi¬ 
fication in the argument that men behave more appropriately than women as 
secondary school principals yet warns that since the scores do not measure 
effectiveness, it cannot be concluded that women behave more appropriately 
on these dimensions than men. 
The Florida Kellogg Leadership studies also looked at ways to categorize 
and judge principal behavior. Hines and Grobman (19^6) study used the Kellogg 
3k 
work to describe leadership behavior of men and women principals. They 
found that women were more often democratic than authoritarian than men; 
that women outs cored the male principal by 18$ in having good operating 
practices as determined by experts in school administration; that the women 
more often used situational behaviors to meet problems than did the men; 
and that parents rated the women principals higher* 
Gibb (19U7) defines leadership not as an attribute of the personality 
but a quality of role within a particular and specified social system. He 
outlines the following principles on leadership: 1) Leadership is relative 
always to the situation; 2) The nature of a leadership role is determined 
by the goal of the group and the capacity of the individual to contribute 
to the achievement of the goal; 3) Leadership is a process of mutual stimu¬ 
lation—a social interactional phenomenon in which the attitudes, ideals, 
and aspirations of the followers play as important a determining role as do 
the individuality and personality of the leader* 
Hemphill lists the following eight leadership styles observed in prin¬ 
cipals, but he cautions that no one person was exactly like any of these 
eight styles: l) High communication style, 2) High discussion, 3) High 
compliance, k) High analysis, 5) High relationship, 6) High work-organization, 
7) High outside orientation, and 8) High work-direction style. (Hemphill, 
196U). 
9 
Hersey and Blanchard's Life Cycle of Leadership (1972) emphasizes the 
behavior of a leader in relationship to his followers. This requires 
skills in diagnosing the variables in the environment and adapting one's 
personal style to meet the demands of that environment. The curvilinear 
function of the cycle allows one to plot leadership styles that correspond 
with Maslow's hierarchy of human needs, with Herzberg's hygiene factors 
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and motivators, with Argyris* Immaturity-Maturity continuum, with 
McGregor’s Theory X and Theory Y and Likert’s management systems. The 
purpose behind the Life Cycle is to develop leaders who are adaptable to 
their followers. 
Browne (1958) suggests that a new leadership set is needed that in¬ 
corporates chance, ”a set to get set for that which we’re not set for”, 
or ”a readiness to be ready for that which we are not ready for”. This 
calls for breaking away from a static or fixed approach to any problems 
and to substitute a dynamic or adjustable approach. It calls for an 
nanything can happen” attitude. 
Chapter II has reviewed current literature in three areas. In the 
first, ample evidence was found to support the idea that women can become 
effective leaders,,but it was also suggested that women will have to face 
many obstacles within themselves and society in order to reach their goal. 
In the second area reviewed, numerous theories and techniques that can 
effectively help women overcome psychological barriers to growth were des¬ 
cribed. In addition to personal growth ideas, the review covered literature 
dealing with the improvement of interpersonal relations, group process, and 
designs for leadership training. Finally, literature was reviewed which 
discussed the nature of leadership. Two specific definitions were explored: 
one defines a leader by her traits and the other defines the leader’s 
behavior according to the situation. 
11 1 9 
12Thoma3 Browne, The Study of Leadership (Danville, Ill.: Interstate 
Printers and Publishers Inc., h7i> PP» 
CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPMENT OF PROJECT DESIGN 
The rationale for the development of a training design to help women 
become effective leaders was set forth in Chapter I* This section will 
outline the objectives of the workshop design, the guidelines used in the 
development of the design, preparations that were made for its implemen¬ 
tation and the activities involved. In addition, there is a discussion of 
the role of the facilitator. 
The overall objectives of the project were to help women believe that 
they could become leaders and to give them an opportunity to learn and 
practice skills that they can use in leadership positions. A four part 
outline of the design objectives follows. The first part of the course 
will help a woman to believe that she can be a leader. This is followed 
by opportunities for her to learn, relearn and then practice interpersonal 
skills. In the third section the woman can become familiar with leadership 
theories and practice some leadership skills. The last part of the design 
will explore the implications on her personal life of becoming a leader. 
« 
Design Themes and Objectives 
Main Objective: I. 
Theme: 
To Provide the Proper Set of Experiences that Will 
Enable Each Woman to Say that She Can be a Leader 
If She Wants To. 
A. Introduction to workshop experience and to each 
other „ .. 
1. To orient participants to the design themes 
and objectives Objective: 
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Theme: B. Where are you now? 
Objectives: 
Theme: 
Objectives: 
Theme: 
Objectives: 
1. To clarify each woman1s occupational position 
and attitude toward leadership. 
2. To identify the direction in which she wishes 
to go. 
3. To identify what character traits already exist 
in each woman that would be her foundation for 
becoming a leader. 
U. To provide experiences that enhance her self- 
concept and her self-appreciation* 
?. To recall past situations in which she functioned 
as a leader. 
6. To begin to clarify the meaning of n effective” 
in relation to leadership. 
C. How did you get there? 
1. To increase each woman*s understanding of the many 
variables in her upbringing that have influenced 
her present attitudes and behaviors* 
2* To recall earlier aspirations she once had and 
reevaluate them. 
3. To identify the self put-downs she has internal¬ 
ized that keep her from becoming a leader. 
k. To learn how some famous women, past and present, 
overcame barriers to become leaders* 
D. How do I move from this point? 
l. To identify what each woman wants and where she 
wants to go. 
2. To identify factors encouraging each woman to, 
or restraining each woman from reaching her goal. 
3. To understand the change process. 
li. To test out her limits in taking risks; to discuss 
the place of risk in being a leader. 
Yo recognize her own power and determine how to get 
more. 
6. To learn a process for solving problems. 
Main Objective: 
Theme: 
Objectives: 
Theme: 
Objectives: 
Theme: 
Theme: 
Objectives: 
Theme: 
Objectives: 
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II. To Learn (Or Relearn) and Practice Interpersonal Skills 
A. Our view of others and assumptions about human 
nature. 
1. To gain insight into her view of people. 
2. To understand how her view of people will 
affect her leadership effectiveness. 
3. To increase her trust in others. 
3* Listening Skills. 
1. To learn specific listening skills of attending, 
reflecting and interpreting. 
2. To understand the importance of learning and 
practicing listening skills as a leader. 
C. Accuracy of Perceptions 
1. To check on the accuracy of her verbal and 
non-verbal perceptions. 
2. To explore how our perceptions affect her 
ability to relate to others 
D. Roles Functions in a Group. 
1. To increase understanding of task and main¬ 
tenance roles in a group. 
2. To increase her skills in observing a group 
and categorizing by functional roles. 
3. To increase understanding about the difference 
between intended and perceived behaviors. 
E. Giving and Receiving Feedback. 
1. To learn what feedback is and its function with¬ 
in groups. 
2. To learn and practice criteria for effective 
feedback. 
3# To discuss the role of non-evaluative and 
evaluative feedback. 
Main Objectives: III. To Learn and Practice Leadership Skills. 
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Theme 5 
Objectives: 
Theme: 
Objectives: 
Main Objective: 
Theme: 
Objectives: 
A* Review of Leadership Theories. 
1* To increase her comprehension of major 
leadership theories and models. 
2. To analyze appropriateness of each theory 
according to woman’s needs and motives. 
3. To thoroughly understand the Life Cycle 
Theory of Leadership. 
B. Putting Theory into Practice. 
1. To explore what happens when no formal 
leader is designated. 
2. To explore appropriateness of groups having 
no formal leader. 
3. To practice stating expectations of the 
leader and followers. 
h. To identify task and relationship behaviors 
of leader and followers. 
5. To apply criteria for effective feedback. 
6. To diagnose her leadership style and 
adaptability. 
7. To explore issues unique to women leaders. 
8. To apply the Life Cycle Theory. 
9. To practice problem solving process. 
IV. To Explore Implications of Becoming a Leader. 
A. Identifying personal problems when a woman wants 
to become a leader. 
1. To identify significant others in her life 
who will be affected by her growth. 
To learn how others have faced the issues of 
raising children, two careers in a marriage, 
etc. 
2. 
1*0 
Theme: B. Analyzing variables encouraging her growth 
Objectives 1. Personal variables* 
2. Resources available 
Theme: C* Goal setting 
Objective: 1* To set at least one specific and realistic 
goal. 
There were several guidelines which this author observed as she 
created the design. These guidelines were developed by the author through 
extensive reading in curriculum development and in the methodology of 
effective teaching, as well as through the experience she gained while 
working with groups of learners of all age levels.^ 
The first guideline followed was that a facilitator must know a great 
deal of information about the participants and their present situations. 
Although a design could be created without much participant data, its 
appropriateness to the needs of those participants would be a matter of 
luck. Therefore, once the objectives were tentatively selected and ordered 
in a designed sequence, this sequence had to be checked out against the 
needs of an actual population of learners. This was done by asking several 
questions of those people who indicated an interest in the design experience. 
* 
They were asked, for instance, ffWhat problems have you faced as a leader?” 
”What are some skills and learning you would like to gain from this exper¬ 
ience?” Answers to these questions were checked against the preliminary 
design objectives. Then the objectives were adapted to more closely meet 
the needs of this particular group of learners. 
^Lois Hart, ^Development of a Training Design for Teachers Implementing 
Psychological Curriculum”. (Unpublished position paper. University of 
Massachusetts, May, 1973).Many of these guidelines are based on learning 
theories outlin ed in Robert Davis, Learning in the Schools ( Belmont, 
California: Wadsworth Publishing Inc., 1966). 
The second guideline for the facilitator is that she needs to have an 
understanding of how people learn. What do we know about learning? We 
know that behaviors that are rewarded are more likely to recur. Therefore, 
in this design such rewards in the form of verbal, positive feedback will 
be given as learners display new desired behaviors. We also know that rewards 
need to follow immediately after the desired behavior has occurred. There¬ 
fore, this principle will be consciously attended to in the design. We 
also know that readiness for any learning is a complex product of inter¬ 
action between such variables as physiological and psychological maturity. 
A sense of importance of the new learning for the learner, mastery of some 
prerequisites which provide a fair chance of success, and freedom from dis¬ 
couragement or threat. Asking participants to respond to questions before 
the workshop started gave the facilitator an opportunity to assess the needs 
of the learners in this group. Another implication of the second guideline 
is that the class setting will need to be one in which the climate is safe 
for learning to occur. We also know that learning is more likely to oocur 
if it is within the person*s power to achieve success. Therefore, the 
design of this course will be constructed in steps that are attainable by 
the individuals in the project group. A person will not be asked to achieve 
some new behavior that is ten steps beyond where she is at the moment. 
We also know that when learners have an opportunity to take part in the 
planning of the learning experience, more learning will occur. Although 
for this design the participants did not have direct input as to what would 
happen initially, the facilitator, via a pre-workshop questionnaire, was 
able to discover what they hoped to gain from the experience. The facili¬ 
tator was also prepared to adapt the design as the evidence of new needs in 
the group emerged and as members saw more clearly what the next step in 
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their leadership growth should be. 
We also know that learning is most effective when it allows for direct 
experiencing. Therefore, large sections of this workshop will consist of 
opportunities for the individuals to experience what it is like to be a 
leader, through simulation, through role-playing, through gaming of various 
types. 
We know also that learning is most effective when it uses several 
modes. In this design, combinations of the following modes will be incor¬ 
porated; there will be opportunities for writing in journals, large and 
- 
small group discussions, experiences in twos or threes, simulations, 
creative art projects, body movement. There will thus be a variety of modes 
of learning that will accommodate virtually every style of learning that 
these participants have. 
It is known that people will disclose aspects of themselves only 
as they are ready to do so. It is this facilitator's experience that it 
is best to let a person privately reflect on a learning activity prior to 
public discussion. The next step is to allow for sharing, in an intimate 
setting, using groups of twos or threes, before asking the participants to 
share in a large group. This sequence from personal "alone" time, to 
small group, to large group discussion is a sequence that is consciously 
used in this design. 
Learners are also affected by their energy levels. Therefore, when 
people get together in the evening after a long day, activities that are 
energizing will be necessary. This "fatique factor" also comes into play 
following heavy meals. On the other hand, in order to allow people to 
digest food, some quiet time is also necessary shortly after a heavy meal. 
Active and passive experiences will be interspersed throughout the design 
so that not many large blocks of time will go without some movement by 
the individuals in the group. Necessary, too, are frequent breaks for the 
physiological and psychological well-being of the learners. Therefore, 
there will be breaks at least every hour and a half. 
We also know that learning is most effective when it allows for prac¬ 
tice. This design, then, will incorporate not only theory but practice of 
various theories. The practice will often be intentionally repetitive. 
Such reinforcement should insure internalization of the learning. Partici¬ 
pants will be encouraged to practice between sessions their new skills at 
every opportunity. 
We also know that practice is not enough. The learner will not im¬ 
prove by repeated effort unless she is informed that the effort has been 
successful. Therefore, this design will incorporate regular feedback. 
Feedback will be given to the individual as to how others in the group 
perceive her and will be checked against her own perception of her skills, 
behaviors, and attitudes. Regular feedback will also be solicited by the 
facilitator to insure that this design truly meets the needs of the group. 
In addition to knowing how people learn, the facilitator needs to be 
aware of what is known about the process of change. We are dealing with 
individual change. We do know that individual attitude and behavior 
change takes a long time. Participants are warned of this reality by the 
facilitator to forestall unrealistic expectations on their part. What may 
occur as a result of the short though intensive training experience are 
some changes in the individual's attitudes. Such change is necessary before 
there can be changes in behavior. Again, depending, on the readiness of 
the individuals for this group experience, behavioral changes may or may 
not occur* Some may make behavior changes that others do not* Some may 
more effectively make a particular change in behavior than another person* 
Because personal change takes a long time, this design should ideally be 
continued for a longer time* At this moment the design is planned to be 
completed within one month, with a total of forty hours of group experience* 
If the g roup decides that it is willing and interested, followup experiences 
will be planned. 
We do know that personal change is possible. However, participants and 
facilitator need to be patient because there can be no set timetable for 
full realization of one's goals. We do know, too, that we are constantly 
changing* Our values have changed with time, are presently changing and 
will probably change even more in the future* Our attitudes and our behaviors 
all can change, too. 
We do know that change causes fear and tension. To come to a group 
experience knowing that she is going to have to face herself, and especially 
face some things that she has not wanted to face before, is a frightening 
process for any woman. The design must recognize that women come to the 
experience with some trepidation and this is a legitimate feeling. 
We know that there is often regression in the change process. The 
facilitator will need to reassure participants that when this happens to 
them, it is very natural. This makes it doubly important to encourage the 
participants to help plan followup sessions, to give others the socio- 
emotional support and opportunities for further practice. 
In addition to guidelines relating to how people learn, and those re¬ 
lating to the change process, there are other generalizations made by people 
who plan workshops for personal growth and leadership training that need to 
be considered in this design. For instance, it has been found that very 
intensive experiences often allow the person to hasten the self-examination 
process and begin to make some behavioral and attitudinal changes. Conse¬ 
quently, this total design will be completed within the space of one month* 
The participants will be together for large blocks of time. Evening sessions 
will run a minimum of from three to three and a half hours. There will be 
two all-day sessions* There will be no more than one week between classes. 
It is also the experience of facilitators that having a workshop in a 
new setting proves to be an effective device for enhancing personal growth. 
Although the project group will not be able to leave the campus area, a site 
was chosen that is comfortable and yet emotionally neutral. The location is 
also close enough to participants1 homes that class sessions will not unduly 
disrupt their usual schedules. Since most of these women have families and 
children, the course will not take a full weekend out of their lives. Instead 
it will use a Friday night-all day Saturday scheme in recognition of the fact 
that they have more in their lives than leadership training. 
The objectives for this design have been outlined and the underlying 
guidelines have been elaborated. At this point the learning activities will 
be laid out in detail. Preceding the description of activities is an outline 
lor each segment of the course. Each leaning activity lists the objective, 
the steps involved, and the materials necessary to achieve its goals. The 
activities are in a tentative sequence which a facilitator could follow. As 
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the reader shall see in the next chapter, although the order of the themes 
remained the same, their scope was adapted to the needs of the group. Each 
facilitator would have to decide, during the learning process, which of the 
following activities are most appropriate. 
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DAI 1 
7:00 P. 1 M. Journals and Reading 
7:20 "Give a Cheer" 
7:30 Course Orientation 
l:hS "I. A. L. A. C." 
8:00 Introductions 
3:30 Break 
8:U5 Continue Introductions 
9:15 Film and Followup Discussion 
10:00 Validations within Trios 
10:15 Closing Circle 
"Give A Cheer" 
Objective: 
To become familiar with each others’ names 
To convey sense of self in form of body movement 
To release tension 
Time: 10 minutes 
Activity: 
Each person is asked to think of a body movement and cheer using their 
name. The cheer should somehow represent them and how they perceive 
themselves. 
« 
The group is in a circle* one at a time, each woman gives her cheer. 
For example, "Rah, Lois" is said as she scurries around the circle. 
Then the other members of the group follow the leader through that 
cheer twice. 
(Day 1) 
"Journals” 
Objective: 
To record one*s thoughts, feelings and actions at regular intervals 
during the course• 
To provide a regular activity which encourages reflection. 
Time: 20 minutes 
Activity: 
Each person is given a 12,f x 18" piece of colored construction paper , 
with lots of paper inside. While waiting for the session to start 
each person is to make a collage of symbols representing herself, 
her ideas, feelings, and roles on the cover of her journal. 
The purpose and use of the journal is explained after the whole 
group has gathered. 
"Orientation to Course" 
Objective: 
To give sufficient information so that participants will understand 
what will be happening in the class and then decide if they want to 
continue. 
Time: 1$ minutes 
Activity: 
The following points will be covered: 
1. Objectives of the course 
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a. Background on facilitator and her motivation 
b. Participants* expectations 
c. Course objectives 
2. Schedule 
Times of each session 
Dates and topics proposed for each date 
3. Fees 
U. Assignments: 
a. Read a biography or autobiography of a woman leader, 
using questions given (See pp. U9-51) as guide to 
reading• 
0r 
b. Select one woman leader in this geographical area; 
observe her leadership behaviors and be prepared 
to share those observations with the class. Use 
the same list of questions as in MaH. 
c. Read, or reread. Organizational Behavior by Hersey 
and Blanchard. Use list of questions (See pp. 52-53) 
as guide to reading. 
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Real Lives of Real Women—Biographies and Autobiographies 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton: There are several biographies written on her life* 
Her autobiography is called Eighty Years and More* 
Ida B. Wells: A crusader against black oppression from post-Reconstruction 
to 1931* Her autobiography is called Crusade for Justice* 
Shirley Chisholm: Her autobiography. Unbought and Unbossed, tells how our 
first Congresswoman has singlehandedly challenged some of America’s 
most cherished and carefully guarded prejudices* 
Margaret Sanger: Her autobiography, Margaret Sanger, traces her battle to 
establish birth control as a basic human right. Margaret Sanger, 
Pioneer of Birth Control by L. Lader and M. Meltzer 
Sojourner Truth: This woman born into slavery, penniless, unable to read 
or write but endowed with an indomitable spirit, walked the roads of 
this country telling and singing the evils of slavery, women’s rights 
and labor reform. Journey Toward Freedom by Jacqueline Bernard* 
Bernadette Devlin: The Price of My Soul by Ms. Devlin tells of her 
experiences in the Irish civil rights movement, her winning of a seat 
in Parliament and her six months in jail in 1972. 
Enrca Goldman: She was an alien, a practicing anarchist, a labor agitator, 
a pacifist, a feminist, proponent of free love and birth control, a 
communist and a street fighter for justice* Her autobiography is 
called Living My Life* 
Women of Courage by Dorothy Nathan has profiles of five American^women: 
Susan B. Anthony, Jane Addams, Mary McCeod Bethune, Amelia Earhart, 
and Margaret Mead. 
Growing Up Female in America; Ten Lives, Eve Merriam, Ed. Ten different 
women, living in different times and places and from different social 
and economic backgrounds, describe their lives in their own words* 
Included are Maria Mitchell, Astronomer* Susie Kring Taylor, social 
worker* Elizabeth Cady Stanton. 
Sarah and Angelina Grimka: These two rebel Southern ladies became volun¬ 
tary exiles in order to live according to conscience and speak out 
for abolition of slavery. Their story is told by Gerda Lemer in 
The Grimke Sisters from South Carolina. 
Other women who have influenced our history and thinking include: 
Simone De Beauvoir, The Prime of Life 
Joan Baez, Sad Carnival 
Shirley MacLaine, Don*t Fall Off The Mountain 
Isadora Duncan, Isadora 
Marya Manner, Out of My Time 
Lillian Heilman, An Unfinished Woman 
Margaret Chase Smith, The Senator from Maine by Alice Fleming 
Lillian Wald, Neighbor to the World ,by Irvin Block 
Rachel Carson,"Sea and Earth by Phillip Sterling 
Susan B. Anthony, Susan B. Anthony by Alma Lutz who also wrote 
biographies of Emma Willard, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Harriot 
Stanton Blatch 
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Observing Women as Leaders 
Directions: As you read about or observe a woman leader, look for the 
following. Complete this form during or at the end of your reading or 
observations • 
1. Diagnosing the Situation 
a. What could you find out about the organizational setting in which 
this woman operated? 
b. What could you determine about the expectations of this woman* s: 
1) followers 
2) superiors 
3) peers 
U) self 
2. Leader Behavior Style and Effectiveness 
On this grid, mark this woman* s Dominant leadership style with a **Df* 
and her supporting style with a **S**. 
Mark her degree of effectiveness as a leader along the scale. 
3. Barriers 
a. What barriers did this woman face 
In Herself t In Society 
b. What did she do to overcome these barriers? 
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Reading Guide for Management of Organizational Behavior 
Note: The theories reviewed in this book reflect management situations 
that are male oriented. You will not find women in the role of a manager 
or decision maker, only as the subordinate* You will notice that the 
masculine form of pronouns is used consistently. Therefore, we as women 
need to read this book from our own point of view. We need to ask, ”How 
does this theory relate to women?” and ”How does this theory fit into my 
concept of leadership?” As you read or re-read the book, use the follow¬ 
ing questions as your guide but do not limit your questions to them only* 
Motives: Motives are our needs, wants and drives. What do you want, need; 
what drives you? How can youffind out what motivates your followers, your 
associates, your superiors? 
Maslow: Does Maslow*s Hierarchy of Needs reflect what women want and need? 
If the hierarchy suggests a continuum of values which says, ”Self Actual¬ 
ization is best,” what does this say to you as a woman? 
McGregor: His list of assumptions about human nature can be placed on a 
continuum: 
Theory X Theory Y 
1. Place yourself on this continuum in regard to your view of human nature# 
2. According to which theory are women usually treated? 
3* Where does the power come from in each of the theories? 
lu What is your view of work? Does work have to be a necessary evil? 
Argyris: Look at his Immaturity-Maturity Continuum* 
1. Where do you place yourself on his continuum? 
2. How are women seen according to Argyris* 1 2 3 definition of maturity? 
3. What kind of environment do women need in order to move to the right on 
this continuum? How is such an environment created? 
some specific hygiene factors you would require? Do women have 
different hygiene factors than men? 
2. What would motivate you to do a superior job? Would women fs list be the 
same as the men*s? 
3. Discuss the role that money plays in women*s lives. 
Likert: 
IT In which management system do you operate best? Which system do you 
encounter most frequently? 
2. Is there one best system for women? Why? 
Herzberg 
1* What , 
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Ohio State Studies and Managerial Grid; 
1# In each grid, identify the quadrant in which your leadership behavior 
falls* Where would most women fall? Most men? What myths support 
this generalization? 
2. Why is the desire to have a single, best style of leadership inadequate 
for women leaders in general? For you in particular? 
Tri^dimensional Leader Effectiveness Models 
1. Think of a time when you were a successful but ineffective leader. 
Describe how you behaved, your feelings at that time. Describe the 
behaviors of your followers and their perceived feelings* 
2* Think of a time when you were a successful and effective leader* 
Describe your behavior and feelings 0 
Power; 
1. Think of times when you had personal power. Position power* Both. 
2. Which do you have more of now? 
3* How do we as women get more power? 
Effectiveness: 
1, What are some ways to determine organizational effectiveness? 
2* How can our learning group become even more effective? 
Diagnosing the Environment; 
1* Use our learning group to practice diagnosing the environment. 
2. How do the group members perceive you? What do they expect of you? 
Of themselves? 
3* How does the group leader perceive you? What does she expect of you? 
How do you perceive her role? 
h» What methods can you use to accurately assess the situation? 
Style Adaptability; 
1. Think of a time when a different leadership style used by you would have 
been more appropriate. 
2. What do you think is your predominant leadership style? 
3* What styles would you like to be able to use more often? 
» 
Life Cycle Theory; 
1. Compare Agyris* definition of maturity with that proposed by Hersey & 
Blanchard. 
2. Think of behaviors a leader would exhibit in each of the quadrants. 
3* Name some situations when you think each leadership style would be 
appropriate. 
4. How is this theory more appropriate than the others for women wanting to 
become effective leaders? 
5* Is there a masculine and a feminine style of leadership? 
(Day 1) 
°I.A.L.A.C.° 
Objective: To set tone of course which is to be positive toward oneself 
Materials: Large buttons with IALAC on each 
Time: 15 Minutes 
Activity: I.A.L.A.C. means "I am Loving and Capable.0 The following 
story about Nancy Drew is told to explain that ones IALAC, 
that is, ones self-concept, can be damaged or repaired 
depending on ones interaction with others during a normal 
day. Some events in the life of Nancy Drew, R.N., Head 
Nurse at Centroville Hospital include: 
A.M. she wakes up late, children sulk because she had gotten 
them up late 
-her last stocking has a run and a spot is on her last 
pants outfit 
-her husband tells her how to get car started 
At work as she arrives the other nurses eye each other as if to 
say, °Why can she come late?0 
-she forgot to bring a report from home she needed today 
-the patient in 202 jumped on her because the nurses had 
been late getting to his room 
-Doctor Drake takes her on rounds 
-asks her diagnosis but when colleague comes, 
he claims credit for idea 
-criticizes her in front of others 
-the people in the lunch room are suddenly quiet when she 
enters 
At home the children ask, "Where*s dinner?0 before anything 
else is said 
-her husband asks, "Where* re those shirts I need?0 
-a phone call later reminds her of the meeting that is 
going on right now that she was supposed to attend 
SO ~Nancy* s IALAC is tattered and worn by the time she gets to bed 
Each event in Nancy* s day is reexamined for ways that her IALAC 
could be enhanced rather than damaged* 
Journal Entry: Record up to ten ways how you are°lovable and capable**. 
' “ This list will be the beginning of a "Self-Appreciation Page" 
which will periodically be added to as individuals think of 
new ones or as they are validated by others in the group. In 
fact, when someone is validated, the giver is to add the command, 
"And write that down on your self-appreciation page." 
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(Day 1) 
” Introductions” 
Objective: 
To help group members to get to know each other more deeply than 
through a superficial ”cheer” 
To identify areas in which each feels strong and weak 
To identify each individual^ attitude toward herself 
Time: 1 hour 
Activity: 
The group sits in a circle so everyone can be easily seen. The 
facilitator stands at one end of the circle, inviting one woman at a time 
to come up and join her. 
A three to five minute interview is held with each woman while the 
group gives their full attention to what is said. Questions that 
are asked include: 
1. ”VTho are you?” 
2. ”Where are you from?” 
3. TfWhat do you do?” 
h* ”What is one thing you like about yourself?” 
5. ”How long is your list on your self-appreciation page?” 
6. ”What is one skill/attitude you want to work on with us during 
the course?” 
♦ 
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(Day 1) 
Film - "Anything You Want To Be” 
Objective: 
To set theme for course, that women can be leaders if they want to 
To raise the question as to why women have not become all they have 
wanted to become* 
Time: hS minutes - 1 hour 
Activity: 
The film humorously poses the paradox of a high school girl who is 
told she can be anything she wants, when, in fact, she is continually 
shunted into roles traditionally prescribed for women. This fast- 
moving film was created by Liane Brandon. It is black and white, 
eight minutes long and available from New Day Films, PO Box 315* 
Franklin Lakes, NJ 0?Ul7 for a rental fee of $17.00 
Introduce film by asking: 
"Did anyone ever say to you, !You can be anything you want to be*?" 
"Who said it to you?" 
"What was your reaction?" 
Following the film, discuss more fully the above questions. 
"And What Do You Want To Be When You Grow Up?" 
Objective: For each woman 
To recall her childhood aspirations 
To reconsider some of those aspirations as possibilities in ones 
present life 
To recognize how some aspirations become self-fulfilling prophesies 
Materials: Paper, crayons, scissors, magic markers 
Time: 30 minutes 
Activity: Each woman, using art supplies provided, creates a collage of 
(Day 1) 
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images that represent all of the roles in which she at some time 
has expressed an interest• Verbal sharing of the aspirations 
while drawings are being done will encourage her recollections of 
the buried aspirations in all of us. 
Collages are shared and posted. 
"Where Are You Now? — Self-Appreciation** 
Objective: 
To clarify what each woman already has in herself that forms her 
foundation for becoming a leader 
To continue to encourage positive self-concept and self-appreciation 
Materials: Journal 
Time: 1$ minutes 
Activity: 
Each person reviews the "Self-Appreciation" page of her journal to 
see if additions have been made since the first IALAC entry. She is 
to think of any additional characteristics that describe her. 
She is to then circle those that will l) help her to become a more 
effective leader or 
2) make her an effective leader 
The group forms a circle. Each woman shares one or two character¬ 
istics she possesses that will help her become or be an effective 
leader. Others in the group may then add any other characteristics 
they have perceived from working with that individual. These 
additions are to be written down on the "Self-Appreciation" page* 
* 
(Day 1) 
Supplementary Reading 
Objectives: 
To provide articles which give additional background information 
on issues raised in the training course. 
Materials: The following articles are handed out: 
1. "Educating Women for Leadership” by Sheila Tobias 
2. "Bright Woman Is Caught in a Double Bind. In achievement - 
oriented situations she worries not only about failure but 
also about success.” by Matina Homer 
3. "Women’s Liberation: Nice Idea but it Won’t Be Easy,” by 
Judith Bardwick 
iw "The Drive to Open Up More Careers for Women" US News and 
World Report, Jan. lU, 197U 
5. "Who Makes It to the Top?" by Richard Conarroe 
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DAI 2 
7:00 P. M. Journal Time, Reading and Relaxing 
7:10 Comfort and Caring 
7:15 HEither - 0rn 
7:1*0 Continuum 
8:00 Past Experiences as a Leader 
8:30 Break and Announcements 
8:1*5 Film and Discussion 
10:15 Feedback 
H Journal Eh try” 
Objective: 
To provide time for reflection on what has happened since the 
group last met 
To focus on the idea that ,fWhat You Can Be You Must Be” 
Time: 10 minutes 
Activity: 
Post the posters that say: 
I GOTTA BE ME 
and 
WHAT YOU CAN BE YOU MUST BE . . . Maslow 
Encourage people to reflect on these two thoughts, plus what has 
been happening in their lives since the group last met. These 
reflections should go into their journals. 
(Day 2) 
^Either Or” 
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Objective; 
To energize the group 
For each woman to think about her dominant characteristics and how 
they relate to leadership 
Time: 30 minutes 
Activity: 
This is a fast moving activity* Two ends of the room are cleared* 
Blank paper is posted at each end and a recorder is by each paper* 
Two pairs of words are called out; those who are most like the one 
word go to the end of the room where that word is posted, the others 
go to the other end* A few individuals may speak about why they 
chose to go there. One side may ask the other a question* 
Some pairs of words to use are: 
ARE YOU MORE LIKE A * . • 
Hammer 
Bubbling Brook 
Tiger 
or a 
or a 
or a 
Tight Rope Walker or a 
Turtle or a 
Nail 
Placid Lake 
Lamb 
Clown 
Hare 
Group members may suggest a few more pairs they may wish to try out. 
Journal: Take the five words that represented ”you11 and write one 
paragraph in your journals using all of those words. Share these. 
Discussion: How do these characteristics relate to us as leaders? 
(Cay 2) 
*Where Are You. Mow? — C ontinuum” 
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Objectives: 
To identify the situations in which you presently act as a leader 
io identify the direction in which you want to go 
Time: 20 minutes 
Activity: 
The purpose of the activity is stated to the group. This continuum 
is then drawn on the board or newsprint. The characters at the end 
pcants should be described in such extreme terms that no one actually 
could be that person. Then the other points are described. 
Define a leader as someone who directs the activities of others• 
FOLLOWER 
LEADER 
LASSIE 
I have never 
been and 
never will 
be a 
leader. 
Once in a 
while I 
emerge as 
a leader 
but 
briefly. 
I lead only 
those whom 
I know 
well. 
I do some 
leading 
and some 
following. 
I am a leader 
in many situa 
tions depend¬ 
ing on who is 
in the group 
and the task. 
I am 
- almost 
always 
leading 
others. 
I have 
always 
been and 
always 
will be a 
leader. 
The group now physically lines up according to where they are on the 
above continuum. In order to come up with an exact ordering of people, 
when two people think that they are at the same point, they ask each 
other questions to clarify their position: for example, “Describe what 
you mean when you say you do some leading and some following. Exactly 
how often is that?” 
l^hen a line has been finally formed, individuals may ask others at 
different points on the continuum questions about their position. 
Concentrate on questions that clarify ones position, never question 
that challenge or make one feel defensive. Therefore “why” questions 
should be avoided. 
Mow have everyone move to the point on the continuum where they would 
like to be eventually. 
Discuss 
(Day 2) 
"Where Are You Now? - Past Experiences as a Leader" 
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Objectives: 
To recall some situations in which one has functioned as a leader 
To begin to clarify the meaning of "effective" in relation to 
leadership 
Materials: J oumal 
Time: 30 minutes 
Activity: 
1. Form trios or dyads. 
2. Close your eyes and recall a time when you felt you were an 
effective leader. Recall every detail of that event. 
3. Each member of the trio shares that memory keeping in mind this 
question, "What was it about me and that particular situation that 
left such a positive memory?" "How did I behave and what did I 
feel?" 
U. Now do the same remembering a time when you felt ineffective as a 
leader. Share, asking the same questions as in # 3* 
5* In journals, write "I learned that I • • ," or "I noticed that I . 
statements • 
6. The total group shares these statements. A list is kept of the 
behaviors and feelings evident in effective and ineffective 
leadership positions. 
How I Behaved How I Felt How Followers 
Would Feel 
Effective 
Leadership - 
Ineffective 
Leadership 
: 
(Day 2) 
"How Did You Get Where You Are?" 
4 
Film - "Growing Up Female: As Six Become One" 
Objective: 
To increase one’s understanding of the many forces in our upbring¬ 
ing that have influenced our present attitudes and behaviors 
Materials: Screen and film projector 
Time: 1§ - 2 hours 
Activity: 
The film, "Growing Up Female," focuses on the way in which a woman 
is socialized by showing the lives of six women of different ages 
and backgrounds. The film is a powerful documentary. 
(Filmmakers: Julia Reichert and James Klein. Black and white, 
60 minutes; $62 rental from New Day Films, PO Box 31?, Franklin 
Lakes, NJ 071*17.) 
Introduce with these questions: 
1. "What choices do we as women really have?" 
2. "How did our upbringing affect our present attitudes, 
motives and behaviors?" 
3. "What barriers will we need to face as leaders 
- in ourselves? 
- in society?" 
View the film. 
Discuss above questions in groups of U - 5 each. 
(Day 2) 
"Journal" 
Objective: 
To orovide feedback on how each woman perceives what* she is 
gaining in light of her expectations 
Time: 10 minutes 
Activity; 
On half sheets of paper, each woman anonymously completes these 
sentence stems; 
"I wanted ..." 
WI got . . . « 
"Tomorrow I hope ..." 
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DAY 3 
9:00 A. M* Journal Time: Reflections on Sayings 
Models in Your Life 
Comfort and Caring 
Report out on feedback 
9:20 Self Put-downs 
10:00 Break 
10:1? Force Field Analysis 
12:00 Lunch 
1:00 P. M. Risk Taking 
2*30 Break 
2:1:5 Power and Powerlessness 
In 00 Closure 
- Validations 
- Joumal/Feedback 
Objective: 
"Journal Entry" 
To provide an activity which allows for group to get started and still 
not get too far ahead of late comers 
To provide time for reflection 
Time: 10 minutes 
Activity: 
Pat up the poster that says: 
NOT EVERYTHING THAT IS FACED CAN BE CHANGED: 
BUT NOTHING CAN BE CHANGED UNTIL IT IS FACED 
James Baldwin 
Encourage participants to reflect on this thought and the last group 
session and write down these thoughts in their journals* 
(Day 3) 
"How Did You Get Where You Are? - Who*s Your Mother?*1 
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Objective: 
To identify who were your role models as you grew up and their effect 
on your present attitudes and behavior 
Activity: 
1. Form pairs| sit on floor facing one another, touching with hands, 
2. Explain idea of free attention • • • giving the other person your 
total attention while that person is doing the talking. Explain 
that we may now be getting into materials that will generate 
strong feelings and to allow for that. 
3. Each person is given exactly three minutes to scan memories of 
her mother. 
h* After everyone has had her turn, each person lists in her journal 
the ways she is like her mother and the ways she is different. 
Then each describes, in writing, what her mother would say if or 
when she realized the direction she was going in her life 
(becoming more and more of a leader)• 
Now share with your partner any other women who served as role 
models in your life. (3 minutes) 
6. Afterwards, record what it is that these women gave you. 
7. Share in twos men who served as role models for you and record 
in journals. (3 minutes each) 
8. Validate your partner for being a good listener. 
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(Day 3) 
11 How Did You Get Where You Are? Self Put-Downs" 
Objectives: 
To identify the self put-downs we have internalized and that may 
keep us from becoming leaders* 
To redirect some of those put-downs. 
Materials: Journal and 5x7 cards 
Time: U5 minutes - 1 hour 
Activity: 
Label a new page in the journal "Self Put-downs." List all of the 
things that a woman says about herself that are put-downs, that in 
some way keep- her from trying to become more than she already is* 
Warn them that this activity is emotionally charged; therefore, 
be with three others with whom you are comfortable* 
Explain the idea of Re-Direction. Each of the put-downs can be 
redirected 180 degrees. At first this will be denied because the 
put-down has been internalized so long* Example, if I say to myself, 
"I’m so stupid," then the redirection could be, "I am as smart as I 
need to be," or "I’m getting smarter every day." 
Several of the put-downs on the list are to be given a re-direction. 
This should be done with 3-h partners so that ideas can be shared on 
re-directions. Rotate around the group so that each person can 
re-direct at least three put-downs* 
After this is done in writing, each woman chooses one re-direction, 
write it on the 5x7 card, and pin it on her chest. The group mills 
around room, silently reading each other’s cards, committing some to 
memory in order to say it to that individual later, thus encouraging 
the process of believing in oneself sooner. Wear these signs the 
rest of the day. 
Remind group of these points about re-directions: 
1. Tell a "significant other" in your life about your re-directions 
so that person can help the process along. 
2. Carry the list with you so if the redirection is forgotten, the 
written version is immediately available. 
3. Practice acting on this re-direction in small steps. 
(Day 3) 
”How Do I Move Beyond This Point? Force Field Analysis** 
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Objective: 
To identify what we want and where we want to go 
To identify the factors encouraging women to move towards their goals 
and the factors restraining them 
To understand process of individual change 
Time: 2 hours 
Activity: 
1. The Problem: Each person writes out a statement of what she wants 
to do and where she wants to go in her life. Samples are read to 
help each other become specific in this step of problem identi¬ 
fication. OR In dyads, one*s partner asks, **What do you want?1* 
ten times, recording each answer. 
2. Explain Force Field Analysis. On the left of the line, all factors 
encouraging us to move towards the goal are listed, on the right of 
the line, all factors acting as restraining forces are listed. 
Each person makes her own list in her journal Forces are identified 
within us and within this society. 
Forces Pushing For Change 
In Self 
1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 
In Society 
2. 
3. 
ITorces Restraining That Change 
_ In Self 
In Society 
* 
i 
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The group next explores myths held about women. Some of the following 
myths held by men and/or women in our society about women that serve 
as restraining forces as they try to become leaders. 
—Women are absent from work more than men. 
—Women are not ambitious. 
—'-Women tend to be transient workers. 
—Women are more emotional than men. 
—Women are not suited for men’s jobs. 
—Men do not like to be led by a woman. 
—Women do not like to be led by another woman. 
—Women earn less than men because they aren’t as well qualified. 
—There are no qualified women for most high level jobs. 
Evaluate these myths, their potency and accuracy. 
3. "My Recordings" Return to partner. The following directions are 
given: "Give your partner your list of strengths ("Self-Appreciation 
Fage") and your list of wants. Tour partner plays you. She tells 
you why and how you should reach for the stated goal. Meanwhile 
you play the recording that counters all of these rational arguments." 
This activity should help to identify the restraining forces, i.e. 
the tapes running in our minds, that are keeping us from changing. 
This should be demonstrated first. 
A second phase can include the following: "Now play the part of your 
parents (or some "significant others" in your life) as your partner 
talks about the goal and why you should pursue it." This should 
help to identify more restraining forces. 
Reverse the process so each woman has a chance to identify one’s 
restraining "recordings." 
!u Relate theory of Reevaluation Counseling to explain chronic patterns 
and to help us become aware of their grip on us. Also relate 
Hersey-Blanchard ideas on process of change (knowledge comes first, 
then changes in attitudes, then behavioral changes and finally 
organizational change.j.n particapatory decision-making situations. 
5. Conclusion to Force Field. Give weight to each factor on each side 
of the force field. Identify which pushing forces could be capitalized 
upon in order to push back more of the restraining forces. More^ 
important, identify restraining forces that can be reduced, particu¬ 
larly those in ourselves# 
(Day 3) 
’’How Did Other Women Get There?” 
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Objective: 
To read about other women who made it, to understand the barriers 
they faced. 
To see similarities and differences between those women and our lives. 
To help women realize that they are not alone in this struggle. 
Activity: Each woman had previously read a biography or autobiography of 
a woman leader. (See the suggested reading list and reading guideline 
sheet, pp. 1*9-51). 
Share what observations were made on these other women’s lives. 
”How Do I Move Beyond This Point?” 
Taking Risks - Option 1: ”Run Falcon. Runi” 
Objective: 
To test out one’s limits in taking risks 
To become aware of the feelings generated when taking risks 
To discuss the place of taking risks with being a leader 
Time; 30 minutes 
Activity: Explain the purpose of the game. The room needs to be clear of 
chairs and tables. One person volunteers to be the Falcon. The Falcon 
can move forward up to a line about 10 feet away, but when moving, the 
Falcon must hold one leg up and hop. The Chickens are to advance, 
squawking as they do so, towards the Falcon, daring the Falcon to come 
out and get them. When a Chicken is touched, she becomes a Falcon, too. 
Processing: 
1. In journals, reflect on what happened during the game. ”What did 
you do? Did you wait until others had tested out the Falcons? 
Did you charge right in? What were you thinking? What was your 
attitude towards the other Chickens? Falcons?” 
2. ”What were your feelings during this game? Did they change?” 
Share #1 and 2 in trios. 
3. ”In what other situations must you take risks? What is your pattern?” 
iu ”What does taking risks have to do with being a leader?” 
Group discussion* 
(Day 3) 
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"How Do I Move From This Point? 
Taking Risks - Option 2; Achievement Motivation Action Strategies" 
Objectives: 
To set a goal, strive for excellence and experience what happens 
To become aware of feelings that are generated 
To discover pattern of behaving in risky situations 
Time: l| hours 
Activities: 
Ring Toss. See Pp. 72-73 for instructions. 
Following the discussion in the instructor's manual, lead the 
discussion from the particular Ring Toss activity to risk taking in 
our lives. Ask group members to: 
1. List several situations that involve or have involved risks 
in your life. Rank them according to their "riskiness." 
This could be a plan for increasing one's risk taking by 
plotting progressively greater risks. 
2. "How do you decide when to risk and when not to risk?" 
3. "If you had the chance to start a new job which had little 
guarantee of success and staying on with your present, secure 
job, what would you do?" 
Education Ventures, Inc., 209 Court Street, Middletown, CT 061*57, 
$ 7.50 a set. 
THE 
RING TOSS 
GAME: 
Overview 
The need for achievement (n-Ach) is a 
way of planning, and a set of feelings, 
actions, and strategies, all involved in 
striving for excellence. The Ring Toss 
Came is designed as a simple vehicle to 
help students discover the action strat¬ 
egies which are part of this motive and 
to use these strategies consciously in other situations. 
There are five rounds in the Ring Toss Game, including 
one optional round. 
Round 1 is a practice session in which players have a quick 
opportunity to assess their playing as they stand at various 
distances from the peg. 
Round 2 involves individual play, offering each player the 
opportunity to make points by taking high or low risks and 
using feedback from his practice round. 
Round 3 calls for team play. It tests the reaction of players 
to the group pressure and to the support of other team mem¬ 
bers. 
Round 4 is played by the lowest scorers only, who are 
poached by the higher scoring members of their teams. Scores 
in this round represent the amount of improvement made by 
players over their scores in Round 3. 
Round 5 (optional) creates a "reverse payoff" situation in 
which selected players, identified as very low-risk, very high- 
nsk, and moderate-risk takers in previous rounds, compete in 
a negative-reward system. The most points are earned by 
standing closest to the peg. 
The Ring Toss Game gains momentum with a minimum of 
teacher direction. Team play and coaching opportunities are 
ntrodu^j so stucjen^s may explicitly teach each other. 
5 ot teaching by students is a natural by-product of 
game rules and should be encouraged by the teacher. 
Three - • 
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the peg. If they get two ringers from 
5 feet, they are likely to move farther 
away from the peg to increase the chal¬ 
lenge.* 
The optional fifth round, if you decide 
to play it, can produce lively reinforce¬ 
ment of the basic observations about 
major points about the achievement motive can 
anH°mjeV^ent t0 P,aVers in the course of the action 
d,n discussion after play is over: 
ce||enc peoP*e compete with some standard of ex- 
Or the ma^ ^ t0 ket*er than the other players, 
on thJ ma^ comPete against themselves, trying to improve 
2 plr earl'er performances. 
realistic^6 n"Ac^ ta^e m°derate risks. They set 
athletic ta|Ut C^a^en^'n§ g°als. Depending on their native 
t° 12 feet fn"^c^ P^aYers are likely to stand 6 
standing on-T ^ ^ ^°'n§ things that are too simple— 
give them " °°f awa^ ^rom Pe§' ^or examPle—doesn't 
difficult C ^easure- Doing things that are impossibly 
^kely (0 *n 1 aPPea! to high achievers either. They are not 
T High n A |^ev^'may-care throws from 20 feet away, 
dify thei u ^eop^e ma^e use of concrete feedback. They 
. lfV their hph • • 
SC°re a ringer avi0r on the basis of results. If they don't 
at a distance of 10 feet, they move closer to 
achievement. Is the player who gets the most points in this 
reverse-payoff round a high achiever? Those who stand one 
foot from the peg may argue that the high achiever plays 
for the highest score. But players who stood at the moderate- 
risk distances may say that shooting from atop the peg is 
"too easy" or "no fun", whatever the score to be gained. 
Though high achievers play to win, they get little pleasure 
from a too-easy victory. Often they prefer to lose in a chal¬ 
lenging effort rather than win in a very simple effort. In 
other words, a high-point "victory" in the fifth round is likely 
to seem hollow to them. 
This acceptance of reasonable challenges generally fits with 
reality, where very few worthwhile things are easy to get. High 
achievers not only enjoy challenges but seek them. They 
strive for excellence. 
Equipment and Procedure 
Equipment for the Ring Toss Game consists of two game 
sets, with four rings and one peg in each set. Separate wall 
charts are provided for Rounds 2, 3, and 4. 
Before you start the-game, clear two playing areas at least 
24 feet in length, preferably on opposite sides of the room. 
Using chalk or masking tape, mark off one-foot intervals on 
the floor up to 20 feet from each peg. 
The game is played at two locations so that groups may 
be small enough to keep activity going and interest high 
(though groups of fewer than 17 people may play comfortably 
at just one location). Large groups (over 16) should be divided 
into two smaller groups approximately equal in size. You 
may want to have an additional teacher in the room to help 
oversee one of the groups. Or you may want to select a stu¬ 
dent as your assistant. In either case, you should make these 
arrangements far enough in advance so that your assistant can 
familiarize himself with the game before it is played. The Ring 
Toss Game usually takes from 1 to 2 hours for all five rounds 
and the discussion which follows. 
*Further information about the action strategies may be found 
in two other parts of the n-Ach series, The Origami Game ana 
Teaching Achievement Motivation: A Course Manual. 
mpapiggmsQPB rrpr lljimjjf mp l|y. 
DISCUSSION 
action of the Ring Toss Came should not be broken by 
^ 6 3 inns between rounds. Since the game is structured ■Cnns discuss . • ! i 
vard people who use the action strategies, students who 
/J ^ these achievement behaviors early in the game are 
t^Mo be the most successful players. However, the game 
\jj be more meaningful if you do not reveal the action 
tratedes at the beginning. Players who improve will have 
leamed the strategies even if they cannot verbalize clearly and 
•mmediately what they have done to get a better score. The 
discussion following the game should foster this conceptual 
clarity. Discussion may be noisy. The degree of noise, in fact, 
is one indication of the game's effectiveness as a teaching 
medium. Interspersed in the discussion you may want to 
introduce questions which focus on the key action char¬ 
acteristics. 
Do not feel obliged to introduce all the questions listed 
below. You may wish to select a few questions which you feel 
are sufficient to facilitate discussion. The questions below are 
based on the three characteristics of the person with high 
achievement motivation described at the start of this book: 
1. (High n-Ach people compete with some standard of ex¬ 
cellence.) What was your goal? What interested you more: 
scoring more points than the other players in each round or 
getting more ringers than you did in the previous rounds? Why? 
How did you feel playing as an individual and then as a mem¬ 
ber of a team? Did you feel the same in both circumstances? 
2. (People with a high need for achievement take moderate 
risks.) it is helpful to start by picking out the two or three 
players with the highest total scores and ask them to describe 
their winning strategy. In contrast, ask players who took large 
risks or small risks to describe their strategies. You can probe 
for greater clarification by asking the following type of ques¬ 
tions: Wlfat effect did playing on a team have on the kind of 
risks you were willing to take? Do you take fewer risks or more 
risks as a team member than you did as an individual? Why? 
Did the advice of your teammates change the way you played7 
If so, why do you think you responded in the way you did? 
In the fifth round, why did you choose the distance from 
which you threw? 
3. (High n-Ach people make use of concrete feedback.) It 
may again be useful here to pick out some players who you 
know—from your observation of the scoring—changed the 
distance from which they threw in order to improve per¬ 
formance and others who stayed exactly at the same place. 
Ask them to compare their reasons. What kinds of information 
did they use to decide where to stand? Was it other players' 
performances? Advice? Personal skill? Desired score? Did your 
team members' advice and your own feedback have an effect 
on your performance? 
A note on sequence: Because of the relative simplicity of 
The Ring Toss Came, it should be used early in the flexible 
sequence of the n-Ach Series and always before The Origami 
Came, which is more complex. Possible sequences include: 
I Explain why. 
At some point in the discussion very soon after the time it 
I hits a peak, give a brief (5 minute maximum) talk on moderate 
risk-taking, using feedback, and competing, and on "the re- 
. lationship of these strategies to n-Ach". Once students have 
. the words to describe their actions and explain how they are 
related to n-Ach they are better able to see the relationship to 
other 'real life” situations. The final portion of the discussion 
should flow naturally to other times and places where these 
strategies are useful. 
a. The Ring Toss Came, Ten Thoughts, The Origami Came, 
Who Ani I?, and Aiming. 
b. Ten Thoughts, The Ring Toss Came, The Origami Came, 
Who Am I? and Aiming. 
c. The Ring Toss Came, The Origami Came, Who Am I? 
Ten Thoughts, and Aiming. 
The nature of the sequence depends on your choice of action 
(the two games), achievement planning (Ten Thoughts), or feel¬ 
ing (Who Am I?) as the starting point. 
< * H 
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(Day 3) 
"How Do I Move Beyond This Point? Recognizing My Power." 
7h 
Objective: To recognize one’s own power 
To discover ways to get power 
To understand feelings of power and powerlessness 
Time: li hours 
Activity: 
1. Thumb Wrestle: Form pairs; right hand fingers are interlocked. On 
the signal, each woman tries to pin down the other’s thumb. This is 
repeated several times. Process questions for the subsequent 
discussion include: 
—Who won most often? 
-What strategy was used to win? 
-—Describe your feelings during the process of playing and now. 
—What is your attitude toward women being aggressive? 
—What are others’ reactions to your aggressiveness? 
2. Who’s in Power Here? The group is asked to arrange themselves in 
a line according to each individual’s influence on the group. 
This is done non-verbally. The order of names is posted. Dis¬ 
cussion includes the facilitator’s observation of behaviors such 
as withdrawing from ranking to avoid conflict. 
Re-Arranging is done until the group is satisfied that the rank 
order reflects all group members’ influence in the group. 
3. In and Out Groups. Those identified as having the least influence 
in the previous activity are asked to sit in a circle. Those con¬ 
sidered having the most influence sit outside, also in a circle. 
Those in the center are asked to make a decision affecting the 
whole group but not involving the outer circle in the decision. 
* 
Following the experience, process questions used may include: "What 
were you thinking, feelings and how did you act?" When has this 
actually happened to you? What could you have done differently 
to gain a sense of power? Where does power come from? (Include 
discussion about personal versus position power) How can you 
become more powerful?" 
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(Day 3) 
"Feedback Journal Entry" 
Objective: 
To provide opportunity for reflection on what has been happening 
within each woman 
To provide clues to the facilitator as to individual and group 
growth 
Time: 10 minutes 
Activity: 
Make a journal entry using carbon paper so one copy can be turned in* 
This is a Dear Me Letter. Each person write to herself using these 
sentence stems: 
"I learned that I . . . " 
"I found it hard to ... " 
"I want to work on " 
"I plan to ... " 
* 
DAY h 
7:00 P. M. Journal time. Circulating Library 
7:10 "New and Goods" 
7:30 Trust Walks 
8:00 Our View of Others 
8:30 Break and Announcements 
8:1:5 Listening Skills 
9:1:5 Perceptions 
10:15 Feedback and Journal Time 
"Opening of Day H" 
Objective: to provide activities which will give individuals a chance to 
relax and reflect on past and future activities in training design 
Time: 10-lJ minutes 
Activities: Participants will have these options for the first 10 minutes: 
1* Journals: The following ideas are posted on the blackboard: 
a. What is a risk you took this week? What happened? 
b. "Recall a time this week when you consciously sought and 
gained more personal power." 
c. "Record your progress on a goal you set for yourself." 
2. Circulating Library: A few copies of the following articles 
were made available to the group to read in class or borrow: 
a. "Power Failure" by Phyllis Chesler 
b. "Are We a Threat to Each Other?" by Phyllis Chesler 
c. "Why Women Fear Success" by Vivian Gornick 
d. "The Courage to be Imperfect" by R. Dreikers 
e. "No Oversupply of Administrators," Phi Delta Kappan, Dec. 1973 
f. Biographies of the following women from MS magazine: Bessie 
Hillman, Harriet Tubman, Maud Younger and Susan B. Anthony 
g* A Resource folder of facts, figures, ideas and resources 
(Day k) 
”New and Goods” 
77 
Objective: 
To have group members reestablish ties since last meeting 
To focus on some positive aspect of our daily lives 
Time: 20 minutes 
Activity: 
Group sits in a circle. 
One at a time, each person shares a new and good in her life. 
Others listen with full attention. 
“Leader - Follower Trust Walk” 
Objectives: 
To increase trust level in the group 
To explore each woman’s role as a leader and as a follower 
To increase one’s sensitivity to non-verbal clues from others 
Materials: Blindfolds 
Time: 30 minutes 
Activity: 
1. Explain purpose of activity. 
2. Half of the group volunteer to be blindfolded. Those not blind¬ 
folded are quietly told to select a partner and go stand by her. 
No speaking is done. The ’’sighted” will need to develop non-verbal 
means of communicating to her partner. As the leader, the sighted 
are to consider: 
a. How can you help your partner experience her world? 
b. Can you enlarge her world? 
c. Be aware of how you see your role: Is it to protect her, 
get her there safely? with a minimum of effort on your 
part? is it to be serious? fun? 
3. Each pair goes on a ten minute walk. Give two minute warnings. 
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U* Blindfolded people remove their blindfolds and ask for sharing 
of these ideas? 
a* Would you share your feelings in the experience? 
b. What did you find out about yourself that was new? 
c. How did you feel about your role—as a leader—as a follower? 
d. Did the leader completely control the movements of the 
follower? 
5* Steps 2 - U are now repeated with the second half of the group. 
6. In final discussion, look for people1s reactions to being led 
and to leading. Explore how this relates to their attitudes 
and behavior towards people in authority. Also list non-verbal 
clues that those blindfolded noticed from their leader and 
vice versa. 
Source: R* Napier and M. Gershenfeld, Groups: Theory and Experience 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1^73) PP» 167-lb?* 
(Day U) 
”My View of People” 
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Objectives: 
To gain insight into one’s view of people 
To understand how one’s view of people will affect one’s leadership 
Materials: Journals 
Time: 30 minutes 
Activity: 
Participants are asked to get out their journals and find a comfortable 
place to sit and reflect. The purpose of the exercise is explained, 
McGregor’s theories about human nature are the basis of the following 
continuums. Each person is to identify where she is on each. The 
point she identifies will give her some idea of what assumptions she 
has about people. 
PEOPLE ARE: 
t -(-f--\ 
1. Basically lazy, 
having little 
ambition, will 
avoid responsi¬ 
bility whenever 
possible 
- r 
2. Motivated only 
by money 
3* Not self motivated, 
need direction, 
prodding 
able and want to 
use their poten¬ 
tial, to have 
responsibility, 
to become 
actualized 
Motivated at dif¬ 
ferent levels, at 
social, esteem, 
self-actualization 
levels as well as 
physiological and 
security levels. , 
\--r 
Able to self direct 
if properly 
motivated, if needs 
' are met. 
li. Not creative, can’t 
solve problems 
Creative if 
properly 
motivated. 
The group discusses how one’s view of human nature affects one’s 
attitude toward leadership and one’s leadership style. 
1. What assumptions about human nature do we share in common; 
2. Are there some ’’good” assumptions that we should hold to be leaders. 
Sources: K. Blanchard and P. Hersey, Management of Organizational Behavior, 
(N.J: Prentice-Hall, 1975, pp. 46-Hu 
Objectives: 
(Day U) 
"Listening Skills" 
80 
To learn specific listening skills 
To understand importance of learning and practicing listening skills 
as a leader 
Time: 1 hour 
Activities: 
1. "Ineffective Communication" 
a. Ask for two volunteers to leave the room. 
b. While they are outside, four other volunteers agree to be in 
the experiment. The four are to dominate the discussion, 
ignoring what the other two say, cutting into their contri¬ 
butions, etc. 
c. The six are given a problem or topic to discuss. 
d. Role play continues until it is evident that the two are 
frustrated, angry, or they leave. 
e. Discussion includes the feelings of those ignored, interrup¬ 
ted plus the feelings of those who did the ignoring and in¬ 
terrupting. 
f. Identify behaviors that cause ineffective communication. 
Start a chart. 
AN INNER AND OUTER CIRCLE IS FORKED FOR THE NEXT THREE EXERCISES 
2. "Full Attention" 
a. Talk about our need to be listened to. Discuss idea of full 
attention when someone is talking to us. The guideline is 
simply that while the other person is talking you do not, 
unless you need to ask a question to clarify a point being made 
b. Give topic. Each person is given three minutes to share to 
her partner. (Or let people choose wh&t they want to talk about 
c. Following each sharing, the following are answered in one s 
journal: . _ _. 
1. How well was I listened to? or 1. What thoughts, feelings 
went through my head r 
as I listened? 
2. What went through my head 2. What hindered my 
as I talked? listening? 
d. Group lists hindrances to our being able to listen fully 
e. Group lists advantages and disadvantages to this type of 
listening skill. 
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3« "Reflective Listening" 
a* The outer circle is rotated to create new partnerships. Each 
pair joins another pair, 
b. Talk about what reflective listening is and its purpose. 
Demonstrate by having someone reflect back what was just 
said by facilitator. Facilitator is asked, "Did we forget 
anything," and if something was forgotten, it is added. 
c. A new topic is determined. 
d. Each person is given one minute to share her thoughts on the 
topic. This is followed by reflection of what was said by 
the three listeners. 
e. Check out how it worked before going on to the second talker. 
Enphasize why it is good to have more than one listener, 
that we often hear what we want to hear, and describe hind¬ 
rances that keep us from hearing everything. 
f. Do step D with each of the other three members of the group. 
g. In journals: explore these ideas: 
' . How was this different from the first listening activity, 
was it easier, harder? Explain. 
h. Group discusses problems that occurred in trying to reflect 
back. 
Advantages and Disadvantages of this skill are added to the 
chart started in Activity 1. 
U. "I Hear ..." "I imagine ..." 
a. Each pair find another new pair. 
b. Talk about the problem of adding our interpretations when 
we try reflecting back what we heard. Demonstrate how we 
can learn to separate what we hear with how we intrepret 
what was heard. The facilitator asks a volunteer to share 
her ideas briefly on some personal experience. The facili¬ 
tator then reflects back what is heard. ("I heard you 
saying . . . ") and then adds, ("I imagine that you . . .") 
c. A new topic is determined. 
d. The first person shares her thoughts and feelings on the 
topic for 2 minutes. The other three reflect back and add 
interpretations. Any and all of the other three may do this. 
The advantage of having more than one listener is that 
additional points can be made, and different interpretations 
can be made. The talker is asked, "Are we accurate in what 
we said and how we interpreted it?" 
e. Stop to check on the process. Talk about how our interpre¬ 
tations of the same statements may be different. Emphasize 
the imoortance of having what was reflected and interpreted 
back checked by the talker. 
f. Step "d" is repeated until each person in the group has 
shared and her statement has been reflected and interpreted. 
g. In journals compare this skill with the two preceding ones. 
How was it easier? more difficult? 
h. The group shares these insights and adds what was learned 
to the chart. 
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ll. Summary. 
The group attempts to pull together observations on these listen¬ 
ing skills. Discussion should include how these skills relate 
to our becoming leaders. 
Each person writes one ”1 Learned that I • . . ” statement in her 
journal. These are shared. 
$. Validations: Returning to the person each just worked with in 
Activities 2 and 3* share with each other: 
a. ”1 see you as a good listener because you • • . H 
b. ”1 enjoyed being with you ...” 
Each listener is to reflect back on what she heard and add these 
validations to her ”Self Appreciation” page. 
” Accuracy of Perceptions” 
Objectives: 
To check the accuracy of verbal perception 
To check the accuracy of non-verbal (visual) perception 
To explore how our perceptions affect our ability to relate to others 
and our ability accurately diagnose what others are feeling, 
thinking, needing. 
Time: U5 minutes 
Activities: The Rumor Game 
a. Four to six people are asked to leave the room. (If the total 
group size is under 20, use H* otherwise, send out 6.) The 
audience is told to look for places where distortions develop 
and why. 
b. The first volunteer and the audience listen to a short story 
of between 100-1^0 words. (See story, p. 83). 
c. The second volunteer is invited in and told the story oy the 
first volunteer. 
d. This is continued until all four have heard the story. 
e. The original story is re-read. _ , 
f. Reasons for the distortions are listed. Some examples include: 
1. People ”choke” in front of a group. 
2. Some project ”rightness” and ”wrongness” into the story. 
3. Others add humor to compensate for nervousness. 
- U. Some personalize the account. 
g. Volunteers are asked to share their feelings and thoughts during 
this P3H16 • 
h. The group needs to discuss: ”How does this natural distortion 
of reality relate to you as a leader?” 
Source: Napier, Instructors Manual, p. 5 
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(Day li) 
“Accuracy of Perceptions” 
” Story” 
“When Tim arrived under the tree, it was clear that he was older 
than his slight build and light walk made him seem from a distance. He 
was sulky now. Looking hard at his mother he said, “I’m awfully sorry. 
Mother, but I've changed my mind. The Fergusons have asked me to go to 
Norway. I'll go if you don't mind." 
"No, of course not, darling,” said Kate automatically. “Of course, 
you should go.” She was delighted that he was not going to be excluded 
from the summer's pleasures, as delighted as if she were going to Norway; 
but the boy had already glanced at his father, who nodded at him. He 
then smiled formally at the guest, turned back into a sulky child in his 
look at his mother as he said, “That's all right then. I'll be off to 
pack now. I'm going tonight.” And he ran off to the house as if escaping. 
t 
“So when can you start this new job, Kate?” said Alan. “When? 
Tomorrow? Oh, please do?" 
Kate said nothing, but she was smiling agreement. She knew she 
might burst into tears. She felt as if every support had been pulled out 
from under her. She felt—to use a metaphor she had been using, indeed, 
developing, in her own thought, and for some time now—as if suddenly a 
very cold wind had started to blow, straight towards her, from the future. 
From Doris Lessing 
The Summer Before the Dark 
(Alfred Knopf, N. Y. 1973) 
(Day U) 
’feedback” 
Time: 5 minutes 
Activity: 
Each person completes the following sentence stems anonymously: 
T,Tonight I gained . . . n 
"I intend to • . . w 
DAY 5 
7:00 P. M. Journal time, reading, and relaxing 
7:10 ”New and Goods” 
7:30 Perception Test 
7:50 Roles Functioning in a Group 
9:00 Break 
10:20 
9:10 Giving and Receiving Feedback 
Closing - Supplementary Reading 
(Day 5) 
"Journal" 
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Time: 10 minutes 
Activity: Participants are to react to this exerpt from Lone Woman: 
"You will find, my dear Doctor, the professor had 
warned Elizabeth (Blackwell) "that you will encounter much 
more prejudice from ladies than from gentlemen, Elizabeth 
knew that already. She had discovered it in his own housel 
Prejudice thrived on intellectual blindness, and most of 
these Englishwomen remained tightly wrapped in their 
traditional cocoons, She was by no means daunted. The 
work of ages must not be hindered by individual emotions. 
In a hundred years, please God, women would be different," 
Lone Woman: The Story of Elizabeth 
Blackwell by Dorothy Clarke Wilson, 
Boston: Little, Brown and Comoany, 
1970, p. 255. 
Questions; 
1, Do you encounter more prejudice from women than men? 
2, Are women today any different from the women of 1850? 
"New and Good" 
Time: 20 minutes 
Activity: 
Share your progress on the goal you set for yourself last week 
OR 
One thing that has been happening successfully in your life over 
which you had some control 
(Day $) 
"The Old - Young Lady” 
86 
-Time; 30 minutes 
Activity: 
1. The purpose is explained: how we have a need to create a 
particular figure-ground relationship out of an ambiguous 
situation; how we project into others characteristics drawn 
from previous experience, 
2. Copies of the "lady” are given out. After 30 sec. they are 
asked to turn them over. 
3. The group is polled as to her: 
-age 
—social class 
—education 
—her occupation 
-from her appearance, would you trust her? Use continuum. 
ii. The group discusses: 
a. .How what we see influences our attitudes, behaviors towards 
others• 
b. What earlier perceptions or judgments did we make about each 
other as we first became acquainted. Compare them as to the 
way we see each other now. 
c. How do these inaccurate perceptions relate to our role as 
leaders? 
Source: Napier, Instructor1 s Manual, p. 7-8 
(Day 5) 
"Roles Functioning in a Group" 
87 
Objectives: 
To increase understanding of task and maintenance roles in a group 
To increase skills in observing a group; to learn to categorize by 
functional roles of group members 
To increase learning about the difference between intended behavior 
and perceived behaviors; to check accuracy of perceptions 
Materials: Conies of problem to be solved; descriptions of task and 
maintenance roles. (See Pp. 88-90) 
Time: If hours 
Activity: 
1. Each person gets the sheet which explains the Task and Mainten¬ 
ance Roles. These are discussed until everyone understands each 
role. 
2. The facilitator introduces the design as a role play; that a role 
play is a situation concocted^ that it is not real but could be. 
Role play allows us to examine behavior without embarrassment 
and helps develop increased skills in the situation. 
3. Six volunteers are briefed in private; each chooses by lot one 
of the roles. Time is allowed for each to decide what each plans 
to do during the role play• Their assignments are shared among 
this group. 
U. The process observers are given instructions on how to tally 
observed behaviors. One half of the observers will look for 
words or actions that depict one of the task behaviors while 
the other half of the observers look for clues to maintenance 
behaviors• 
5. The situation is read to the total group. A time limitis set up. 
6. The role play continues for 10-15 minutes. Each person fills out 
the Task - Maintenance Role check list, noting behaviors she 
thought she exhibited and noted who in the group exhibited each 
behavior on the list. The process observers complete their notes 
then form trios to compare observations. 
7. Processing. The process observers start by sharing their obser¬ 
vations of what happened in the group, what roles were displace 
and bv whom. Each person in turn shares how she saw her role. 
This is verified or challenged by each group member. The purpose 
is to practice using the task-maintenance terms and to see if 
there is a discrepancy between intended and perceived behavior. 
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Role-Play Situation 
90 
A Negotiations impasse over salaries between the Teachers Associa¬ 
tion and the School Board is imminent. The association's original pro¬ 
posal called for a beginning salary of $7,600 with a $200 a year incre¬ 
ment for 12 years. This would have given the association the highest 
beginning and ending salary in the country. 
The first counterproposal by the Board maintains the existing salary 
of $7,600 but with $100 per year increments for 12 years. This was refused 
by the association. A second counter proposal by the board maintains the 
existing salary increment of $200 a year for 20 years but begins at $6,U00. 
This would give the association the lowest starting salary in the country 
but the highest maximum salary. 
A special levy has already been called for, and the amount, which 
includes no salary adjustment, has been earmarked. As the scene opens, 
the board members say that they cannot change the earmarking of the 
special levy funds and that no other funds are available. The teachers 
say that they cannot accept the last proposal, maintaining that it will 
decimate the professional staff of the district. The association negoti¬ 
ators have agreed that if they cannot get the board to utilize the 
reserve funds {l\% of the total budget), they will declare an impasse 
at the present meeting. 
1. Association President 
Players 
Task Role 
1 
Assigned Roles: 
Maintenance Role 
1 
2. Teacher Representative 2 2 
3. Association Negotiator 3 3 
h. Superintendent of Schools h 
5. School Board Representative 5 
h 
6. School Board President 6 6 
Source: R. Napier and M. Gershenfeld, Groups: Theory and Experience, 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1973) P* 52-62. 
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Additional questions to ask include: 
—-How comfortable were you in your role? 
—Was it like your usual role? 
—Which players enacted their roles most faithfully? 
—Which players had the greatest discrepancies? 
—Which behaviors caused difficulties in attempting to attain 
agreement? 
Several factors that influence interpersonal and group processes 
include: 
—Perceptual factor 
-Our intentions are different from our behavior 
Reference is made to the list of group member behaviors that are 
"usually helpful” and "usually destructive." 
8. In journals, each person writes a summary "I learned that I. . 
statement. Then she lists some task and/or maintenance behaviors 
which she would like to use more frequently. These are ranked 
according to one!s ability to actually practice that new behavior. 
The top-ranked behavior is shared with the rest of the group. 
9* Group discussion: 
a. How do our roles change when we are in an all-female group? 
Look for sources of competition between women. Look at fears 
of homosexuality. 
b. How do our roles change when we are in a mixed sex group? 
Which of the task roles often threaten men in groups we are 
in? (Initiating information or Opinion giving?) Would most 
people generalize that women are better at maintaining 
maintenance roles; that it's more in their nature? 
"Giving and Receiving Feedback" 
Objectives: 
To increase understanding of what feedback is and its function within 
groups 
To learn and practice eight criteria for effective feedback 
To discuss negative versus non-evaluative feedback 
Materials: Copies of Brivihafo Positive Feedback Generator, Criteria for 
useful Feedback and Non-Evaluative Personal feedback Elements, 
"Individual Behavior Profile" (See Pp. 93-9U) 
Time: 1 hour 
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Activities: 
1. Immediately following the end of the Group Roles Activities, 
pass out the Brivihafo Feedback sheets. Each person puts her 
name on the top of one sheet. Then everyone passes their papers 
one person to the right who selects one of the adjectives in 
the first group of ten adjectives. The papers are then passed 
one more place to the right and that person circles one adjec¬ 
tives in the second group of descriptive words. This is done 
until six people have each selected one word from the appropriate 
list that described the person whose paper it is. The papers are 
returned to their owners who reflect on what they read. Each 
person adds the adjectives to their Self Appreciation Page and 
also shares their reaction to the exercise* 
2* Criteria for Useful Feedback 
a. Rationale: Feedback is defined as the process of receiving 
information about one*s self. All systems whether they in¬ 
clude two members or many, need information on themselves* 
Unless a system is established within any working group, an 
enormous amount of time and energy may be poorly used as 
individuals attempt to cope with the many procedural and 
human problems that can hinder a group. 
b. The eight specific criteria for effective criteria are 
discussed with examples* 
c. Since ideally feedback should be solicited, each person de¬ 
cided for herself what she would like feedback on from the 
other group members* She announces this and the group 
practices giving feedback according to the specific eight 
criteria. The process observer guides the groups so that 
they do stick to the criteria. 
3. Negative versus Non—Evaluative feedback 
a. Examples of non-evaluative feedback are discussed. (Brivahafo, 
”Non-Evaluative Personal Feedback Elements and Individual 
Behavior Profile”) Times when we were given non-evaluative 
feedback and whether it was effective are shared. 
b. Is negative, evaluative feedback ever effective?. . 
Do women more often have trouble giving and receiving 
negative feedback? 
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Seminar 1973 
BRIVIHAFO POSITIVE FEEDBACK GENERATOR* 
1. supportive 
2. kind 
3. attentive 
4. cooperative 
5. stlmu1 at 1ng 
6. enthusiastic 
7. trustworthy 
8. perceptive 
9. wise 
10. warm 
1. reassuring 
2. encouraging 
3. dependab I e 
4. loyal 
3. thoughtf u I 
6. considerate 
7. infIuentia l 
8. affectionate 
9. vital 
10, tactful 
I . zestfu l 
2. helpful 
3. accepting 
4. refreshing 
5. inclusive 
6. thorough 
7. valuable 
8. sensitive 
9. ardent 
10. creatIve 
l . tender 
2. respons1bIe 
3 . alive 
4. steadfast 
5. forthright 
6. reasonabIe 
7. loving 
8. insightful 
9. energetic 
10. uplifting 
I . honest 
2. trusting 
3. f riend I y 
4. right on 
5. deferent 1 a I 
6. posit1ve 
7. arousIng 
8 . useful 
9. sympathetic 
10. aware 
I . heat 
2. cool 
3 . dellght fuI 
4. empathlc 
5 . insp1rIng 
6. zealous 
7. clever 
8. reliable 
9. open 
10. astute 
*The BRIVIHAFO GENERATOR is named for its or' 91' 08 V' d 
Britton, Michael Vltlello, Robert Hawley, and John Foss. 
NON-EVALUATIVE PERSONAL FEEDBACK ELEMENTS 9li 
At times, tended to withdraw and show little or no interest in working with 
the group. 
Was fully involved and committed to reaching effective solutions to group 
problems. 
3 Seemed to be more interested in harmony than in getting the Job done, 
li pushed to solve the problem as efficiently as possible. 
5. Seemed to avoid conflict even when the conflict could be constructive. 
5 Used conflict, even when conflict was not constructive. 
T. Although he did not seek it, confronted conflict and attempted to resolve it. 
8. Tended to listen too much and talk too little. 
9. Paid too much attention to irrelevant talk, not to hurt feelings of others. 
10. Tended to talk too much and listen too little. 
11. Tended to dominate the discussion. 
12. Expressed ideas politely and listened attentively to all contributions. 
13. Contributions were creative, of good quality, and were directly related to 
objectives. 
lit. Ideas and opinions were expressed with candor. 
15. Paid close attention to all opinions in an attempt to fully understand all 
points of view. 
16. Compromised own point of view to reach a decision. 
IT. Sometimes attempted to railroad decisions. 
18. Own point of view was not pushed for fear of "rocking the boat". 
19- Made decisions after fully considering all points of view. 
20. Didn't really seem very involved. 
21. Attempted to draw other people into the discussion. 
. » 
22. Was more interested in harmony than in getting the job done. 
23. Was more interested in getting own point of view accepted than in accomplish! 
group objectives. 
2k. Exercised much leadership over the group. 
25. Although not generally in a leadership capacity, made many valuable ideas. 
26. Gave and encouraged suggestions on how to do things better. 
Source; Kenneth II. Blanchard, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA. 
(Day 5) 
Supplementary Readings 
Objective: 
To provide reorint of articles that give further understanding 
of the role of women in leadership 
Materials: The following reprints are distributed: 
"Women are Still Missing Persons in Administrative and Supervisory 
Jobs" by Charlene Dale 
"Educational Leadership: A Male Domain?" by Suzanne Taylor 
DAY 6 
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"Review of Leadership Theory and Practice" 
Objectives: 
To increase comprehension of major leadership theories and models 
To analyze appropriateness of each theory according to women's needs, 
motives 
To thoroughly understand and analyze the Life Cycle Theory of Leader¬ 
ship 
Materials: Reading guide for Management of Organizational Behavior by 
Blanchard and Hersey. 
Time: 3 hours 
Activity: 
1. By discussion method, review the ideas of Maslow, McGregor, 
Argyris, Herzberg, Likert and the Ohio State Studies, Managerial 
Grid/ and Tri-Dimensional Leader Effectiveness Model. Use the 
questions on the reading guide to start discussion, but do not 
limit discussion to these. 
2. Make a chart (or post the chart) developed in the early part of 
the course which looked at Effective and Ineffective Behaviors 
of a leader, feelings that the leader has in each situation and 
feelings the followers might have. Add to this chart. Analyse 
effectiveness of this learning group according to this chart and 
the book definition. Draw from the biographies and autobiographies 
read to find more examples of effective leadership. 
3* Extend orevious skills learned about diagnosing environments by 
diagnosing this learning group's environment. List ways one can 
accurately assess an environment. 
h* Life Cycle Theory: Divide group into four parts, assigning each 
one quadrant of the Life Cycle Model. Each group operationalizes 
behaviors a leader would most likely possess if he/she were using 
the style of that quadrant. Then list situations you know of when 
that style would be most appropriate. Use newsprint for the two 
lists and contrast two large models with the results of the 
found groups. Compare lists and,discuss* 
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DAY 7 
9:00 A. M. Journal Time and Relaxing 
9:15 Part I - Putting Theory into Practice 
12:00 Lunch 
1:00 Part II - Putting Theory into Practice 
U:00 Group Validations 
"Putting Theory into Practice - Part I” 
Objectives: 
To explore what happens when no formal leader is designated or selected 
To discuss appropriateness of groups having no formal leader 
To practice stating expectations of the leader and follower 
To identify task and relationship behaviors of leader and followers 
To understand and use feedback according to 8 stated criteria 
Time: 3 hours 
Activity: 
1. Groups of five to six are formed. One person is to be the process 
observer. Her job is to observe what happens during the problem¬ 
solving segment. She is not to be concerned about why things are 
happening but rather what is happening. She should be ready to 
share what was seen, perhaps by taking notes. 
Each group has the same task. They ws re called together by the 
President of the University of Massachusetts to form a Task Force 
on Sexism. This is their first meeting together, although they 
will eventually meet regularly. At this first meeting, the group 
is to begin to identify evidence of sexism on this campus, to 
outline what direction this Task Force will take and prepare recom¬ 
mendations for the Presidents Council. One representative of each 
group will be going to the Council (made up of the President and his 
Trustees) with the preliminary report developed during this first 
meeting. Note: Do not designate a leader in each group nor refer 
to leadership at all. 
2. After about 20 minutes, groups are stopped. Ask if any group has 
a formal leader? Process observer comments on emerging leadership 
in each group. 
Discuss this continuum and the issue of leaderless groups: 
Autocratic Democratic Laissez Fair© 
The issue is that many feminists today are reacting negatively to 
autocratic leadership and have swung to other end, insisting that 
no one women should be the leader. Refer to the article, ’’The 
Tyranny of Structurelessness’1 by Jo Freeman. The problem is that 
all women need to recognize that the style of leadership is appro¬ 
priate according to the situation. To insist on just one style 
could be foolhardy. 
If not already done so, each group determines who will be the 
leader for this task. 
3. Discuss with total group: ' Leadership is defined as ’’one’s relation¬ 
ship with several interacting variables” as shown below. The Leader 
is the focal point for the others. 
U. Expectations are defined as ’’the perceptions of appropriate be 
havior for one’s own role or position and one’s perceptions of 
the role of others within the organization.” 
Discuss what happens when expectations are not expiessed. 
Before getting into the task again, group members are to share 
expectations. The leader asks, "What do you (the fo^°w^s{J^®ot 
of me?" and then she states how she sees her role. The folio 
3tate how they see their role and tells leader what they expect 
of her. 
5. Resume role play for about 20 minutes more. 
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6. Style or Personality of Leader and Followers: second step in 
diagnosing the environment, 
"Explain that in addition to stating expectations, the leader 
needs to know the style or personality of her followers and the 
followers need to know the style or personality of their leader* 
Style is defined as "predictable patterns of behavior as perceived 
by others," so it is not what we think we are but how others see 
us* This style is identified using these two types of behavior. 
Task Behavior: to organize and define roles of members of group 
to explain what activities each is to do, when, 
where and how 
to establish well-defined patterns of organization, 
channels of communication and ways to get job done 
Relationship Behavior: to maintain personal relationship between 
herself and group members 
by opening up channels of communications 
by delegating responsibility 
by giving followers opportunity to use their potential 
by socioemotional support, friendship and mutual trust 
Each person in the group now takes time to analyze the style of the 
leader and each member of the group* Review criteria for effective 
feedback referred to earlier* Use the accompanying chart as a 
guide. (See P. 100) Have each person identify her own task and 
relationship behaviors* This information is then shared, first 
by the process observer, then by the others in the group# 
7* Each group resumes its original task, that is to come up with a 
preliminary report for the Presidents’ Council and to select a 
representative to report to the Council (the representative is 
not necessarily the formal leader), 
8. Life Cycle Theory 
Summarize the Life Cycle Theory and relate it to what was learned 
earlier about expectations and leadership style. 
Add the maturity dimension at bottom of grid. Maturity is defined as 
1* Achievement motivation of individual 
2. One’s willingness and ability to take responsibility 
3. One’s education and experience 
(As the above 1-3 relate to tasks) 
Group describes their leader’s style during this simulated 
experience. The leader describes how she perceives her style. 
Two c questions that can be used are: (These measure the effec¬ 
tiveness dimension.) ’Was a decision, made?" and ’What is the 
morale of the group?" 
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STYLE OR PERSONALITY OF LEADER 
■Chehov’0” 
you observed in 
others and yourse If: 
Organized and defined 
oles of group members 
2, Explained what to do, 
when to do it, where and 
how 
3, Extablished well- 
defined patterns of 
organization; channels 
of communication 
RELATIONSHIP 
BEHAVIORS 
1. Opened up channe Is 
of communication 
2. Delegated respon¬ 
sibility 
3. Gave followers 
opportunity to use 
their potentia I 
4. Gave socio-emotiona I 
iupport; extened friendship; 
built trust 
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Everyone takes the "Leader Adaptability and Style Inventory" - 
LASI (See P.102) 
1* Tally scores of group for all to see (from sub-columns 1-U). 
2. Interpretation of scores to be discussed: 
a. Each of the alternative actions falls into one quadrant 
of the Life Cycle. 
b. One’s dominant style is the quad(s) with the highest 
number of responses. 
One’s supporting style has the lower number of responses 
c. Theoretically, the scores should fall 3,3,3,3, in the 
four quadrants but being human, few people would have 
that kind of flexibility. 
d. Norms: Most people’s styles fall into # 2 and # 3 
quadrants. This is true of all the women’s group 
scores, the School of Education scores; but business 
men group scores fall into 2 and 1 and ministers 
fall into 1 and 1|. 
e. Range: The column II scores identifies one's diag¬ 
nostic skills. The score in the "total" box is put 
along the Effectiveness continuum. 
f. To get a total profile of one's style a woman would 
need to have her subordinates, associates and others 
fill out a LASI created for each of them. 
9. Issues to discuss: 
-Can we generalize that most women have a distinct, leadership 
style? Most men? 
— In order to become more flexible, what styles do we each need 
to develop? 
—What are the consequences if one doesn't want to develop her 
supporting styles? 
"Putting Theory into Practice: Part II” 
Objectives: 
To apply the Life Cycle Theory to another leadership situation 
To identify realities women face when in a leadership role 
To practice problem-solving process. 
Materials: Role playing cards and long table. 
* 
Time: lj hours 
PLEASE NOTE: 
Pages 102-102a, "Lasi Self', 
copyright 1973 by Paul Hersey 
and Kenneth H. Blanchard not 
microfilmed at request of 
author. Available for consul¬ 
tation at University of 
Massachusetts Library. 
UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS. 
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Activity: Role Playing 
1. The objective of this role claying activity is explained. 
2. The women who were selected to be representatives to the 
council!s meeting get together, exchange views and plan a 
strategy of action for when they go to the Council. 
3. One woman volunteers to play the role of the University presi¬ 
dent, six others volunteer to play the roles of the six male 
trustees. These seven meet with the facilitator to discuss their 
roles. (See P. 10U) The information on the role cards are shared 
within this group. These seven plan a strategy of action, inclu¬ 
ding the seating arrangement for the Council meeting. 
U. The remaining women are process observers. They are asked to 
observe a particular role player or to look for something in par¬ 
ticular^ i.e., effectiveness of strategy used. 
5. When roles are understood, the setting for the role play is 
defined. Props are obtained. 
6. Action begins and continues for at least 20 minutes. It takes 
that long for the male trustees to get into their roles, for the 
president to display her leadership style, and for the represen¬ 
tatives to try out their strategy. 
7. Some additional role-playing techniques that may be incorporated 
are: 
A. Side-Co aching: The facilitator walks around players, stands 
in back of them and encourages them to take a course of action. 
,rWhat are your plans? Show us • . .Remember you are angry.” 
3. The Freeze: Stop the action and get suggestions from the 
audience. ”What do you think they should do now?” Ask the 
participant, ”How do you feel now? Are you making progress?” 
C. Alter Ego - This person is the extension of the role player. 
She sits or stands in back of her ”self” and speaks the inner¬ 
most thoughts of the character by picking up the thoughts of 
the player and speaking them aloud. The alter ego and player 
then become one. 
8. Questions to discuss later include: 
A. . What hapoened? How were you feeling? What were you thinking? 
B. What was the leader1 s style of leadership? 
C. What leadership style would have been more appropriate? 
D. What strategy on the part of representatives proved to be 
effective? Some points*may include: 
1. Be prepared with facts and figures. 
2. Go in numbers, never alone. 
3. Check out the situation beforehand, get information on the 
people you will be facing. 
U. Send information ahead. 
5. Find a common organizational goal. 
E. What strategies were ineffective? Some points to make include: 
1. Personalizing issues that make men defensive. 
2. Allowing forces to b§ divided. 
3. When entering an organization. think you have the answers 
Role Players 
PRESIDENT TAYLOR 
You are a tough politician who built the University up to where it 
is recognized as one of the finest state institutions in the East. You 
are 55, a white male. You have kept the University economically solvent. 
The Trustees like you because you have seen eye to eye on major issues in 
the past and because of the good name you made for the school. You run a 
tight organization and demand loyality from your subordinates. You have 
been increasingly aware of growing Feminist demands and government pressures 
for affirmative action programs. You have called this committee together 
somewhat reluctantly, especially since you know the Trustees will resist the 
findings of such a Task Force. 
TRUSTEE JONES 
xou really believe that a woman’s place is in the home. Your wife has 
been a devoted wife and mother for 30 years. She does volunteer work but 
makes sure that she is home with supper ready at 6:00. 
TRUSTEE SMITH 
You really believe that a woman has a right to work, BUT only after 
her children are grown. You think that juvenile delinquency is caused 
because the mother isn’t home with the children after school. 
TRUSTEE BOLIN 
You believe that women are unreliable workers. From your experience in 
your office, you notice that the secretaries only stay for a year or two and 
leave when their husbands are transferred. When their children are sick, 
they stay home to take care of them. 
TRUSTEE GREEN 
You are willing to see women given responsible positions but there are 
not qualified women to fill those positions. So it is not men’s fault that 
few women hold leadership positions. 
TRUSTEE TURNER 
You believe that women are to be seen and not heard. They are so nice 
to have around. . . to look at. You are quite a ’’ladies* man”. You see 
women’s role as one of supporting and nurturing others ... so please serve 
the coffee for us alll 
i 
TRUSTEE PETERS 
You believe that women’s thinking and actions are controlled by her 
body. You note that when a woman is emotional or unreliable that she is 
probably having her period. 
(Day 7) 
’’Force Field Analysis” 
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Time: 1-2 hours 
1, Create a force field which identifies some of the realities that were 
exposed in this role play. Add more from our other experiences and 
from force field done earlier in course Then list all of the forces 
pushing with us as we attempt to become leaders. 
Pushing Forces 
*-7 
1. Knowledge of alternatives 
of what is happening 
of theories 
2. Self Awareness 
3. More and more resources avail¬ 
able to us 
It. Improved communication skills 
5. Developed strategies to deal 
a/myths 
6. Our motivation is stronger 
7. We believe in ourselves more 
8. We act on our beliefs 
9. We have group support 
10. We have more role models 
11. More couples are exploring 
alternative life styles 
12. Affirmative action programs 
13. Day care is more available 
lit. Women* s organizations are 
alive and growing 
15. Our imaginations are endless 
16. We are questioning status quo 
17. We have more positions of power 
Restraining Forces 
e--——— - 
1. Self Put-downs 
2. Structure of society 
3. Patriarchalpprecedence 
It. Men’s fears of eomen not need- 
' ing them, of their image, 
self-confidence 
5. People’s fear of change 
6. Cultural conditioning 
7. Lack of sufficient role models 
8. Not enough women questioning 
9. Myths held by many men and 
women: 
-women workers are transient, 
unreliable 
-women aren’t capable of doing 
the work 
-women belong in the home, 
great volunteers 
-women are emotional 
-women’s bodies dictate their 
actions 
-women only serve biological 
function, sex symbol 
^serving role, make men's 
life pleasant 
-women don’t like a woman 
leader 
-men don't like woman leader 
2. Problem Solving. After surveying the force field, the women identify 
which restraining force they would like to anal2nz;e further. Small 
groups form around a common force. Then they clarify the problem to 
be solved. Then for ten minutes, they brainstorm all possible alter- 
natives, whether possible or not, on newsprint. After the time limit 
is up, the alternatives are ranked. The findings are shared with the 
total group. (Note: For a group that is unfamiliar with the problem¬ 
solving process, the steps outlined on the following page can be nrac- 
ticed together before the attempt is made to apply them in small 
groups•) 
(Day 7) 
Problem-Solving Process 
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Objectives: To learn a process for solving problems 
Activity: Ask for a volunteer who will let us together go through this 
process. 
Steo Is Problem Identification - Select a problem that relates to 
the course. An example may be, trWhat do you want to do 
professionally? Where are you going? What do you want 
to become more of?f1 "In what ways can I . . . ?w 
Step 2s Identify what is known about the problem. 
Step 3: Brainstorming for alternatives to the problem 
—Review rules for brainstorming 
1. Defer judgment 
2. Offbeat ideas are welcome 
3. Vastness quantity is better than quality 
it. Piggyback on each others1 ideas 
5. Individuals give one idea at a time 
—Brainstorm for five minutes or until exhausted 
Step H; Evaluate alternatives using this coding system: 
N - IS never do It, or it!s impossible 
C - 1*11 consider it 
S - It has strong possibilities 
Step 5: Goal Setting - Select one alternative to try out, 
remembering that goals need to be specific and realistic. 
The goal is shared with someone who will check up on 
onefs progress and offer encouragement. 
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(Day 7) 
"Group Validations" 
Objective: 
To reaffirm positive things about each person 
To bring closure to this part of the course 
Time: 15 minutes 
Activity: The first plan takes leas time. 
Plan 1: Form a circle, linking arms. Each person, one by one, 
validates the person on her right. This is done slowly to 
allow for each person to absorb the validation. 
Plan 2: At random, each person is validated by the group members. 
As comments are made, one person is recording them and 
gives the list to the woman being validated when it’s done. 
A variation of this is to have each person take responsibility 
for herself and state when she is ready t o receive the vali¬ 
dations. Therefore, someone who needs a lot of support will 
be able to ask for it. 
"Feedback - *Dear Me* Journal Entry" 
The objectives and activity description are the same as described earlier. 
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DAI 8 
6:00 P. M. Dinner 
7:00 "Who Is Significant in Your Life?" 
Introduce guests 
7:00 Panel Discussion 
8:30 Break 
8:U5 Completing Research Instrument 
9:00 Goal Setting 
9:30 Closing Circle 
Part IV Implications of Becoming a Leader 
"Who’s Significant in Your Life?" 
Objectives: 
To identify the people in each person1 s life who play a significant 
part 
To accept that we have expectations, hopes for ourselves that are 
as imoortant as the expectations others have of us 
Time: 20 minutes 
Activity: Draw the following. 
»I»i am in the middle linked to many people in my life. Identify who . 
the "Significant" others are in your life and put each person s name m 
separate box. 
Think of any expectations each of these people has of you and list these 
by each name. 
List some expectations you have for yourself. 
Hold this activity until after the panel discussion. 
(Day 8) 
’’Panel: Implications of Becoming a Leader on lour Personal Life” 
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Objective: To hear how other men and women have faced issues and problems 
in their personal lives as the woman pursued a career 
Time: 1-lJ hours 
Activity: Panel members, male and female, are selected who have faced 
or are facing problems as the woman pursues a career. Examples are: 
1. A couple where both man and wife have high motive to achieve and 
both desire a career. 
2. A woman who faces the issue of ”to marry or not to marry1’• 
3. A couple who face the issue of having children at all, or to 
have more. 
h• A woman who faces resistance from her ’’significant” other (s). 
The panel will attempt to deal with these questions: 
1. How does a woman help her ’man’ or parent or children accept her 
desire for a career? 
2. How does a woman manage to raise children, be a wife and still 
have a career? 
3* How does a couple decide whether or not to have children at all, 
or to have more? How was the decision made? How did it affect 
their lives? 
lw What options does a couple have when both the man and woman want 
to have a career? 
5. What happens when one of the couple have a chance for advancement 
that requires a move? 
6. What is the effect on the family if the woman must travel? What 
problems does she face? 
7. What issues are faced as a woman is deciding whether or not to 
marry at all? How does this decision affect her life? 
8. How does the woman, and her ’’significant other”, feel about her 
working with other men, having some meals with them, perhans even 
traveling with them? How do these other men view this woman? 
9. What are other problems woman and men face as the woman pursues 
her career? 
10. What encouraging signs are there that these issues can be solved? 
(Day 8) 
’’Goal Setting” 
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Objectives: 
To clarify what each woman wants to do with her life 
To identify factors which will help and hinder that goal 
To identify resources which will help in achieving that goal 
To make a contract which is specific and realistic 
Time: 1 hour 
Activity: 
1. Identification of the goal 
a. Each person takes five minutes to write out her response to 
this question, ”What do I really want to do with my life?” of 
”What do I want to be when I grow up?” 
b. A short talk is given on setting goals. 
In trios, each goal is shared and analyzed using these questions: 
1. Is this goal something you really want? How much? How 
can you tell how much you want it? 
2. Is the goal specific enough to permit direct planning and 
action, or is it too general or abstract? 
3. Is the goal realistic? Can it be accomplished? How much 
time would it take to accomplish? 
U. Is it a moderately challenging risk? 
5. How much room is there for personal responsibility? 
How much is left to fate, chance, other people? 
Can others help you work on this goal? 
t js is a real goal, or is it a ”front” for subtle Oa hidden 
goal? 
Each person will need about 15 minutes each. During the 
discussions, goals may need revision so that they are more 
specific and realistic. 
c. Now each person lists the barriers that would keep one .rom 
achieving'that goal. They may want to refer back to the 
earlier activity, "Who's Significant in Your Life?". Earlier 
forced field analysis may also give clues to barriers. 
d. A short discussion of some general ways we all can overcome 
barriers is held* 
1. Resources: 
a) What people or organizations can help us. 
b) What printed resources can help us? 
Job Ideas for Today’s Woman, Ruth Lembeck (Prentice ^all) 
Women at Work, Elmer Winter (Simon &. Schuster) 
New Woman’s Survival Catalog 
c) What courses are available to us to further our 
training? 
Ill 
2® How can we continue getting socio-emotional support if we need 
it? 
3. What factors are within us and this society that will help us 
achieve our goals? 
e® In trios, individuals complete their analysis of their goals and 
the barriers and aids that will help them to achieve these goals* 
f. On the "Significant Others" chart, each woman decides what she 
needs to say to each person on that chart* These thoughts are 
written down by the expectations listed earlier* 
g. The group forms a circle. Each woman shares what her goal, is and 
how she expects to achieve it* 
Sources: Alschuler, Tabor and McIntyre, Teaching Achievement Motivation , 
P* U7* 
Napier and Gershenfeld, Groups: Theory and Experience, pp. 123-131 
"Closing Circle" 
Objectives: 
To hear each other’s contract 
To validate each other and ourselves 
Time: 15 Minutes 
Activity: 
1* Each woman shares her goal and how she hopes to achieve it* 
2. In random order, each woman is validated with two or three 
comments from others in the group* After three, the woman 
responds, "I wholeheartedly agree*" This is continued until 
everyone has been validated# 
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Once objectives were determined for this workshop experience, many 
other preparations had to be made. First, this author attempted to deter¬ 
mine which organization would sponsor the workshop. It was decided that 
the Everywoman's Center of the University of Massachusetts would be a 
likely and willing sponsor of the project. The purpose and objectives of 
the course were shared with the group of women at the Everywoman!s Center, 
suggestions were made by them, and co-sponsorship was attained. One of the 
functions that the Center provided was to advertise the availability of 
this course in their newsletter. 
In addition, to insure that there would be women for the course, 
the author, by word of mouth and by direct publicity, let other women 
know that the course would be available in a few months. As women respon¬ 
ded and showed their interest, a letter was sent to them outlining the 
details of the course and asking them to respond to a one-page questionnaire, 
which would help them to clarify why they wanted to take the course and help 
the facilitator plan for a more effective design. The women were also 
instructed to get started on their assignments, which included reading a 
biography or autobiography of some woman leader. A bibliography of selected 
readings was provided. The women were also instructed to start the reading 
of the textbook. 
In addition to these tasks, the site needed to be confirmed, materials 
needed to be prepared and xeroxed, and films needed to be ordered. It is 
always amazing to this facilitator how much time such details take, almost 
as much time it seems as the actual creation of the design. Bus as a 
suggestion to other facilitators, it is my experience that the more time 
spent on these details, the smoother the design will go. Therefore, it was 
worth all of the effort. 
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One of the preparations occurred one month before the actual design 
was implemented* The school of Education holds a Marathon, which is a 
series of events offered to any'interested educators. These are put on by 
graduate students, faculty and outside educators who come for the two-week 
period each year. This author selected parts of three of the segments of 
the coarse in order to test out the ideas. The objectives were modular¬ 
ized so that a woman attending a session need not have attended a previous 
one. This opportunity to try out the ideas was invaluable. It gave the 
facilitator new self-confidence, a chance to work off some' of the rough 
edges in the design, and a chance to try out activities that she had never 
attemPted previously in such a form. The facilitator would strongly sug¬ 
gest to others that if they intend to implement the design that they do so 
first on a pilot group, always with a willingness to learn from what occurred 
so that the next design is even better. 
A word needs to be included here about the role of the facilitator. 
The facilitator is the person who puts the cement between the blocks. The 
blocks are all of the learning activities, and even if they are the best 
designed activities available, unless the facilitator has certain skills, 
those blocks will never cohere. The cement then comes from the personality, 
experience, and training of the facilitator. Here are some thoughts on 
the facilitating role based on the author’s experience and training. 
A facilitator needs to know herself thoroughly. She needs to feel con- 
fident,with the material, and flexible enough to go with the flow of the 
experience as it unfolds in the workship. She needs to be aware of her 
limits, physical and psychological, as well as her ability or inability to 
confront peoole and adapt to a rapidly changing emotional environment. 
The facilitator cannot expect to go into this kind of course for her own 
growth. Primarily she should have attained that growth, at least the 
majority of it, prior to undertaking the role of a facilitator. This 
statement does not exclude the possibility, however, of further growth in 
her during the experience. 
The facilitator should consciously be a part of the group and let the 
group participants realize that she is human. To do so, the facilitator 
should share of herself, her own experiences, weaknesses and strengths 
throughout the design. A facilitator needs to spend time, for instance, 
being a part of a simulation in addition to being an objective viewer of 
it while always keeping an objective eye on what is occurring. 
Third, the facilitator needs to apply the leadership theory of 
Hersey and Blanchard* This means that the facilitator consciously diagnoses 
the maturity level of the group members and attempts to find out their ex¬ 
pectations of her role so that knowing herself she may choose an appropriate 
leadership style. The facilitator in diagnosing this group of learners 
decided that a High Task/High Relationship leadership style would be most 
appropriate initially. These women will need the structure to get started 
and they also would be very dependent on some socio-emotional support from 
the leader. Later as group members start to give the socio-emotional 
support to one another, the support of the facilitator could be withdrawn 
and movement to a new leadership style attained. 
A facilitator requires highly developed skills to accomplish this task. 
It is no easy job to be a facilitator os such a worses hip. It cannot be 
stressed enough how important it is for the leader herself to have gone 
through many group experiences and tried out her ideas before attempting to 
help others with their personal growth. The facilitator has to be willing 
to trust herself to say, "It is okay to have my own style of cementing those 
b3_ocks together." 
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Summary 
Chapter III has outlined the objectives of the course which were 
l) to help a woman believe she can be a leader, 2) to provide opportun¬ 
ities to learn (or relearn) and practice interpersonal skills, 3) to 
learn and practice leadership theory, and !*) to become aware of the 
implications on one’s personal life of becoming a leader. Next, many 
guidelines on which the design is based were explored, including the 
ones which describe what we know about learners and how they learn, the 
process of change, and what makes a good workship experience. Next, all 
of the activities of the design were outlined in detail as were the 
preparations necessary prior to the initiation of the workshop. Finally, 
this chapter descussed the role of the facilitator who wants to implement 
this type of training design. 
CHAPTER IV 
IMPLEMENTATION 
,!WHAT YOU CAN BE, YOU MUST BE” 
A, Maslow 
Abraham Maslow wrote the words, ”What you can be, you must be”* 
This quotation provides the theme during the implementation of the first 
part of the design. For this reason the theme has meaning^for those who 
are the participants in the experience, but it also has meaning for me, 
the designer of the project. I am what I am, and I really feel that I 
must become what I am able to become. This project symbolizes all that 
I am able to do at this moment in time. It is a culmination of my train¬ 
ing, learning, and experience. And yet it is not an end all. I was very 
careful to make sure that I did not make this study an end. It is, in a 
way, a continuation of the journey I am taking in my attempt to be all 
that I can be. 
Because the project is uniquely mine, this chapter will be written as 
a narrative report of what happened along the way. It will be personalized, 
therefore the use of the first person pronoun will be essential. Others 
* 
could take the design outlined in the previous chapter and alter it in any 
way they desired, because their needs also would be unique. And they, too, 
would have to report what happened from their point of view. But this is 
*ny creation; not only the design, but the way I took the warp and woof and 
wove them together to create a unified whole. 
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As the design was implemented, I kept a journal. I would like to 
share parts of my exoerience with the reader through the use of this same 
mode. The first category of remarks concerns what I noticed of my feelings, 
thoughts, and physical actions. This schema comes from the work of Weinstein 
and Fantini in humanistic education and their attempt to develop a tech¬ 
nique for people to use who are observing themselves. I find it a useful 
technique. For instance, as I do my noticing, I may be asking myself, 
,fWhat sensations and feelings am I experiencing right now? Is there a 
sensation in any part of my body which I am now experiencing? How intense 
are or were these feelings?” As I notice the thoughts going through my 
mind, I may be asking myself, ”What thoughts are occurring right now? What 
internal dialogue is going on? Am I having any fantasies? Am I rehearsing?” 
The third aspect of noticing is in the area of action. ”What actually 
happened with the design? Did I stick to the design originally planned? 
Did I omit activities? Did I radically change them or change their order? 
How much time did they take?” Additionally, in terms of actions, what was 
the pattern of bodily involvement during the entire experience? These are 
the sorts of observations which I have recorded in my journal. 
A second use for the journal will be to glean helpful suggestions. Ao 
another facilitator may want to take this design and use it, I would like 
to suggest at the end of various parts of this reoort some guidelines of 
which I feel they should be aware as they run a workshop on personal growth 
and leadership training. 
Introduction to My Journal 
The day to start implementing the design finally arrived, although 
would. It had been about eight months since - it seemed as though it never 
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I had conceived the idea of developing a training design for women who want 
to become more effective leaders. Out of anticipation, I did not sleep well 
the night before starting the class. I was very excited; I had a sense of 
mission that this could be the beginning of a most important part of my life. 
I knew that having a group of women together for an intensive experience 
could mean significant growth on all of our parts. I can't help growing 
if they do. It was very thrilling to think that I was the spearhead of 
such a project. 
I had been sharing some of my experiences as a facilitator with others 
like me, and as a result of this kind of sharing and learning I made myself 
two promises. As I ran this particular workshop, I would keep in mind two 
things: number one concerned "timing”. Too frequently I have felt that I 
have rushed activities. I had not allowed people time to reflect, time to 
react to each other, time to just absorb. So for this design, I would con¬ 
sciously say to myself, "There is all the time in the world. We really do 
not have to accomplish everything in my original design. It is more impor¬ 
tant to have quality than quantity.” 
The second promise I made to myself was that I would not look upon my 
original design as so sacred that I would be unwilling to make changes in 
it. I told myself that it was merely a preliminary design. I deemed that 
I wanted to let the form of the design flow, so that xf I got xnto some of 
the experiences I had outlined and found that they were not appropriate, I 
could drop them with no sense of harm. Even more important, I decided that 
I could create new aspects of the design as I went along. I'm glad I made 
those two decisions because as you will see, they helped the project a 
great deal. 
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”We Can Be Leaders” 
DAY 1 
The workshop was started one evening where there threatened to be a 
huge snowstorm. But the weather held off. Someone asked me later whether 
I possessed magic by which I was able to hold off the s torm, since we did 
complete the evening’s activities and get safely home before its arrival* 
The night being cold, I had set up a table of hot drinks and goodies to 
cheer people up as they arrived. And as the people gradually filtered in, 
I had their prepared journals containing some hand-outs ready for them. 
nhere were opeions, in that the people could sit around, they could start 
to do some reading, or they could start to decorate with personal symbols 
the cover of their journals. While the women were engaged in their options, 
I found myself able to relax. The participants were friendly with the usual 
degree of quietness one would expect when people get together for the first 
time, each anticipating what would occur during the evening. The meeting 
process took about fifteen minutes, at the conclusion of which I intervened 
so that we could begin our first group activity* 
’’Give a Cheer”. The cheer that I had planned was effective. I felt 
exhileratedl I could sense that they felt energized by the movement of the 
activity. There was much laughter. It also clbarly helped each person to 
learn the needs of the others in the group. 
Orientation. As we sat down again and relaxed, I went over the objec- 
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tives of the course, comparing my objectives to some of their earlier expressed 
expectations. We talked over the details of the course, the timing, parking 
problems, a shared lunch for Saturday noon, and the need of ’’private” space 
which we met by having a long enough lunch hour to include a solitary walk. 
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The discussion went very easily, A few of the women had eye contact that 
showed me that they were waiting expectantly, but one woman was quite with¬ 
drawn# I thought that she must be very distressed about something, 
“IALAC”, The I.A.L.A.C, story about Nurse Nancy Drew helped to show 
them that we do have a self-concept that is easily damaged but reparable. 
Through the group we would be able to help each other build positive self- 
concepts so that we would be stronger when we left the class. The IALAC 
story also helped to set the tone for the course, the idea being that every¬ 
one was to learn how to become even more sensitive to the self-concepts of 
each person. 
We then started the most significant part of our journals, the self- 
appreciation page. The women were asked to list up to ten ways in which 
they are lovable and capable. As usual, some people were quickly able to 
write down a large number of items while others were still pondering after 
some time had passed. I tried to make the tone light, assuring the partici¬ 
pants that it did not matter whether they had all ten, that we would be 
adding to the list later. They seemed to accept ir§r reassurances. After a 
while, I asked if any one had not reached number five on their list. Two 
people only had four items. I identified the two for the group so that 
during the evening we would be able to validate them sufficiently to enable 
them to increase their list. We would all be increasing our lists also, but 
I felt particular concern for those who felt their “buckets’1 were somewhat 
empty. 
“Introductions”. We next went into the introductions. Since we had 
been sitting in a circle I left a space at one point so that two of us could 
stand and yet be seen easily by everyone. The introductions went really well. 
As I exoected, most of the women were very nervous. Some people insisted on 
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bringing up their notebooks and holding on to them in order to feel more 
comfortable. There was a lot of body language that indicated nervousness, 
like folding of arms around the body, the holding of hands behind backs, 
much shifting of weight from not knowing what to do with the body. The 
degree of eye contact also varied. Some women would easily move their 
eyes to look at those of everyone in the group, while others would focus 
in on only a couple of people and direct their bodies rigidly towards one 
part of the room. 
The introductory questions which I had listed in my original design 
were just suggestions. Ifalways started with who they were, their full 
name this time, (only first names were used in the cheer) and where they 
were from. This allowed them to have a sense of grounding and gave them 
something familiar about which they could talk easily. I also always 
led into asking each woman to tell the group one thing that she felt we 
should know about her, or one quality that was on her self-appreciation 
page. Again some people had trouble even relating one, while I almost 
couldn’1 others to stop. In fact, I didn’t try to make them stop’. Each 
person was asked different questions based on her own unique responses in 
the course of the interview. The technique was extremely appropriate for 
it meant that there was not a routine series of questions dulling the ex¬ 
perience with repetition, but rather an individualized approach. 
The last question I always asked was what they hoped to gain from the 
experience after we had been together for the month. A few individuals 
wanted a skill that I knew we could help them to attain. For instance, one 
woman was extremely nervous standing in front of the group. After I had 
her look at each face in the group for what she could see and she had 
realized that she could trust us, we explored the idea that what she really 
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did want to learn was how to be comfortable when standing in front of a 
group as a leader, I made a suggestion to the group that at the start of 
each session either this woman be given a task so that she had to do some¬ 
thing standing up in front of us, or that she make a brief presentation 
so that she can explore what it is that makes her so nervous. I used the 
same procedure with several other women, so that we have already set small 
goals for particular individuals in the group. Some of the goals will be 
accomplished using the group as a whole while others wilL be accomplished 
as we interact with one another* 
We took a break half way through the introductions. This was helpful 
because we found that about fifty percent of the people are smokers, which 
is a higher percentage than usual in groups with which I have been involved* 
At the very beginning of the course I requested that there be no smoking in 
the room because it interferes with the setting. Consequently, to have set 
"breaks” and to keep them was essential. The half of the class that were 
smokers, plus a few others, went out and had their cigarettes at break time 
or used the food machines and nearby restrooms. 
At the end of all our introductions, I asked if the group had any 
questions. One was, "Are you always that calm?'' I shared with them the 
fact that I had not slept the night before, and that I was aware that I often 
give the appearance of being very cool and calm when I really am not. The 
woman who asked the question sighed with relief knowing that I, too, was 
very human* 
Another person asked why they were required to stand up to be intro¬ 
duced. This question allowed me to give them the rationale for the procedure 
Other group members agreed with me that standing up meant that we would be 
willing to be noticed. We concluded that we are most comfortable in front 
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of a group of women while we would be more nervous, in a mixed group or, 
especially when in a definite minority to the number of men present* I 
also pointed out that we women often do not believe that we are articulate. 
Standing up s;/mbolizes the fact that we can be articulate. Women do have 
important thoughts which can be well organized and clearly stated. Making 
them stand up reinforces the point* 
Film. The group moved next into the film activity. I asked the group 
whether any of them had ever been told, "You can be anything you want to 
be”, and what their subsequent reactions to the statement had oeen. Several 
women who had previously heard these words responded to my question. Either 
the film was in poor condition or the projector’s sound mechanism was de¬ 
fective. I was disappointed about that, but the problem did not seem to 
interfere too much with listeners’ comprehension of the audio track. 
Immediately following the film, we broke into trios and shared our reactions 
to it. We were also to scan for memories of our early aspirations in order 
to recover as many of them as possible. After about fifteen minutes, we 
came back to the large group and shared with the others some of the material 
we had recalled. 
Validations. By now it was ten p.m. and the snow was falling heavily, 
so I decided to end the session quickly. This meant dropping at least two 
more activities that I had hoped to complete that day, but as I had confirmed 
to myself, timing and flow were more important. So I had the women go back 
to their trios where one by one, each was to be validated bj the others based 
on their interaction during the evening. The validations in each group were 
,, „ , „pre obviously affecting the receivers 
sincere, they were lengthy, and they were obviousijr 
in a positive way. As a person was given a validation, she was instructed by 
her new friends to write it down on her self-appreciation page. The lists 
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in each journal were getting longer now. The tone in the room was very 
warm; fatigue was not as evident as when the group had first arrived, and 
'.ret I knew that they all must be very tired. 
We returned to the large circle with which the evening had originally 
started. Each person was to peruse her self-appreciation page and put an 
next to the items on the page that she felt would help her to become 
a more effective leader. After having had some time for reflection, each 
person in the group was asked to complete this sentence aloud: ’’Others 
aooreciate my I suggested that before we left each other that 
evening we should reinforce the self—validations we had just heard by 
commenting to a woman of our choice, "I really agree with what you just 
said.” 
Suggestions. Now that the first night had ended, what had I learned? 
A great deal from wnich comes the following suggestions for x-he considera¬ 
tion of other facilitators, l) The setting must be appropriate. We had a 
room that was bright and carpeted with a variety of comfortable chairs. 
There were nearby, a restroom, vending machines, a telephone, and a place 
for people to smoke. Probably the only problem was parking, but it was 
minor compared to the positive aspects this particular setting gave. 
2) ’’Comfort and Caring” is an essential element of the design. I tried 
to attend to the physiological needs of the women by providing a comfort¬ 
able room, hot drinks and snacks. I took the time to work on the parking 
problem by exploring car pools and to inquire after those who were absent 
. who had signed up for the course. Such ’’comfort and caring” procedures 
are essential. 3) Let the plan flow and evolve. I was glad that I let 
the plan flow, that I was not rigid, and that I did not feel that the 
original ideas were sacred. I kept to my original design up until the end 
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at which time I consciously dropped some activities that would have pushed 
us too fast. I also created a new ending for the evening, an ending that 
evolved from what had just occurred so that I could not have anticipated 
it in advance. 
DAY 2 
The second day of the workship was held during another evening later 
the same week. Because it was a Friday people came in tired. I was again 
glad to have hot drinks and cookies ready for them. We got to a late 
start; it looked like this was going to be a trend, but now I was prepared 
for that possibility. On the blackboard were two posters along with some 
questions for them to answer in their journals. This activity gave the 
early birds time to reflect on the thoughts on the posters and on what 
had been happening since we had been together. Many wrote in their journals 
and some chatted with each other. All in all it was a good idea. I started 
within ten minutes of seven o’clock because I wanted to set the norm that 
we would start on time. Again I started with ’’comfort and caring”, checking 
on whether they had found places to park, and on whether they had had 
dinner. I also needed to be sure that no one was so distressed by events 
in their lives that she could not give her attention to the class experience. 
”Either-Or”. Knowing that they would come in tired, I decided that the 
activity ”Either—Or” was an appropriate one with which to start. It got 
them moving and it helped them to get to know each other better aid raise 
the energy level of the group. At the end of the activity, we discussed 
how their dominant characteristics related to leadership. Thej quickly 
saw that an effective leader may have a combination of qualities, so one does 
not need to fill a particular list of characteristics in order to be an 
effective leader. 
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^OHtinnuiTu The continuum, "Where are you now?” was one to which they 
had responded in writing on their pre-workshop questionnaires* I included 
the activity here so that they could share with another the point at which 
they saw themselves at this particular moment. The continuum, we found, 
helped us to explore the conditions under which we are comfortable as a 
leader. The women asked themselves, ’’Under what circumstances do I assume 
leadership?" There seemed to be a definite split with about fifty percent 
of the group falling into the category, ”1 am a leader in many situations 
depending on who is in the group and what the tasks are." The other half 
fell into the category on the continuum which reads, "I do some leading 
and some following.” These women sometimes assumed leadership positions 
but also often waited to be assigned this role. 
Effective and Ineffective Leadership. The group was now ready to 
explore effective leadership. In twos, they were to recall a time when 
they believed that they had functioned as effective leaders. After each 
woman had done this with her eyes closed, she shared her experience with 
her partner, concentrating on her behavior'and her feelings during that 
previous situation. After the sharing had been done in two’s, the group 
started a chart listing all of the behaviors and feelings we had recalled 
from the time when we were effective leaders. We also explored and charted 
how we imagined that our followers had felt when we were functioning 
effectively in a leadership role. We next repeated the foregoing steps, 
in this instance exploring a time when we felt that our leadership had been in¬ 
effective. After the recollections were shared in dyads, the group added the 
behaviors and the feelings to the class chart. 
g£-j^vj_‘t,y needed more time than was possible that night, but will 
receive more attention further on in the leadership training. The activity 
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helped us to realize that we already had been in some leadership situations 
where we were effective and to understand what behaviors we had showed at 
that time which could be called forth on another occasion. The activity 
helped us to analyze further the concept of effective leadership. 
Break. True to my promise, I gave the group a break midway through 
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the evening. They really seemed to need, particularly the smokers. As 
soon as the break was over, I used some time to make announcements. 
I noted in my journal how conscious I am of trying to link earlier 
activities with those which follow. I also am more conscious of how much 
time I spend explaining the purpose of each activity, so that participants 
do not experience an activity without understanding why it is going to 
occur. 
Film. The film, "Growing Up Female: As Six Become One", was a power¬ 
ful one. I had previewed the film the day before and found it very depress¬ 
ing. The movie outlines the lives of six women of different ages, backgrounds, 
and life styles, showing the power of the socialization process in our cul¬ 
ture. It raises many questions, but gives no answers. One question was, 
”Is there any hope for women to become all that they can be as long as some 
of these socialization influences are prevalent in our culture?" 
As I watched the film, I kept asking myself, "Is this film appropriate?" 
The activity’s objective had been to increase the women's understanding of 
the many variables in their upbringing that influence their present atti¬ 
tudes and behaviors. I was concerned that this film would be so powerful 
find depressing to them that they would become immobilized. 
As the film was long, I stepped outside for a moment after putting on 
the second reel. First one and then another woman joined me in the hall. 
The first had seen the film before and she just did not want to see it 
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again. The other was so repulsed by the advertising man in the movie and 
the reality of Madison Avenue that she also withdrew from seeing that 
section of the film. As these women talked to me, I realized that after the 
film was over I would need to allow plenty of time for the group members 
to react. I asked myself, ”How can I help them be hopeful when I myself 
feel so overwhelmed?” 
At the conclusion of the film, we divided into two groups so that 
everyone would have a chance to be heard. Here are some of the notes that 
I put in my journal following the discussion. ”The sharing of reactions 
was moving and personal. One woman, as tears flowed from her eyes, in¬ 
formed us that the movie particularly distressed her because it reminded 
her so much of her mother. Effective, helpful, hopeful, everyone partici¬ 
pated.” Overall then, I was surprised at the positive attitude that pre¬ 
vailed in spite of the tone of the movie. The group did not find it so 
depressing. They seemed to have the attitude that there are barriers but 
they are ones that can be overcome. 
Validations. In their small groups, the members next proceeded to 
validate each other. As one person was being validated, the next person to 
her left wrote down each of the validations. Each person’s self-appreciation 
page was thus lengthened some more. Several women were obviously moved by 
' the perceptions which other group members had of them. The recording of 
the validations by someone else ensured that complete thoughts were pre¬ 
served and that positive feedback was not sifted out by the receiver. 
This technique helped to bring together the members of the small groups. 
It did not seem to matter that the larger group, consisting of two small 
ones, did not have one final activity together. 
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Feedback. Even though they were tired, there was much lingering and 
much talking among the women in the group. This to me indicated that they 
were growing closer to one another and were finding the experience positive. 
I hoped that they would feel the same way tomorrow when they would be even 
more tired. 
I went home and spent some time reflecting ontthe day. I read the 
feedback sheets and found them generally very positive. I had asked for 
the group to respond to three sentence stems: nI wanted. . f,I got . .” 
and f,Tomorrow I hope . .w 
The following is a summary of their feedback to me: 
»I wanted . . ” to get to know more people 
to discover what restrains me from climbing the 
tallest tree in the forest” 
an ooportunity to share 
some theory of women and leadership 
an opportunity to change in a low-risk situation 
to become more aware of my own sense of strength 
and power 
to examine my current status as a w oman and as a 
leader 
ttI got . . ” a lot of support from others 
opportunities to share 
increased belief in self 
some inspiration 
insight about who I am, what 1 want ana where I 
want to go 
"Tomorrow I hope . .” we move on to skills and theories 
to get to know these women even better 
to learn more about myself 
to press on in the search of looking at myself 
more closely 
Sensing that I was on the right track helped me to go to sleep that 
night and to anticipate Day 3* 
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DAY 3 
This was our first full day together. It was bright and clear out 
quite cold. I had arrived early enough to have hot drinks and doughnuts 
for those who had skipped breakfast. Again I had journal entry ideas on 
the board. This time it included a poster expressing a thought by James 
Baldwin and a synopsis of an activity I would have liked to do the day 
before, one referring to role models in our lives. 
As the women arrived, they were cheerful, in spite of the cold and 
the early hour. TWe had found that our "home” had been invaded by dormi¬ 
tory residents after we had left the night before. They had left it a 
stinking mess of beersa nd cigarette butts. I have found that the women 
of the class do not need to be asked to do a job, they react spontan¬ 
eously to a task that needs doing. The few who had arrived early pitched 
right in, cleaned up that mess in no time, aired out the room, and got it 
ready for the late-comers. Again this reinforced in me the importance of 
the setting, the fact that we needed to have a comfortable place for our 
work. 
While we were waiting and having coffee, the three women who had 
driven the farthest were invited by several others to stay in town with 
them the next time we had a Friday night-Saturday sequence. It was amazing 
to me that by the third day such warmth and caring was already in evidence. 
Comfort and Caring. By 9:1$ I was able to get started on the design 
making sure again that the group was comfortable. I proceeded to give a 
report to them on the feedback of the night before. They were reassured 
by the fact that I had read their feedback sheets and that I took their 
comments seriously. I also tried to stress to those who were anxious to 
move on the importance of spending this extra time on the develooment 
self-confidence. 
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Self Put-Downs. We formed groups of four. Privately, each of us 
started a list of the put-downs that we have internalized about ourselves. 
I knew that this would be an emotional experience, so I tried to keep it 
somewhat light saying, for instance, ’’This time you don’t have to come with 
ten,”(as was required with the self-appreciation page). I made sure we 
did not spend too much time on the list, knowing that the put-downs which 
were initially recorded were probably the most significant ones anyway. 
The women were instructed that while they were in groups of four, each 
put-down would be examined and the group members would help each person 
find a redirection. The idea of redirection had been demonstrated earlier. 
In the group which I facilitated I was amazed at the commonality of 
the self put-downs. Three recurring themes were: 1) not believing in one’s 
competence, 2)that considering oneself first was a very selfish act, 
3) that they should be doing much more in their lives than they were. 
The commonality of self put-downs allowed us to cover a lot of material 
quickly. Group members learned rapidly how to come up with redirections 
that the individual could accept. There was a great sense of relief as these 
new redirections were discovered. Groups varied as to the number of re 
directions accomplished. 
Each person was then asked to select one redirection that she really 
wanted to work on. These were put on 5 x 7 inch cards. We each stood and 
stated our redirection to the group, but we only explained it if we wanted 
to. This occurred with laughter, caring, and energy. Following our break, 
one group member suggested that we repeat each redirection once more. I 
was really glad for this opoortunity knowing that reinforcement is important 
when dealing with the redirection of a self put-down. 
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I emphasized the importance of sharing the put-down's redirection 
with others in our lives who could help us work on it, I also suggested 
that they carry their list of redirections with them, knowing how easy 
it would be for them to forget the redirection, but easily remember the 
out-down• 
Force Field Analysis, The rest of the morning would be spent exploring 
how we could move beyond our present condition toward the goal of becoming 
effective leaders. The women were asked to find a partner with whom they 
would stay until lunch. The first task in the dyad was then explained. 
One of the two women was to ask the other, 'What do you want?” ten times. 
The responses were recorded by the questioner. I found that it was some¬ 
times very difficult for women to think of answers but eventually every¬ 
one had a complete list of ten. This activity helped them to clarify many 
of the wanos that often lay dormant, to identify the more significant wants, 
and to see the relationships between some of their stated wants. Each 
woman selected one of the most significant goals on her list. The purpose 
of a force field analysis was explained and demonstrated. Each person 
individually filled in the forces as found in herself and pushing for the 
achievement of her goal. She also identified forces that were restraining 
her from accomplishing that goal. 
Going back to dyads, one of the women gave her self-appreciation page 
to her partner. Her partner looked it over to become familiar with the 
qualities of that particular woman. Then the first woman stated her goal. 
The focus person's role was to "play the tape” that runs through her mind 
as she is striving to achieve and which says that "you can't reach your 
goal”. The woman's partner would then play the tape that said "you can 
achieve your goal". Both spoke in the first person. The woman playing 
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the positive “tape” soon overwhelmed her partner. This activity again 
helped to show the women that the forces within ourselves can hinder us 
from achieving our goal. If only we would listen more carefully to the 
tapes within us affirming why we can achieve our goal, then we are more 
likely to actually achieve it. 
This activity was shortchanged because we were running out of time. 
I would have liked to spend more than fifteen minutes on it. 
The group turned its attention to developing force field analysis 
together. The goal that we identified that we desired was how to get more 
women into leadership. We brainstormed a list of forces that will help 
women accomplish the goal, and a list of forces restraining them from 
becoming leaders. It was surprising that though there were many restrain¬ 
ing forces listed, the attitude of these particular women was generally 
positive. They noted that having a strong desire and a belief in oneself 
was going to make a big difference in their success. They now realized 
that by reducing the number and potency of self put-downs change would be 
more likely to occur. This activity was abbreviated as lunch approached, 
but the technique will be used again later in the workshop experience. 
Lunch. Lunch was delicious but we ate too much. Each person had 
brought some food to share. The conversations were easy and relaxed. 
Following lunch, several women went outside for a walk and two lay down 
for a short nap. 
I knew that after lunch the energy level would be low, so I was glad 
that I had planned an active experience next. 
Risk-Taking♦ The materials for the Ring Toss Game were modified to 
fit what I had available. A hoop with a stick on one side stuck under a . 
chair* s cushions to hold it in position and distance markers were laid 
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along the carpet. I intentionally exhibited a lot of enthusiasm to get 
them more excited, but the first practice round which involved throwing 
the tennis balls into the hoop was quite dead. When teams were formed 
for Round 2, enthusiasm increased somewhat and by the last round, there 
was cheering for individuals as they made their shots. 
The scores these women got did not match what was predicted. A person 
with a high motive to achieve generally takes moderate risks, but here the 
women with the highestscores were those who took high risks. The group 
norm was to stand at a greater distance than I expected f rom the hoop and 
persist there until a shot was made, thus providing a high score all at 
once. Very fevr stood at the moderate distance markers and those that did, 
had low scores. Some women did adjust their shots based on previous throws. 
The use of concrete feedback helped two of the top scorers do so well, but 
one top scorer just threw her balls, without conscious planning at all. 
The discussion that followed was relatively quiet. It appeared to be 
their low energy level rather than the topic. When I compared their scores 
with the findings of research in achievement motivation, they were not par¬ 
ticularly surprised and merely suggested that the distances were not great 
enough. We discussed the role of risk in leadership, when and how they 
themselves decide to take risks and what generally happens. The woman who 
haphazardly threw balls and got the high score indicated that today's be¬ 
haviors was typical of her; she generally plows into a project without a 
lot of planning, hits an obstacle and then gives up. 
Break. During the break I Pondered over the appropriateness of what 
I had planned for the remainder of the afternoon. I was doubtful that any 
activity I did would energize them. I wondered if I should cut the day 
knowing that if I did, several activities would have to be moved into the 
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next session which also had a full schedule. I then remembered my promise 
to myself that I would diagnose the group as we went along and adjust the 
activities accordingly. 
I posed the problem to the total group, leaving the decision to con¬ 
tinue or not up to them. Many admitted to being tired, including me, but 
some indicated that they had committed themselves to this leadership train¬ 
ing and they wanted to make full use of all planned time. It was decided 
that we would continue but we would end the class a half an hour earlier 
than scheduled. 
Pushing. One of the women said she knew of an activity that would get 
our blood moving. Partners stand facing each other with hands barely 
touching. At any point, either one hits the others5 hands nard enough to 
try to get her off balance. This was fun and energizing. 
Power. The three planned activities dealing with pox^er were condensed 
somewhat in order to respect our decision to finish early. With partners, 
we did a thumb wrestle long enough to generate some feelings of competition 
and aggressiveness. Winners of the first rouna played a second time. The 
overall winners were identified as the "power group" and were given special 
honors and privileges. 
The "power group" were told to make a decision on something that would 
affect the whole class. They asked if they could leave the room. They 
went to the next room, closed the door, leaving half of the class sitting 
on the floor. The "powerless" group just sat there. One woman saxd, 
'’This is a relief. I don’t have to do anything." I tried to push them to 
do something suggesting that the "mower group" may be making a new rule 
about smoking in the classroom. No response. I said, "I'm getting curious 
about what they are talking about, aren't you?" "No, we’re not curious," 
was the reply* 
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Finally one woman's curiousity promoted her to go into the other 
room. After she had left, the "powerless group" still sat there. I 
announced I was going to join our friend and give her my support. As I 
waited into the "power" room, no one aclcnowledged me. I noticed an extra 
chair at their table so I decided to take the risk and sit in on thexr dis¬ 
cussion. Before I was there a minute, members of the "power group" were 
seeking information from me. I acted surprised but they went right on with 
their business. It apneared that they had accepted me as a member. My 
"powerless" friend was sitting on the side and resisted my' attempts to get 
her to join the group, too. 
Within ten minutes, the "power grouo" had reached a decision about a 
system for providing food and drink at each of our class meetings. They 
were obviously anxious to share this decision with the outside group. When 
the two groups rejoined, the "power group" stated that they wanted the 
"powerless group" to react to their plan. Although the outsiders were sur¬ 
prised at being invited to participate, soon the whole group was unified in 
purpose and soirit again# 
In the discussion that followed this experiment, we processed what had 
happened, particularly noting what our thoughts and feelings were. It was 
a surprise to the "powerless group" that the "power group" had consciously 
decided to share their oower both within their group and with them as out¬ 
siders. The "power group" had planned to come back into the larger room 
earlier but since two of the "powerless group" joined them, the "power group" 
felt as though they had had some representation in the meeting. We discussed 
the appropriateness of sharing power with others. We recalled times when we 
did not have power and what that was like* 
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Tne most stimulating part of the discussion revolved around the 
question of how to get more power. The following are some of the ideas 
generated; 1) ?,ake moderate risks** 2) every opportunity possible to 
"get 7our f00t into the door"; this includes flattery (an example given 
was to tell one's superior, "You know I really would like to learn more 
from one. Couldn't I come to your next meeting and just listen?" While 
there, one may actually be invited to participate in the meeting.) 
ILagnos^ the resistance one is going to face before seeking entry, 
u) ever go alone when one could bring along supporters. 1|) Plan a 
strategy keeping in mind what was learned from the earlier diagnosis. 
5) be well prepared. 6) When confrontation is inevitable, bring along 
supporters in person or on pacer to show that you alone did not have this 
particular idea. 7) Be careful to attack the problem, not the person. 
One woman posed a problem she had faced. The process of its solution 
gave the group an opportunity to analyze ways she could have gained more 
power and succeeded in affecting the change she wanted. All in all, the 
* 
discussion gave the group a glimpse at the process of organizational 
change. From the low point about three o'clock, the energy and interest 
level rose considerably to a point where we did not notice that the after- 
i 
noon had passed. 
Feedback and Journal Time. A carbon copy of the journal entry, a 
"Dear Mr . . ." letter, would be given to the facilitator before leaving 
for the day. Each woman was to respond to these sentence stems; "I learned 
that I . . "I found it hard to . . "I want to work on . . and 
1 plan to . . .» Some samples of the feedback are included. One woman 
wrote: "Sprockets that were once bent, broken or twisted are beginning to 
straighten and self-repair as I examine and tick the rest of my life 
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methodically away. I am learning that I can strike with great accuracye 
Control is approaching.” This womans quote is said in simpler ways by 
several others. 
"I learned that I . . . -in fact have some strength in leading 
-possess qualities which will help me in 
leadership situations 
-don't have to be modest about competencies 
-often go into confrontation without analyzing 
what is happening 
-need to analyze my support 
-find a lot of meetings are a waste of time 
-am more competitive than I realized" 
"I found it hard to . . . -find ways to confront people 
-go all day 
-feel alert because physically I feel tired 
-reveal my responses to competition 
-not make subjective evaluations" 
"I want to work on . . . -Being able to take the risk when necessary 
-assuming personal power in situations 
-talking as easily in situations where there 
are men as I have here where there are women 
-making realistic goals 
-taking steps to resolve some personal 
issues regarding my husband 
-learning more about power" 
"I clan to . . . -work on my redirectional sentence 
-request my department to define the role of 
our staff in decision-making 
-keep goals in mind 
-state my goals to others 
-pull all this together more formally bet ore 
we meet again" 
This is what I wrote in my journal: "Dear Me, I have learned that 
I can facilitate groups. I can trust my sense of timing to move on or to 
allow more time. . . that X get tired after lunch and perhaps should nap, 
meditate, or take a walk. I found it hard to meet everyone’s needs. Some 
were ready to move more quickly than others. I found it hard to sustain my 
energy on Saturday afternoon. I want to work on improving the ring-toss 
game, to do more reading on achievement motivation, to do more research on 
women's reactions to this game versus men's. I plan to reevaluate my design 
knowing now that this groups level of sophistication is greater than I had 
anticipated." 
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Suggestions: Based on the experiences of the past two days, the 
following is a list of suggestions for other facilitators: 1) Timing: 
Although a facilitator can anticipate how much time each activity will 
take, she must be willing to allow extra time or to cut the time of any 
activity when such a change is warranted. The facilitator must keep a 
finger on the pulse of her group, constantly reading its energy level in 
order to assess accurately its needs and be able to adjust the program 
accordingly. When energy levels are low, particularly on Friday nights 
and after meals, physical activities are needed. 
2) Feedback: Regular feedback gives the facilitator essential infor¬ 
mation on group members' feelings and thoughts. Feedback gathered at the 
end of a day or morning gives the facilitator time to review what was 
gathered and to make adjustments in plans. While feedback can occur in 
many forms, it is most important in that it does occur. 
3) Use of group members: Use members of the group as facilitators of 
small group activities whenever possible. Look for the talents and skills 
of individuals and incorporate them into the design. Also, involve group 
members in making some decisions about the design. At first, their involv- 
ment maybe in decisions about "hygiene” factors such as food, but eventually 
they can suggest variations of activities or even new activities. 
U) Monopolizers: It is essential for the facilitator to identify the 
person who dominates discussions, to meet her needs and yet keep her from 
slowing down group process and boring others. 
5) Late arrivals: There will always be some late arrivals. Two options 
are open to the facilitator. One is to start on time even if only one person 
is present. The other is to plan a "drop-in" activity, such a journal time 
and reading, which can accommodate different arrival times. 
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6) Announcements: From my experience it is best to hold announce¬ 
ments until after the first break of a session. This procedure allows the 
facilitator to start the session on a high note, and not with a series of 
boring announcements. By break time, everyone is present and able to listen 
more fully. 
DAY U 
You and Others 
7:00 P. M. Journal Time, Circulating Library 
7:10 New and Goods 
7:30 Trust Walks 
8:00 Our View of Others 
8:30 Break and Announcements 
8:U5 Listening Skills 
9:U$ Perceptions 
10:00 Closing 
10:15 Feedback - Journal Time 
The objective of the activities planned for the fourth and fifth 
sessions was to learn (or relearn) and practice interpersonal skills. 
Both sessions were on Wednesday nights but were held one week apart. 
I was in the room early, set up the food and drinks and spent some time 
reflecting. My energy was at low ebb (which was to be expected since I 
function best in the morning). That day I had faced a mixup over some 
materials that we were to use this evening which meant there had to be 
an adjustment in my plan. I also asked myself, "Are these activities 
appropriate for these particular women? Will their needs be met. What 
if the Trust Walk is an activity that most have experienced,? Would that 
bore them?" I had my answers by the end of the evening. 
Journal and Reading Time. Again, only a few people were on time so I 
was glad to have the journal ideas on the board and the new articles ready 
for perusal. As more women arrived, there was a lot of conversation. They 
appeared sincerely interested in what had been happening since we were last 
together. 
"New and Goods". We sat on the floor in a circle for this activity. 
Most of the women had experienced a good week because they wanted to share 
more than one "new and good" in their life. Some of the shared events dealt 
directly with what they were learning in this course. One woman appeared to 
have emerged from her cocoon and turned into a butterfly. Physically, she 
had changed radically from one week to the next. She was vibrant, alert, 
and "bursting" with energy. She told us that for the first time in many 
months she really felt alive and ready to get on with some important issues 
in her life. A second woman related that, as a result of the discussion 
about developing strategies for change and gaining power, she had built up 
the courage to confront her husband on some issues that were very important 
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to her. She used some skills learned in the course (e.g., reflective 
listening and planning strategies) and was pleased with the outcome of 
this encounter, 
Trust Walk» pairs were formed, half of whom were blindfolded. 
The blinded person did not know who was leading her. This secrecy plus 
some specific directions given to the leader made the experience meaningful 
even to those who had done Trust Walks before. An excellent discussion 
iollowea. v7e decided that we were better leaders (generally in life) 
because we had been followers for so long. Each individual talked about 
her degree of comfort at being led by others. We described ways in which 
we had been able to successfully communicate but non-verbally. In spite 
of my concern about using this activity, it was successful and served its 
objectives. 
!>"y View of People." McGregor’s theory of human nature helped these 
.omen to clarify their view of people and the assumptions they have about 
human nature. Most women located themselves three-fourths of the way to 
^he right on the Theory X - Theory Y continuum. The discussion pointed 
out the importance of diagnosing where people really are and not acting on un- 
tested assumptions. As an example, it would be inappropriate for a person 
to use a leadership style based on her assumption that all people are self- 
directed with a group of followers who were not ready to direct their own 
activities. 
Break. The break was short but gave the smokers time for fulfillment 
°- their needs. 
Listening Skills. The first planned activity, "Ineffective Listening,"' 
was dropped because of time limitations and because we had covered the idea 
somewhat in the "Power" activities of Day 3. The skill of "Full Attention" 
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was not entirely new to them as they had demonstrated to me in their inter¬ 
action on the previous days. ’’Reflective listening’’ was not difficult for 
them to do, but as I expected separating what was heard from one’s inter¬ 
pretation of the material was hard, ^erhaps a more complete demonstration of 
the technique would have helped them to succeed better. I noted that they 
will need more practice with reflective listening. There were two other 
changes in the program from the original design. First, individuals selected 
their own topics, ones that had meaning for them and were often directly 
related to what was happening in the course. Second, I omitted journal 
entries and instead had them quietly reflect on what had happened during 
each segment of the listening skill plan. 
Perceptions# It was now 9:b0 P. M. and they were obviously getting very 
tired. I decided to drop the formal perception activities and instead I 
talked about how our perceptions differ, how our perceptions influence the 
way we act with others and how perceptions need to be checked for accuracy. 
Participants had discovered much of this during the last listening/inter- 
pretive activity. 
Closing. We formed one circle again. Each person was given two vali¬ 
dations by those with whom she had worked that evening. One woman was very 
moved by the validations given her. It is generally more difficult to accept 
validations with the whole group present because of embarrassment over what 
is being said. But having the entire group present allows the individual 
to have each validation heard, remembered and even confirmed by more people. 
Before leaving X asked each woman to give me a carbon copy of this 
journal entry: ’’Tonight I gained • • •” and ” si ext week I intend to ... 
lhh 
The following is a summary of some of the feedback I received: 
"Tonight I gained • • • a sense of being comfortable here. I gained 
ideas, energy 
a sense of positiveness about myself 
an insight into the complex mechanism of myself 
insight into my ability to give help and 
receive help 
the realization that I have gotten locked into 
interpretive listening 
insight into my listening ability 
an appreciation of being powerless 
more concrete understanding about how I feel 
about being a follower and what kind of 
latitude I want a leader to give me 
an important perspective on what it is like 
to be a follower.” 
"Next week I intend to • . think about myself and what I want to do, how 
I am going to do those things 
further organize my life 
be more honest, not sugarcoat what I say 
listen more carefully 
analyze how others in groups listen and do 
not listen 
try to get my staff meeting to introduce 
reflective listening 
try to listen without questioning 
be aware of how and when I block what the other 
person is saying and to stop that behavior 
begin to expose my leadership in the group I 
am a part of . 
watch for opportunities to be aware of what it 
is like to be a follower.” 
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Suggestions: Some suggestions I can make to other facilitators 
include: 1) Be open to dropping activities when there is not enough time 
or when the^ are found to be inappropriate* 2) Cut short a session when 
energy gets too low and there is no clear way to energize the group. 
3) Let participants choose the topios that they use in small group work. 
Let them become involved in more and more decisions, adjusting your 
leadership style to fit their level of maturity, k) Take the risk to use 
activities you know participants have experienced before. The objectives 
may be entirely different and learning can still occur. 5) Seek ways to 
link the activities of another day to present day*s experiences. One 
technique is to end each session with goal setting by which means each 
person* s progress will be related to the group at the beginning of the 
next session. 
Facilitator* s Observation: In my journal I recorded, **This evening 
represents the midway ooint in this leadership training program for women. 
I think that everything is going with incredible smoothness and I am looking 
forward to the last half of the course.** 
DAY 5 
1U6 
7:00 P. M. Journal and relaxation time 
7:10 "New and Goods" 
7:30 Perception: "old Lady - Young Lady" 
8:li5 Roles Functioning in a Group 
9:00 Break and Announcements 
9:15 Giving and Receiving Feedback 
10:30 Closing; Hand out Articles 
A quotation from a biography of Elizabeth Blackwell which was posted 
with questions to be answered by journal entries greeted the women as they 
arrived for the fifth session of the leadership training. The theme of the 
quotation was whether or not women experience more prejudice from other 
women than from men. This issue was a recurring one in the class. 
"New and Goods." This time each woman chose from one of two options 
the subject which she would share in the opening circle. Most chose to 
relate an experience of the past week that had resulted from their assump¬ 
tion of some control during the course of the event. It was exciting to 
hear of the increasing number of instances in which these women are taking 
charge of their lives. Often the steps were small ones, but each small 
step was in the right direction. 
"Old Lady - Young Lady." At the last minute I decided to do an activ¬ 
ity dealing with how perception varies with individuals. After they had 
viewed an image which I held up for 30 seconds, I polled the group as to 
what they had seen. Everyone saw a woman and the majority of the group saw 
her as being between twenty and thirty years of age and as being from a 
middle class background. We talked about how our perceptions influence our 
attitudes and thus our behaviors towards others and of how important it 
is to check our perceptions for their accuracy by further investigation. 
Roles functioning in a Group0 We reviewed each task and maintenance 
function on the handout by thinking of the woman in our group who most often 
displaced that role. We discovered that our group had not used compromis— 
ing and consensus taKing functions much because, we concluded, we have not 
had problems or conflicts to resolve. We noted the consistent use of the 
pronoun "he" and r?hisn on the handout and I made a mental note to redo the 
handout using neutral pronouns. 
The purpose of the role play was explained. Six volunteers went to 
another room, drew lots for the roles they would play and then shared with 
each other the roles they had chosen, the maintenance and task functions 
which they were to exhibit. They then read the situation for the role play 
at which time there was a lot of .laughter as each woman wondered how she 
could play her assigned role. In the meantime, the process observers had 
read the role play situation and been given instructions as to their part. 
The role players formed a semi-circle facing the process observers. 
Little cards identified each player’s role. The School Board President 
opened the scene by warmly stating the goal for the evening’s meeting 
followed by the Negotiator for the Teachers’ Association who made comments 
which harmonized with those of the Board President, The contrast to real 
life negotiations x*as obvious to the observers who broke out in laughter. 
As the role play continued, the players had a better chance to display their 
assigned task and maintenance roles. When time was called, they ignored the 
signal and continued the role play a few minutes longer. 
In the discussion that followed, the process observers related what they 
Sa5f happening to the players. The observers had not been aware of the fact 
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that the players possessed assigned task/maintenance roles so that what 
each player intended to do often did not correlate with the results 
observed. This activity helped to further our understanding of the 
power of perceptions and of the many and varied functions operating in a 
group. 
At on© point in the discussion, the first incident of conflict in 
our group emerged. A woman commented that she thought it would be inter¬ 
esting to see how a men’s group might perform in the same role-playing 
situation. She predicted that the men would act more aggressively and 
more conflict would ensure. Two other women immediately agreed with this 
prediction. But a third woman reacted very strongly to this generalization 
about men. She scolded the group for generalizing so much about men. This 
incident brought out the proolem of how to allow each person to express her 
strong thoughts, opinions, and feelings without inhibiting others from ex¬ 
pressing contrary ones. We concluded that this could be done by the speak¬ 
er's use of ”1” and not ’’You (others) should. . .” This idea was accepted 
bv everyone, setting a norm that would allow us all to express ourselves 
more fully in the future. 
For the few remaining minutes before the break, we talked about women’s 
competition with other women* Group members related instances in which they 
felt that they had been treated with prejudice by another woman. Others 
sincerely questioned whether or not this type of situation wasn’t just a 
ftyth. The whole idea deserves more consideration, perhaps during the coming 
weekend. 
Break. During the break, I intended to c atch up on my journal, but 
instead one woman after another came over to me with questions. It was grati¬ 
fying to learn that they considered me a resource when they had individual 
■questions slid concerns. These interruptions, however, put pressure on ms 
to commit the evening1s activities to memory so that I would be able to 
record them later• 
Giving and Receiving Feedback. We started with BRIVIHAFO Positive 
Feedback venerator. This unique way of giving a person positive feedback 
fascinated the group* When each woman got her own copy back, she spent 
some time absorbing the adjectives circled on the paper about her* In a 
few cases, someone was curious about why a certain adjective had been selected. 
This process of questioning allowed the rest of the group to give her more 
complete, positive feedback about her. The adjectives circled were added to 
the "Self-Appreciation Page.” 
Although I realized that several group members were familiar with the 
criteria for effective feedback, I did review the list briefly. I particu¬ 
larly emphasized the importance of being descriptive rather than evaluative, 
of being specific rather than general and of setting the stage so that in¬ 
dividuals want to solicit feedback. 
I explained that now we would be able to receive feedback on any sub¬ 
ject we might choose. The women formed groups of four which were to func¬ 
tion whenever they particularly wanted feedback. Each person stated what 
she wanted to learn about herself and the others in her group, observing 
the guidelines, gave her the requested information. This was a fruitful 
activity because it allowed the individual to decide what she wanted to 
hear. It demonstrated that feedback does not have to make a person feel 
defensive. 
We ended with a short discussion of the role of negative and positive 
feedback. We questioned whether or not it was true that women have more 
trouble than men giving negative feedback. Most agreed that this was true 
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but that the way to change that pattern would be to observe the criteria for 
effective feedback most religiously. In particular, we need to consider the 
timing and the content of the negative feedback we plan to give. It appeared 
that many more of the group were now ready to add this skill to their 
repertoire. 
Closing. Even though I tried to respect their fatigue by finishing a 
little early, group members elected to talk on and on. In fact, even though 
the class ended formally at ten thirty, about a third of them- were still 
chatting at eleven. This conduct suggested to me that the value we were 
receiving from each other and the course must be worth the price of some 
lost sleep. 
Facilitator’s Observation. As I reviewed the night's experience I 
asked myself what activities could have been dropped if there had been less 
time. It appears that each activity I have selected is meaningful to these 
women. Although some of the ideas are not new to some members, the chance 
to practice these ideas and skills has been invaluable. I realize that a 
shorter workshop experience will require a shorter design. When that 
happens, it will be difficult to select what Will be eliminated. 
Suggestions. Based on this evening's activities, the following sug- 
t 
gestions for facilitators are offered: 1) Be sure to check all handouts 
for sexist language. Replace masculine forms of words with a masculine and 
feminine combination ("he/she") or with a neuter form ("one"). 2) Skill 
training should include cognitive understanding, immediate opportunities 
for practice, and additional instances to practice the skills later. 
3) Use role playing in the design. It allows for learning via vicarious 
experiencing without embarrassment to participants. It also brings out 
people's creativity, generates laughter and allows them to explore some 
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serious issues without losing their perspective. Role playing requires 
careful planning, specific directions to all players and process observers 
and a keen sense of when the role playing has served its purpose. 
DAY 6 
Leadership Theory and Practice 
7:00 P. M. Journal Time, Relaxation 
7:10 Co-counseling 
7:25 Theory review and discussion in small groups 
8:20 Break 
8:30 Total group: Effective Leadership 
Diagnosing Environments 
9:15 i^ife Cycle Theory of Leadership - Small Groups 
10:15 Closing 
Davo 6 and 7 were a Friday night-all day Saturday sequence. The grapp 
was highly motivated for this last concentrated effort. Even though I was 
not feeling well, their interest and high spirits energized me. 
U)-counseling* Dyads were formed as participants arrived. Sitting 
i 
cross-legged on the floor, each pair practiced attentive listening with one 
another, ^irst one, then the other was given five minutes of undivided 
attention while her partner talked about anything she wanted. Generally 
0“e topics dealt with either f,new and goodsrf or current problems in their 
lives. This activity helmed to expend excessive and divergent mental ener- 
oies so that each woman1 s direction could now be focused on the business 
hand. 
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Review of Theory. Three groups were formed. Each person looked over 
the questions from the ”Reading Guide for Management of Organizational 
Behavior™ ohat covered Motives, Maslow, McGregor, Argyris and Herzberg, 
Then each woman was given three minutes to talk about any of the ideas 
or to raise questions. This was done while the other group members listened. 
After all group members had their three minutes of undivided attention, the 
* * 
discussion was opened up for all to participate. I found this technique 
useful since it provided the opportunity for everyone to be heard without 
interruption. It gave group members an overview of the others’ thoughts 
and questions, and it stimulated plenty of material with which to have a 
fruitful discussion. The Ohio State Studies, Managerial Grid and Tri- 
Dimensional Leader Effectiveness Grid were also discussed at this time. 
Effective Leadership. Following a break, the total class looked at 
effective leadership. The charts we made earlier listing behaviors and 
feelings we had experienced as effective and ineffective leaders were posted. 
Those group members who had read biographies and autobiographies of women 
leaders shared their observations of these women’s effectiveness as leaders. 
It was noted that women such as Shirley Chisholm, Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth 
Cady Stanton, and Sojourner Truth had a definite leadership style but little 
adaptability with their styles. These women were energetic, courageous, 
persevering and intelligent. They were well aware of the ’’environment” 
around them although their leadership styles were not always appropriate 
for the situation. Therefore, their leadership was often very successful 
but not always effective. 
One woman then proceeded to share her observations of another group 
member for whom she works. She was identified as astute at diagnosing the 
needs of her followers and consistently able to adapt her leadership style 
T
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to fit the particular situation. It definitely helped group members 
to have a "model leader" in their midst* 
Life Cycle Theory* Back in small groups, the Life Cycle was explored 
more completely. Each group listed for each of the four quadrants, be¬ 
haviors a leader would exhibit and situations in which the style would 
be appropriate. The following is a summary of this activity. 
High 
LIFE CYCLE THEORY 
TLeader gives minimal structure to 
followers; more collaboration 
between leader and followers; 
supportive, encouraging 
Appropriate with simple tasks, 
with small number of tasks and 
people involved; when workers 
can handle job without a lot 
of direction 
Leader is not looked to to pro¬ 
vide support and direction; 
group members look more often 
to each other and to them¬ 
selves 
Approoriate when followers need 
little direction and "stroking" 
experienced worker and 
graduate students 
Leader is supportive, en- ^ 
couraging; provides struc¬ 
ture, directive; followers 
look to Leader for 
structure and support 
Appropriate with students 
and employers who are new 
to the situation 
Young children 
Very directive; author!- 
tarian; one-way c ommuni- 
cation; leader is very 
confident; highly 
structured 
Appropriate in emergency 
situations; with young 
children to meet their 
safety needs;most often 
found with women involved 
as secretaries, clerks, 
factory workers-- 
Behaviors 
of 
Leaders 
Appropriate 
Situations 
Behaviors 
of 
Leaders 
Appropriate 
Situations 
Low 
Low Relationship.. High 
l$k 
Although the class ended a little early, many women lingered for 
awhile. Many plans had been made for that night. Those who had driven 
the farthest had been invited to stay in Amherst homes. There was an air 
of festivity as this day’s session ended. 
DAY 7 
Putting Theory into Practice 
M; Coffee and doughnuts 
Summary of Life Cycle Theory 
Part I - Simulation 
Smorgasbord 
M. Completion of Part I 
Part II - Role Play 
Feedback and Journal Time 
.s day was cold and blustery outside but the women arrived cheerful, 
though tired. The ’’house-guest plan” was evidently successful if measured 
in terms of deepening friendships. 
Life Cycle Theory. The group completed its discussion of the Life 
Cycle Theory by comparing the charts previously made by each of the two 
groups. The ensuing discussion was influenced by one woman who, like 
many other feminists, have rejected much of the terminology of leadership 
and thus much of the practices, too. In her organization, decisions are 
foade coilaboratively with no one wanting or accepting recognition as the 
formal leader. No one woman takes the credit or the blame for any action 
generated from this woman’s organization. Roles are re-negotiated twice 
a year. Many of the class members were curious about this idea. The issue 
Was not resolved.immediately but would be dealt with later in the day’s 
activities. 
9:00 A. 
9:10 
9:U0 
12:00 
1:00 P. 
I:li5 
ii:l5 
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Simulation. Part I of the simulation get underway with two groups 
of five and one process observer. The task was explained and the group dug 
into it. In about twenty minutes, I stopoed the action to check on the 
state of leadership in each group. Neither group had a designated leader, 
although leadership was emerging. With more time, definite leadership 
might have become more clearly established. Those who were identified as 
the ’’emerging leaders” were highly resistant to being called a ’’leader”. 
It was ironic that in a structureless situation, the one (s) who emerged 
as leaders were the ones who had rejected the language and practice of 
traditional leadership. One woman indicated, however, that she could accept 
the title of ’’facilitator”. 
Step two was that each group was to designate a leader. Then the leader 
was to hear from her followers what they expected of her. What happened in 
each group was very different. Group A wanted to have as leader the woman 
who earlier had strongly stated her rejection of leadership by any method 
except collaboration. The group members reassured her that they chose her 
because she had access to the most information for the required task. She 
accepted the role tentatively following a statement of what she would and 
would not do. She then immediately proceeded into the task ignoring earlier 
instructions. Soon afterwards, a group member said, ’’Wait! I want to tell 
you what I exoect from you!” I/hat was stated was acceptable to the leader 
and they proceeded back to the task. 
Group B revolted and decided that all four members would be the leaders, 
took them a long time, therefore, to clarify their expectations of each 
other. The four became cohesive in their conspiracy to challenge the in¬ 
structions of the facilitator. The process observer was having a difficult 
time because the roles were so unclear. 
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Break, During the break, the two process observers and I compared 
notes and planned the next step in the simulation. The process observer 
of Group A noted the reticence of two group members who had meekly asked 
for structure from a leader who refused to give it. She also noted that 
she had observed behaviors on the part of the "leader" that fell into the 
category of task behaviors when the "leader” was trying so hard not to be 
directive*. Process observer of Group B reiterated her frustration with 
her task. 
Simulation (continued)• Each group resumed its task while the process 
observers looked for specific task and relationship behaviors as defined 
by Blanchard/Hersey. Then the action was stopped so that everyone could 
fill in the Task/Relationship checklist on the leaders. Group A got right 
into the task and proceeded to share observations, first by the process 
observer and then by group members. Group B had a hard time with this 
analysis. One member got so confused she almost got the others to quit. 
The process observer pushed them to try, knowing that their difficulty lay 
in the fact that there were no clear definition of roles in that group. 
Lunch. Lunch was the usual smorgasbord of fodd. Group members sat 
around a low round table to eat. Later in the meal, a "massage train" 
* 
spontaneously was started. Staying in a circle, but facing the same direct 
ion, each person gave the woman in front of her a back, neck and head rub. 
Unlike the last Saturday, energy remained high and no one left to go out¬ 
side for a walk. 
During the lunch break, the five members of the class who had not 
taken the LA5I, Leadership Adaptability and Style Instrument, filled it 
out and discussed its meaning together. 
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Simulation (Concluded). The two groups reconvened to determine who 
would represent each group at the Presidents Council to meet in ten min¬ 
utes# uToup A selected their present leader who was then given instruc¬ 
tion on what ^hey wanted her to do and say at the Council meeting# Group 
3 continued to nave difficulty# They didn’t want to only send one repre¬ 
sentative although the instructions were that the President only asked for 
one person t o come Irom each group# Time was called with no decision# 
They lost their right to go# Group A took the new opportunity and elected 
a second woman to join their representative at the Council meeting# As 
the two were leaving, a member of Group B hurried over saying that she was 
to be their representative after all. Group B discovered that without some 
clarity as to roles, it is difficult to accomplish tasks that have time 
limits• 
Role Play# Part II of putting theory into practice started. The two 
women representatives went to another room to compare notes and plan a 
strategy. Seven others were given the roles of the University President and 
his seven male Trustees. These seven discussed their roles and what strat¬ 
egy they would use. Three others were given instructions as the process 
observers• 
A long table was set up and the action began. What occurred may have 
been exaggerated, but it did represent many of the realities a woman faces 
as she is in leadership positions. Two chairs which would separate the two 
women were held out for the women. The women introduced themselves using 
first and last names. The men gave' their formal names which drew the re¬ 
sponse from one woman, wIn that case I am MS_There was a stunned 
silence. 
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Although the male roles were difficult for the women role players to 
enact, they were effective. At one point, one of the women stood up to 
leave and then would not sit down again. The two women players left the 
Council meeting quite defeated. 
In the discussion that followed the action, the leadership style of 
the president was analyzed. The thoughts and feelings of each player were 
shared. The process observers described the behaviors of the players. The 
most fruitful part of the discussion was the analysis of the strategy used 
by the two women representatives. It was concluded that although the women 
were well prepared with facts and figures, this information should have been 
sent in advance to the Council members and that presentation of such facts 
would have to be done in such a way as to avoid definsive feelings in the 
men. 
An analysis of what behaviors make us defensive helped the group to 
learn, then, what not to do when involved in a potentially explosive area 
such as we had'just role played. In particular, it was decided that the 
women (in this role play or similar situations) would be better off if they 
did not have the attitude that they knew the answers to the issues involved. 
Break. During the break, the group discussed the possibility of having 
a followup meeting about one month after the course was over. It was 
whelmingly accepted, a date was set and objectives for that meeting stated. 
More Practice. Following a break, I proposed to the group the options 
we had for the remainder of the afternoon. One group member suggested 
another option—to do another scene of the role play applying what our 
group had generalized about planning and implementing a strategy. This 
idea was accepted by all© 
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Two new women representatives volunteered for the part. In their 
planning meeting, they decided to enact a scene in which they would go to 
meet with the president and his staff assistant to lay the groundwork for 
ohe Council meeting. These two male roles were created and the stage was 
set. 
Act il went very snoothiy. The women representatives had a strategy 
that enabled them to accomplish their goals and satisfied the president, 
tool me women ignored nis calling them ”girls”\ they found a common goal 
that both the women and president could identify withj they were organized 
prompt and eificient. Continuing the role play helped to reinforce what 
was learned earlier and gave us a model through which to attack other 
problems later on. 
This change in plans meant that several other issues would not be 
dealt with at this time, but true to my original intention, I had allowed 
the events to evolve based on group needs. I have noticed that the longer 
the group is together, the more active they become in helping to determine 
the structure of the course. With a little more time, this group would be 
ready to accept a leadership style that was low task and low relationship. 
Feedback—Journal Time: Before leaving, each woman completed the 
following sentence stems and turned in a carbon copy. The following is a 
summary of what was received: 
’’I learned that . . . -new language is necessary when dealing with 
Mleadership” 
-that planning strategies can be very effective 
-I am higher task oriented than I had realized 
-pre-planning can be effective 
-I get very emotional and defensive and find 
it hard to articulate when I want 
-I really do have unlimited potential 
-I can be much better prepared when I enter a 
critical encounter.” 
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”1 found it hard to • . * -role play the male role 
-to listen to others when I got personally 
involved 
-accept some perceptions of my behavior 
being effective 
-to do process observing when I was so 
interested in the issue." 
"I plan to . . . -apply the listening skills we practice 
in class 
-give the whole area much more thoughtt 
-trust my judgment more and take more risk 
in expressing my ideas in a group 
-to review the theories again 
-to process what is happening to me when I 
become definsive in a group 
-to increase my technical skills and to ask 
questions of any source to procure the 
facts needed to complete the job 
-to look for leads (verbal and non-verbal) 
in others that will help me to determine 
appropriate behavior for me.** 
Another woman wrote, MI learned that I have more experience and skills 
than I realize usually. My confidence, as well as'trust in myself are in¬ 
creasing. As a result I feel more ready and able to make some overtures 
for professional functioning. A good thing, as it will soon be necessary 
to leave my warm support base and try my wings more independently." 
Suggestions. Based on the class’ experiences of the past two days, the 
following are more suggestions for other facilitators; 1) Provide an oppor¬ 
tunity at the beginning of each session for individuals to shed energies 
that would otherwise be diverted from the planned activities. 2) Jhen 
discussing theories, let participants read aoout them firsu, then discuss 
ideas in small groups. 3) Rotate the roles ox players and process obser¬ 
vers so everyone gets some practice at -each skill. U) Have more than one 
act in a role-playing situation which allows for application of new 
learnings. 
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DAY 8 
Implications of Becoming a Leader 
6:00 ?. M. Dinner 
7:00 "Who’s Significant in Your Life?" 
7:20 Panel Discussion 
8:U0 Break 
8:50 Class members complete self-perception instrument 
Guests hold discussion 
9:10 Goal Setting 
9:50 Closing Circle 
The last meeting of the leadership course began with dinner together. 
Participants had asked "significant others" in their lives to be present 
for this final class. A magnificent smorgasbord of food and drink was wel¬ 
comed by all. The integration of the guests into the class went very 
smoothly. In fact, the level of involvement was so high that I hesitated 
to stop their interactions to begin the planned activities. 
• lnfe0.s Significant in Your Life?" Everyone present filled in the 
chart listing those who play a significant part in each of our lives and 
the expectations each has on us. The chart helped each person focus on 
who will be most affected by changes made in the woman's life. 
Panel. The four panel members included a single professional woman. 
the husband of a woman who is actively pursuing a career, and a couple who 
are both professionals with the added dimension of having a new-born child 
Each of the oanelists made a statement of his/her professional involv 
ments and some of the issues that he/she has faced in that role. Many of 
the questions listed in the original plan for the panel (see Chapter III) 
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were covered. Very soon, several of the audience asked other questions and 
made their own statements. This panel discussion served the purpose of 
raising some of the issues that men and women are facing or will have to 
face as the women pursue a professional route and of providing diverse 
viewpoints on how these issues are to be resolved. The tone of the activity 
was both optomistic and realistic. 
Break* The break allowed the opportunity for further discussion of 
issues raised during the panel and for continuation of conversations started 
during dinner. Following the break, the guests assembled in a -separate room 
to continue their interactions* 
Instrument. Class members were given the Self-Perception Instrument 
which would help the facilitator measure growth as a result of this training 
course. Participants found it a help in assessing their present position. 
Several commented that they wished they had been given the opportunity to 
fill out the instrument at the beginning and end of the course so that th y 
could measure their own growth. This suggestion could be used in future 
training programs. 
Goal Setting. Guests and class members reconvened. The class were 
asked to identify a goal that related to their emergence as a leader. The 
guests could identify any goal that they wished to work on. Dyads were 
formed, many made up of the woman and her .-Significant other". Criteria 
for goal setting were outlined on the board. Then one member of the dyad 
explained her/his goal, keening the criteria in mind. The partner gave full 
attention and asked clarifying questions. Following this, the listener gave 
an assessment of the goal in light of the criteria for goal setting. These 
roles were then reversed* 
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An abbreviated force field analysis was developed for each person's 
goal and shared with the partner. Then the class discussed resources that 
could help a woman achieve her goal. These included courses, printed 
resources, and people. The class members had already planned the one 
follow-up meeting to give additional socio-embtional support to each 
other. 
closing Circle. The plans for the closing circle were shortened to 
just include goal setting. Each man and woman stated simply what his/her 
goal was and how he/she hopes to achieve ito Two male recorders wrote 
down each statement so that progress on each can be checked at the follow¬ 
up meeting. The goals stated by the women included: 
-to continue exploration of implications of becoming a leader 
-to develop new leadership models and leadership language 
-to develop and take positive steps in her program that is less 
threatening to her co-workers 
-to progress along the five steps of my current identity-career 
crisis 
-to make decisions before they are made for me * 
-to become more accepting of others whose leadership styles 
conflict with mine 
-to take definite steps in developing my program of study in 
organizational development 
-to organize my plan for finishing my last year of college 
-to finish my comprehensives this spring (2) 
-in an unoppressive way 
-learn to be articulate with male professors 
-go get my Ed. D. which will lead to a new life and involvments 
-to get a job. 
CHAPTER V 
EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT 
Rationale 
Introduotion^ Chapter V will develop a rationale for the type of 
evaluation used with this leadership training project. There will be a 
description of the multiple measures used to evaluate the project's 
effectiveness including a self-perception instrument, a process observa¬ 
tion procedure, and written self-reports by the participants. The results 
of each of these forms of evaluation will be outlined, followed by a dis¬ 
cussion of the findings. 
Tjhat is Research? Best describes it as the "formal, systematic, 
intensive process of carrying on the scientific method of analysis." He 
cautions that, "while it is possible to employ the scientific spirit with¬ 
out research, it would be impossible to engage in sound research without 
employing the scientific method and spirit."1 Tuckman writes that "re¬ 
search is a systematic attempt to provide answers to questions." In both 
basic research and applied research, "the investigator uncovers facts and 
then formulates a generalization based on the interpretation of those 
facts."^ 
John Best, Research in Education (N. J.: Prentice Hall, Inc.. 19^9) 
p* 6. 
Bruce Tuckman, Conducting Educational Research (N. T.: Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich Inc., 1972) p. 1. ‘ ‘ 
This investigator chose to work in the area of action research which 
meant the focus would be on immediate application not on the development 
of theory. "It places the emphasis on a real problem—here and now in a 
local setting. Its findings are evaluated in terms of local applicability, 
not in terms of universal validity." Best further argues that there is 
not a conflict between fundamental research and action research; that 
"the difference is in emphasis, not in method or spirit. Each type is 
committed to the high standards of scientific objectivity and scholarship." 
The Case Study, One type of research, the descriptive, "describes > and 
interprets ’what is.’ It is concerned with conditions or relationships 
that exist; practices that prevail; beliefs, points of view, or attitudes 
that are held, processes that are going on; effects that are being felt or 
trends that are developing."^ 
One kind of descriptive research, the sort used in this project, is 
the case study. The case study "focuses on a single or limited number of 
cases in a personalized manner." It is "concerned with everything that is 
significant in the history of development of the case. The purpose is to 
understand the life cycle or an important part of the life cycle, of an 
individual unit." That unit can be one person, or a group of people. 
"The case method probes deeply, and intensively analyzes interactions 
between the factors that produce change or growth. It emphasizes the 
longitudinal or genetic approach, showing development over a period of 
time."-* 
-^Best, op. cit. p. 10. 
^Best, op. cit. p. 102. 
tf 
^Best, op. cit. p* 112-113o 
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Bennis (1968) states that the case study, at its best, should cap¬ 
ture and chronicle the detailed progress of the changes we seek and 
observe. -Basically it is the capacity to select the just "representa¬ 
tive anecdote," to borrow Kenneth Burke's useful phrase, an enisode with 
antecedents and consequences, paradigmatic and universal, to observe the 
processes of develooment as a botanist or ethnologist observes specimens 
in thelr natural habitat and then to generalize and weave into a tapestry."6 
Walton >1972) suggests that the case study is a relatively new re- 
search device in the behavioral sciences because it was previously be¬ 
lieved that quantitative data was the most valid. He lists several advan¬ 
tages and attributes to the case study. The case study 1) is an excellent 
vehicle :or the inductive development of new theories; 2) allows for 
treatment of new questions and analysis of situations not understood 
3' allows for change in existing theories and technology; k) increases 
understanding of the process which mediates interventions and outcomes; 
^ gives the reader a vicarious experience upon which meaningful learning 
can be based; and 6) allows for inclusion of sensitive descriptive mater¬ 
ials about the particular human beings who were central to a change. 
Ready (1968) also lists many uses of the case study and also describes 
•. < 
eight types of case studies. This investigator's project fits into the 
Research Case Study category. This type provides descriptive data that 
is often lacking in clinical research. Lombard calls for two parts of 
the research case study; part one is a renort of the situation while it 
is occurring and part two is a diagnosis of the situation, recorded 
6 
Q Warren Bennis, "The Case Study,” Journal of Applied Behavioral 
Science, U (2) 1968, p. 231. 
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separately from the original description and including specific sugges- 
tions for further action. 
Purpose of Evaluation. What was the purpose of evaluating the case 
study/project? Many educational researchers argue that the evaluation 
process should help the planners and investigators of projects to make 
better decisions. Stufflebeam suggest that ’’evaluation means the pro¬ 
vision O-L information through formal means, such as criteria measurements 
and statistics to provide rational bases for making judgments which are 
inherent in decision situations . . . Simply stated, evaluation is the 
science of providing information for decision making.”7 Scriven points 
out that evaluation has several roles, one of which may be ’’the on-going 
improvement of the curriculum and with respect to this role, several types 
of questions may be raised . , .”® Thus, the purpose of evaluating this 
project/case study was to find answers to questions raised at its inception 
which in turn could be applied to the original design. Stufflebeam classi¬ 
fies the functions of decision situations into 1) planning, 2) programming, 
3) implementing decisions, and U) recycling decisions. Evaluation becomes 
a means of recycling what is learned back into a project to improve that 
project for future use. 
How was this project actually evaluated? Scriven and Stufflebeam out¬ 
line two types of evaluation using different labels to describe similar 
processes. Formative evaluation (Scriven) or process evaluation (Stuffle¬ 
beam) occurs as a part of the developmental and implementational stages of 
7 
Daniel Stufflebeam, ’’Evaluation as Enlightenment for Decision Making,” 
Improving Educational Assessment (Boston: • Allyn and Bacon, 1970) p. 30. 
^Michael Scriven, ’’The Methodology of Evaluation,” R. W. Tyler, R. M, 
^agne and M. Scriven (Ed.) Perspectives of Curriculum Education (Chicago: 
Rand McNally, 1967) p. hi. 
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a project. Its purpose is to provide periodic feedback to the project 
clanner and implementor, to detect or predict defects in the design and 
implementation. The total program is accepted as it is and as it evolves 
Tormative or process evaluation provides the answers to the questions the 
investigator raised which in turn are applied to the project. 
Summative Evaluation (Scriven) or Product Evaluation (Stufflebeam) 
determines the effectiveness of a oroject after it has been completed. 
It xs a systematic attempt to determine whether a fully-developed program 
is meeting its objectives more successfully than alternative programs or 
no program at all. 
Phis investigator used forms of both summative and formative evalu¬ 
ation to determine the overall effectiveness of the training design. We 
believe that the us© of multiple measures of a single set of variables 
would increase the validity of the findings of the project. Each of the 
following measures will next be described: 
Summative: Semantic Differential Self Perception Test 
Formative: Rating Scale 
Process Observation 
Written Self Reports by Participants 
Subjective Observations of Investigator 
Description of Evaluation Measures 
Posttest - Only Control Group Design. A research design highly 
recommended by many writers including Tuckman (1972) and Polham (1972) 
■*’3 the posttest - only control group design. It is diagrammed below: 
R T ' M- 
R M2 
Both the control group and the experimental group members are assigned 
°n a random basis (R)$ only one group is given a treatment (T)$ and both 
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groups take a posttest only (M). This research design controls for history 
and maturity by the use of two groups, and controls for selection and mor¬ 
tality by randomization of members. The omission of a pretest controls 
for simple testing effects and the interaction between testing and treat¬ 
ment, This design controls all threats to validity or source of bias; it 
is simple and efficient. 
This investigator was unable to control the randomization factor be¬ 
cause there were not enough subjects who expressed interest in this project 
from which to randomly choose the two groups. Therefore, the thirteen 
women who initially signed up for the course became the experimental group 
(R-j_). Thirteen women from the same population, that of the Amherst aca¬ 
demic area who had also expressed interest in developing their potential 
more fully through taking courses offered by the Everywoman’s Center at 
the University of Massachusetts became the control group. They were ran¬ 
domly selected from those who had signed up for the courses just described. 
Thus this research design cannot be called a Mtrue 11 experimental design 
because there was not total control over the selection of the experimental 
group members.Henceforth,the experimental group will be the training group. 
Table I describes the members of the control and experimental group 
according to their age, education and marital status. The experimental 
group represented a wider range in age, had more education, and had fewer 
unmarried women than the control group. 
Self-Perception Instrument. Both the training ... and control group 
members were administered a self-perception test. The t training . group 
“took the test following their full treatment (completion of the training 
course). Participants were asked to provide demographic data on their 
age, education and marital status. The tests were completed and turned in 
anonymously. 
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COMPOSITION OF TRAINING AND CONTROL GROUPS 
BY AGE, EDUCATION AND MARITAL STATUS 
; Training \ Group R-, 
N=13 
Control Group Ro 
N=13 
AGE 
under 20 0 0 
21-30 6 9 
31-UO u u 
la-50 3 0 . 
51-60 0 0 
over 60 0 0 
EDUCATION 
High school graduate 0 0 
Some college 1 1 
College graduate 2 6 
Professional/graduate 10 6 
training 
MARITAL STATUS 
Single 3 8 
Married 9 u 
Separated 0 0 
Divorced 0 1 
Widowed 1 0 
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The investigator chose to give a self-perception test as one means 
of evaluating the project because of our belief in the tenets of percep¬ 
tual psychology* Combs (1958) states that people behave in terms of what 
seems to them to be so. How we perceive the world around us determines 
how we will think and thus act. Combs sums up the implication of the 
role of perception in meaning saying, ”to understand the behavior of 
persons from the internal frame of reference, it is necessary to discover 
how things seem to them, especially how people see themselves and the 
world they are involved in. ”9 This is supported by the investigator’s 
observations of many personal growth groups which showed that the individ¬ 
ual perceived more accurately her own growth than the group facilitator 
or observers. 
The self-perception instrument used a semantic differential format. 
The semantic differential was once likened to poetry which ’’sprang from 
emotion recollected in tranquility.It forces a person to think like 
a poet. Faced with pairs of adjectives, one must place each concept to be 
judged on a seven point scale. Thus the semantic differential measures 
the emotional or affective meaning that we attach to words 
This type of analysis grew out of attempts to develop an objective way 
to measure meaning. Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum, originators of the idea, 
found that most of the emotional meanings attached to words fell into 
one of three dimensions: evaluation (good/bad)^potency?(strong/weak; or 
activity (active/oassive). 
9A. Combs, D. Avila and W. Purkey, Helping Relationships (Boston: 
Allyn and Bacon, Inc. 1972) p. 25. 
10Elizabeth Hall, ’’The Poetry of the Semantic Differential,” Psych¬ 
ology Today Nov. 1973, P« 58. 
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For this project*s instrument twenty-five dimensions were selected 
from the following sources: Inventory of Self-Concept (Sherwood, 1962), 
Stereotype Questionnaire (Rosenkrantz et al, 1968), objectives for the 
training course listed by the investigator, and stated goals of partici¬ 
pants on a pre-course questionnaire. 
The Inventory of Self Concept measures the discrepancy between actual 
and aspired self on twenty-six ’’identity dimensions.” It includes an 
overall score of one’s self concept, which according to the author, is an 
approximate index of self esteem or self evaluation. 
The Stereotype Questionnaire consists of 122 bipolar items. It was 
originally given to actively functioning clinicians with one of three sets 
of instructions: ”to describe a healthy, mature, socially competent 
a) adult, sex unspecified, b) a man or c) a woman. The questionnaire 
confirmed the author’s hyoothesis that there would be differences in the 
clinical judgments about the characteristics of healthy individuals and 
that these differences would parallel stereotypic sex-role diiferences. 
The second hypothesis proposed and confirmed was that behaviors and char¬ 
acteristics judged healthy for an adult, sex unspecified, would resemble 
those behaviors judged healthy for men but differ from behaviors judged 
healthy for women. 
The third source for the self perception instrument's dimensions were 
from the objectives for the training course as stated by the investigator. 
All but three of the twenty-five dimensions had some relationship to the 
objectives. Many of the course objectives were not measured in this instru 
ment but would be measured by other means. Some of the items on the instru 
ment are not directly related to a specific course objective, but rather 
are a subset of a stated objective. 
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Participants in the training course indicated on a pre-course ques¬ 
tionnaire the areas in which they wanted further training. Sixteen of the 
items on the instrument reflect participants' personal goals. 
Table II outlines the twenty-five dimensions included in the instru¬ 
ment and the source of each item. For added reader interest those dimen¬ 
sions from the Stereotype Questionnaire which identified as "male-valued 
items" and those identified as "female-valued items" are labeled. As the 
reader can see, several dimensions were found in both the Sherwood and 
Rosenkranfc instruments. Most of the dimensions were mentioned as stated 
objectives by participants on the pre-workshop questionnaire. The training 
course objectives that relate directly to items on the self perception test 
were identified with Roman numerals. Three dimensions, numbers 12, 18 and 
25 had no relationship to course objectives. 
Rating Scale. The second form of project evaluation was the use of 
a rating scale by three observers. The rating scale is a device which is 
used by an objective viewer of a group or individual to summarize her 
judgment of the activity or behavior observed. In this case, three obser¬ 
vers attended a one and one-half hour segment of the first and last class 
sessions. One hour of the time was spent observing a set number of indivi- 
i 
duals in the class • The raters were to look for indicators that a person 
possessed either a Negative, Neutral or Positive Self Attitude. Non-verbal 
and Verbal clues were listed on the Raters' instruction sheet. Following 
the hour's observation, each rater judged the individuals she observed 
according to the three-point rating scale. Each participant was rated by 
two raters to control internal validity. The raters' instructions and 
rating scale can be found in Appendix B* 
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Process Observations. The three process observers who were present 
at the first and last sessions also responded to a series of questions 
involving the following categories: 1) listening skills; 2) passivity/ 
activity; 3) power/powerlessness; U) degree of self awareness; 5) appli¬ 
cation; and 6) feedback. These categories were selected from the objec¬ 
tives of the course which this investigator felt were most essential and 
merited observation. The complete instructions to observers are in 
Appendix B. 
Participants* Reports: Feedback and Journals. The rationale for the 
inclusion of the participants1 self report is similar to that proposed for 
the use of the self-perception instrument, i. e., individuals would know 
most accurately what progress they are making toward certain goals. The 
self-reports were in two forms. Written feedback was requested by the 
facilitator at the end of Day 2 and Day U. At these transitional points 
in the training program, participants had amassed sufficient experience 
from which to select meaningful reactions. A carbon of a journal entry 
at the end of Day 3 and Day 6 was also collected. 
Both the feedback and journal entry were controlled for possible 
sources of invalidity by 1) honesty with the participants on the part of 
the investigator as to the use of the feedback and journal entries; 
2) allowing responders to remain anonymous; 3) asking open-ended questions 
of the participants to minimise the "right answer" set. 
Facilitator’s Observations. The fifth method of evaluating this proj 
ect was through a journal of daily observations kept b3r the facilitator. 
This personal collection of data served the purpose of validating the data 
collected by other means. It also allowed for what Scriven calls "goal- 
free evaluation" which occurs when evaluators observe all of the effects 
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of a particular project, not just the intended effects. This investi¬ 
gator kept notes in a journal throughout the implementation of the 
training, design. Chapter IV is based largely on the facilitator's ob¬ 
servations. As Lombard suggested, the observation of what happened was 
kept separate from the facilitator's judgment of what happened. The 
"suggestions" section of that chapter represented the latter. 
Results of Evaluation Measures 
Data from four of the five measures used to evaluate this project 
follows. It includes: 1) a comparison of resoonses from the control 
and training groups on the Self Perception instrument; 2) a summary 
cr the rating scales by process observers on Days one and seven; 3) a 
summary of the process observers* comments made on Days one and seven; 
and ii) a summary of the participants’ self reports made on days 2, 3, U 
and ?. The observations made by the facilitator of this design are 
recorded throughout Chapter IV and will not be repeated here# 
Results of Self-Perception Instrument# The twenty-five dimensions 
of the Self-Perception Instrument are regrouped as shown on Table III. 
The groupings match the four main objectives of the project design. There 
are six dimensions that relate', to the objective of providing experiences 
tnat help a woman say she can become an effective leader; ten dimensions 
that relate to interpersonal skills; one that describes leadership style; 
one that relates to making decisions; four that are participants * per¬ 
sonal goals for the course; and three that have no relationship to the 
training design at all# 
The responses and means of the control group and training, group 
ar® compared. The *’positiven direction of each dimension (the one which 
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was more valued by this evaluator) appears on the left of the table. 
Positive” also means that the investigator hypothesized that partici¬ 
pants would move in that direction as a result of the training design. 
"or ®xampl^> the dimension of self-confidence, it was hypothesized 
that the women in the training group would perceive themselves as 
more self-confident than the control group as a result of the training 
that they had experienced. 
By studying Table III, the reader can see that the training 
group perceived itself as closer to the positive end of fourteen dimen¬ 
sions. By computing the difference between the means of both groups, it 
is oossible to rank the fourteen dimensions in order of greatest to 
lesser difference. On the dimension of ease with which one makes 
decisions, the training group’s mean was 2.0 closer to the positive 
end than the control group. The dimensions of being self-confident 
and a good listener ranked next. Following these three dimensions in 
order were: more aggressive, tolerant of others’ feelings and ideas; 
higher frequency of taking risks, more persevering, more sensitive to 
others thoughts and feelings; more sure of success and dominant; less 
influenced by others and more objective than the control group perceived 
itself. 
However the control group perceived itself closer to the positive end 
of these four dimensions: insightful, ambitious, organized and patient. 
Both groups had identical means on the competitive dimension. 
Three dimensions were difficult to assign a positive direction. They 
were: seek versus avoid confrontation plays it safe when faced with a risk 
versus takes extreme risks; and exhibits high versus low task behavior as 
a group leader. This investigator hypothesized that the women in her 
18JU 
training course would be able to more often face confrontation with 
others, but would not go out and seek it. We also recognize that persons 
with a high motive to achieve would take moderate risks, not high risks 
or none at all. The dimensions on leader behavior served only to diagnose 
where each woman perceived herself generally. Because this training de¬ 
sign is based on situational leadership, neither end of the continuum is 
assumed correct all of the time. 
Each participant had summarized her attitude toward herself by 
identifying her present oosition in the continuum, wHow I View Myself.” 
Table III summarizes the responses of the two groups. The training 
group had a considerably more positive attitude toward themselves than 
did the members of the control group. The difference in the mean was 1.2, 
which was comparatively high relative to the differences in means in 
Table III. 
What can be concluded from the results of the self-perception measure 
administered to the training and control group? First, the women of 
the leadership training course, as a result of the experience have higher 
self esteem, are more self confident, take more risks, and are more sure 
of success than a woman from the control group. Each of these dimensions 
relate directly or indirectly to objectives in the first main theme of the 
design of the training course: that given the proper set of experiences, 
each woman will say that she GAN become a leader if she wants to. Second, 
that as a result of the training, the women in the training group seem 
less likely to get their feelings hurt easily, are not so easily influenced 
hy others, are more aggressive, active, show emotions more openly, are 
More sensitive and tolerant of others* thoughts and feelings and are con¬ 
sistently better listeners than the women in the control group. 
185 
These dimensions relate directly or indirectly to the objectives in the 
second main theme of the training design, which was: to learn (or relearn) 
and practice interpersonal skills. Third, that the women in the experi¬ 
mental group are now better able to make decisions which relate to the 
objective of goal setting in the fourth main theme of the design. Fourth, 
that two objectives stated by individual participants of the training 
course were met: to become more objective and better organized* 
Results of Rating by Process Observers* Table IV summarizes the 
rating scales completed by the process observers on the first day and the 
seventh day. Written comments made by the raters clarify their judgment 
of each woman according to their attitudes towards themselves. As the 
reader can see, there was a definite movement towards a more positive 
attitude towards self. On day 1, 70% of the women were judged to have 
neutral attitudes towards themselves and 30% were judged to have a posi¬ 
tive attitude towards themselves. On day 7, 60% were rated as having a 
positive attitude towards self, with 30% rated as having a neutral 
attitude and 10$ having a negative attitude. The results of these 
ratings by process observers further validates the findings of the self- 
percention instruments, i.e. women are more self-confident and have a 
higher self-regard as a result of the training design. 
186 
TABLE IV 
SUMMARY OF RATING SCALES BY PROCESS OBSERVERS 
N-10 
Attitude 
Day 1 Day 7 
Toward Self 
Negative wr 
Neutral 10% 30% 
Positive 30% 60%\ 
Written Comments 
•sits back 
•doesn’t speak during group decision¬ 
making session 
-smiles a lot--somewhat from nervousness; 
-smiles occasionally 
-fidgets with hands, hair, hands, feet 
-speaks softly' 
—nolds notebook when standing before group 
-difficulty using ”1” 
-curled up in chair 
-relaxed posture 
-uses phrase HI’m supposed to be . . 
blushed when talking to group 
tf 
-poised,t smiles frequently and easily 
-stands straight and relaxed; sits up¬ 
right or with feet up 
-volunteered information quickly; makes 
suggestions 
-eager to get involved 
-takes initiative 
-summarizes issues 
-stands group on opinion when others do 
not agree 
18? 
Comments by Process Observers. Table V summarizes comments 
made by the process observers who attended Day one and seven. Each used 
the instructions to Process Observers (found in Appendix B) to respond 
to six categories. A comparison of the comments from the two days shows 
definite improvement in the participants’ involvement in the training 
experience (passivity/activity); and in their taking charge of what was 
happening (power/powerlessness). The participants were judged to have 
good listening skills even on the first day. Less information was re¬ 
corded on the members’ self-awareness and ability to give and receive 
feedback. There was no indication that process observers saw evidence 
that participants were applying what they were learning to other situations. 
The comments of the process observers validates the findings of the 
self-perception instrument that women, as a result of this training de¬ 
sign, become more active, and take more responsibility for their lives. 
Participants had perceived themselves as good listeners at the end of 
the training, but the process observers noted the high level of listen¬ 
ing skills already present on day 1. ■ Without a control group to compare 
results with on this dimension, it is still difficult to say if the 
i 
women in the training group learned any new communication skills or 
merely got more practice using them. 
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of Participants1 Self-Reports„ Table VI summarizes the 
number of times participants indicated evidence of increased self- 
confidence, power or control over one's life, self-awareness, appli¬ 
cation of listening skills and leadership theories/practices, or giving 
or receiving feedback in their written self-reports. The frequency of 
mentions varied considerably from Day two to Day seven. Examples from 
the self-reports are included in the table. A high frequency often re¬ 
flected the content of that particular day's session, i.e.. the day the 
class dealt with power issues, five mentions of power were recorded in 
participants' self-reports . 
The content of participants' self-reports validates what was found 
-.n the self-perception test, that there was evidence of increased self- 
confidence, increased control over one's life and improved listening 
skills. Interesting to this investigator is the high number of comments 
i ade in self-reports that indicated increased self-awareness and insight 
that was not substantiated in the self-perception instrument. In the 
latter, the control group perceived itself as more insightful than the 
experimental group. There was no strong evidence of increased self-awareness 
observed by the process observers so the only other source is the obser¬ 
vations of the facilitator who noted that a definite increase in self- 
awareness as the training program progressed. 
An additional objective of the training design mentioned in the 
participants' self-reports was the ability to give and receive feedback. 
Participants recorded times when they had received Dositive feedback and 
its effect on them. Over time, the comments indicated that individuals 
were learning how to give as well as receive "less positive" feedback, 
process observers and facilitator of the design noted that there was 
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little evidence of giving feedback on the first day but with time, partici¬ 
pants more spontaneously gave positive feedback to each other and had less 
difficulty receiving it* By the end of the course, group members were 
more able to give specific feedback to each other. 
The self-reports did reveal some information on participants* recep¬ 
tivity to leadership theories and practices offered in the training exper¬ 
ience* This objective was only briefly measured by one dimension of the 
self-perception test which was discussed earlier* In the self-reports, 
participants gave some evidence of understanding the complexity and 
problems of leadership. 
Limitations of Evaluation Measures 
The measures used to evaluate this project tended to test the atti¬ 
tudes of the participants, but did not assess knowledge attained as a 
result of the training design* There was no formal evaluation to measure 
whether or not participants understood the change process, the steps for 
solving a problem, the effect one’s perceptions has on one’s attitudes and 
behaviors, the roles that function in a group, the specific leadership 
theories and models, the criteria for effective feedback and goal setting. 
The Leader Adaptability and Style Inventory (L.A.S.I) would have 
measured participants' diagnostic skills and adaptability to situations if 
given at the beginning and end of the training design. However, three- 
fourths of the group members had previously taken this test as a part of 
another course* To have given the LASI again, would have meant a loss of 
control over validity* Therefore, it was not sensible to use the LASI with 
the particular training group. 
19U 
The second limitation was the lack of complete randomization of the 
training group. Controlling for this would have ensured a true ex¬ 
perimental design. 
A tnird limitation was the strong oossibility that the observations 
oi the process observers and the responses of the participants in self- 
reports and on the self-perception instrument were influenced by the 
knowledge that their responses were a part of a research project with 
which they personally identified. This investigator noted several instances 
where the group took pri.de in being a part of this ”experiment.” It is, 
therefore, possible that the collected responses were influenced by the 
famous "Hawthorne effect.” 
A fourth limitation is the assumption upon which the self-perception 
test and the self-reports rest, i.e. that one's own perception is equal to 
the truth. It could be argued and tested out that one’s own view of self 
often does not fit reality. For example, a woman who states that she sees 
herself as someone who gives little socio-emotional support to her follow¬ 
ers may be told repeatedly by her followers the many instances where she 
i 
has in fact given them exactly the type of support that she perceived her¬ 
self as not giving. This investigator admits that one's self-perception 
may not be accurate when tested against reality, but it still was a more 
appropriate means of measuring growth in this particular training project. 
The fifth limitation was that the evaluator of the project was also 
the planner and implementor. However, it is hoped that the use of a control 
group, process observers and multiple measures have helped to overcome 
this limitation somewhat. 
Summary and Recommendations 
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The leadership training project was evaluated to provide the planner 
and implementor of the design information with which to improve it for 
future use. The investigator used both summative and formative means. The 
summative measure consisted of a semantic differential self-perception test 
Formative measures included rating scales and comments made by process ob¬ 
servers who attended Day 1 and Day 7 classes; self-reports from written 
feedback and journal entries of the participants; and journal entries of 
the facilitator. A post-test only control group design was used with the 
self-perception test. 
The results of the multiple measures showed that the women in the 
training group who completed the leadership training perceived them¬ 
selves as more self-confident, better able to make decisions, more active, 
more in control of their lives, and more knowledgeable of listening 
skills than those in the control group. Comments made by the process ob¬ 
servers and the facilitator as well as by the participants themselves in 
oheir self-reports showed that the women in the training group were 
able to give and receive feedback by the end of the course. Self-reports 
arhi facilitator s comments showed that the women also were increasing their 
understanding of complex problems involved in leadership. From the results 
of the self-perception test, it can be concluded that the experimental group 
was more aggressive, more tolerant of others1 feelings and thoughts, took 
more risks, were more persevering, more sensitive to others* thoughts and 
feelings, more sure of success, less influenced by others and more objec¬ 
tive than the control group. 
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Both the control group and training group perceived themselves 
as insightful and competitive* The control group saw themselves as more 
ambitious, organized and patient than the experimental group. 
Although the use of mulitple measures checked the validity of the 
measures used, the content of the measures tended to test attitudes, not 
skills or knowledge. In the future, this investigator will need to develop 
ways to measure attainment of concepts taught. A possibility would be to 
administer at the beginning and end of the training course, the Leadership 
Adaptability and Style Inventory and a concept clarification test. The 
results of these two measures compared with the results of a randomly 
selected control group would ensure higher releability and validity and 
thus permit the making of sound generalizations© 
4 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary. The problem treated in this project vras that, relative 
to the number of adult women in the United States, too few are presently 
in leadership positions in the United States. Evidence of small numbers 
of women functioning as leaders is found in almost every occupation. 
For instance, in education where women constitute 85$ of the classroom 
teachers, only 15$ of all the principals and only .6 of 1$ of the super¬ 
intendents are women. In business, one study of 150 companies showed 
that 39$ had no women managers at allj and of the remaining, 88$ had less 
than five percent women managers. In law, engineering, medicine, account' 
ing and science, women still constitute less than a quarter of the 
professionals. 
The purpose of this research project was to develop and implement 
a training design with a group of women who were interested in becoming 
Jr 
more effective leaders in our society. The first assumption for the 
project was that leadership roles for women are logically and oractically 
possible as well as beneficial for society. Women can be trained to be 
leaders, as frequently and successfully as men, because women have 
sufficient innate and learned characteristics to succeed. There is an 
increasing number of factors in our society which are encouraging women 
to seek the training prerequisite to high positions. Training women to 
be leaders would more fully utilize all of the country's human resources; 
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would provide the society with additional insight and creativity with 
which to solve the complex problems of the present and future; and would 
increase the supply of trained leaders to fill the increasing demand 
for skilled women . 
The second assumption for the project was that the Hersey- Blanchard 
Life Cycle Theory of Leadership would be an appropriate model for train¬ 
ing women to become leaders. The experience of the author with this model 
indicated the accuracy of the assumption. The theory does not depend 
on a set of personality traits; therefore, each woman could accept her 
own unique qualities and move from that point to improving her skills 
at diagnosing the environment in which she works and adapting her leader¬ 
ship style appropriately. The flexibility of the model allows each woman 
to identify her own skills and philosophy of leadership and apply these 
to leadership situations. The model helped to prepare the women to lead 
many types of groups in many different situa tions. 
Thirteen women from the Amherst, Massachusetts area expressed 
interest in the leadership training program. They ranged m age irom 
20-50, were interested in teaching, community work, administration, 
nursing, and social service. They had a minimum of a bachelors degree 
with ten of the participants presently Involved in advanced graduate 
work. 
The main objectives of the training design included: to provide 
the proper set of experiences that would enable each woman to say that she 
CAN be a leader if she wants to; to learn ( or relearn) and practice inter, 
personal skills; to learn and practice leadership theories; and to explore 
implications on one's personal and professional life of becoming a leader. 
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After specific objectives were clarified, appropriate learning activities 
were selected. A rationale for the development of the design and an out¬ 
line of proposed activities constitute Chapter III. 
The training project was imolemented on six weekday evenings and two 
Saturdays during the period of February, 197U. A list of preparations 
for design implementation and a discussion of the role of the facilitator 
are included in Chapter III. 
Chapter IV described the process of implementation which, according 
to the facilitator’s journal, went smoothly. The following were not 
problems: selecting activities to fit the needs of the women and sequenc¬ 
ing of the activities. The only problem was time; there never was enough 
time to accomplish all that that was proposed. Therefore, some activities 
were either shortened or dropped in order to achieve each of the four main 
objectives. Suggestions listed at the end of each segment of the course 
for other facilitators emphasized the importance of ongoing diagnosis of 
the group, pacing the activities at a speed at which participants can 
learn and grow; being well prepared; alternating active versus passive 
types of activities; recognizing and accommodating varying energy levels; 
allowing for sufficient practice of new learnings; and selecting an 
appropriate site for the training project. Facilitators should have had 
experience and training in communication skills, personal growth tech¬ 
niques, leadership theories, how to diagnose individual and group growth, 
and how to plan and implement training designs. 
The purpose of evaluating the leadership training project was to 
provide the planner and implementor of the design with information with 
which to improve it for future use. Multiple measures were used to 
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determine the effectiveness of the design. The summative means of evalu¬ 
ation was the use of a semantic differential self-perception test in a 
posttest only control group design. Formative measures included rating 
scales and comments by process observers who attended Day 1 and Day 7 
classes; written self-reports from participants; and journal entries of 
the facilitator. 
The results of the multiple measures showed that the women in the 
training group who completed the leadership training,course had a 
higher self-esteem, perceived themselves as more self-confident, better 
able to make decisions, were more active, more in control of their lives 
and had more knowledge of listening skills than those in the control 
group. Comments made by the process observers and the facilitator as well 
as by the participants themselves in their self-reports showed that the 
women in the training group were able to give and receive feedback 
by the end of the course. Self-reports and the facilitator’s comments 
showed that the women were also increasing their understanding of the 
complex problems involved in leadership. 
From the results of the self-perception test, it was concluded that 
the training group perceived itself as more aggressive, more tolerant 
t 
of others1 feelings and thoughts, took more risks, were more persevering, 
more sensitive to others* thoughts and feelings, more sure of success, less 
influenced by others, and more objective than the control group. 
Both the control and training 1 groups perceived themselves as 
insigntful and competitive. The control group, however, saw themselves 
as more ambitious, organized, and patient than the training group. 
These multiple measures did test the attitudes of the participants 
and many of the objectives of the design. One limitation of the 
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procedures used was that there was not adequate assessment of the level 
of knowledge attained by participants. Other limitations of the evalu¬ 
ation of the project included? a lack of randocp^ation of the experimental 
group for the posttest only control group design; the possibility of the 
presence of ’’Hawthorne™ affect on the participants and process observers 
of the project; the untested assumption uoon which the self-perception 
test and self-reports rests, i.e. that one’s own perception is equal to 
the truth; and that the planner and implementator of the project was also 
the evaluator. 
Recommendations. It has been shown that the design for training 
women to become effective leaders is sound, may in fact affect many 
important attitudinal changes which are important preconditions for sig¬ 
nificant changes in behavior. However, there are still several areas 
that need further study in order to perfect the original design. 
First, the design needs testing with several kinds of groups: with 
women of more homogeneous ages and backgrounds, i.e. high school or college 
age women and groups of minority women who face additional problems. Each 
of these groups will require somewhat different activities or, at least, 
emphasis during the training program. This points up again the importance 
of a thorough, ongoing diagnosis process by the facilitator in order to 
plan the best design for each unique group. 
Second, evaluation measures need development which would more 
accurately assess all the objectives of the design. It may be impossible 
to have one measure accomplish that goal, in fact, the use of multiple 
measures is recommended by this writer. Most important is that both 
changes in attitude and knowledge are assessed in the evaluation process 
and that the findings are recycled back into the design. 
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Third, it will be necessary to modularize the design into smaller 
units in order to implement this design later on, A facilitator will 
not always have the number of hours necessary to implement the full 
design outlined here$ therefore, shorter designs will need to be created,. 
It may be that only certain of the main objectives would constitute the 
new design, depending again on the needs of the group members and time 
constraints. It would be a difficult process to cut out many of the 
activities used here, but perhaps a necessary one at times* 
Fourth, further study is needed on the language of leadership which 
persists in troubling many women today. If these feminists continue to 
have such difficulty with words such as "leader" and "manager" because 
they connote the meaning of manipulation, power, and control to them, 
new words may have to be found. Work will also have to be done with 
feminists who insist that only one type of leadership is appropriate. 
This writer would like to help these women to see that increasing the 
range of one's leadership style means increasing one's power to lead in 
many more kinds of situations. This adaptability also helps to ensure 
that her followers’ needs will be met and thus tends to increase 
productivity. 
Conclusion. Margaret Mead's words which are in the Forword set 
the tone for the leadership training project take on new meaning as the 
project is concluded. She indicated that the decisions we make now will 
affect our future as no decisions have ever bound it before and that we 
are standing at a threshold in history, when we still have choice. 
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Mead states that the questions we ask now will help to define what 
happens in the future* 
Underlying this project was the question, "Can women be trained to 
become effective leaders?” The response of the first group of women to 
experience the training design answers the question in the affirmative* 
Yes, women can become leaders and the training program outlined here 
facilitates that process* 
How will this affect the future? Women today will have access to 
a leadership training program which will better prepare them for leader¬ 
ship roles in their future. Our society will benefit in many ways as 
a result. This writer, creator, imolementor and evaluator does not see 
the culmination of the training program as an end, but as a beginning* 
We hope to help define those paths along which future women can walk. 
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Dear 
I want to give you more details on the course I will be offering 
called ’’Training Women to Become Effective Leaders” to be sponsored by 
the Evervwoman!s Center in February, 
GOALS: The course will hopefully strengthen your belief that you CAN 
be a leader. It will also give you the opportunity to develop and 
practice interpersonal skills, learn and apply leadership theory and 
practices and increase your understanding of the implications of be¬ 
coming a leader on your life, 
DATES: The course will be held in February of 197U* We will meet on 
the following Wednesday nights (although I am open to changing this to 
either Tuesday or Thursday nights if the majority wants to): February 
6th, 13th, 20th and 27th and we will meet on the following Friday night, 
Saturdays: February 8-9th and 22nd-23rd. We would be together for 3§ 
hours on the scheduled nights and 8:30-U:30 on Saturday, 
PLACE: We will meet in John Quincy Adams 5th floor lounge (Southwest). 
COST: Since this course charges no tuition, we will have to each con¬ 
tribute $5.00 - $10.00 (at the most) to cover costs of film rentals, 
instructional materials and food for our breaks, 
READINGS: You may want to get started on your readings now since there 
will be less time once the course starts. Please read (or reread) Hersey 
and Blanchard’s Management of Organizational Behavior, As you read, ask 
yourself how each theory specifically relates to women as leaders. I want 
you each to also read at least one biography or autobiography of a woman 
leader. I am including a list of suggested books. As you read, ask your¬ 
self, ”What was the leadership style of this woman and how effective was 
that style? How did she overcome barriers to becoming a leader?" 
LIMITED CLASS SIZE: I would like to limit this course to no more than 20 
people who truly want this leadership training. This means that I want 
you to decide whether or not this experience is tor you and if you are 
willing to commit yourself to the time scheduled. To miss even one part 
would limit your growth and that of the groups. I will accept registra¬ 
tions on a first come, first serve basis ... so if you are still inter¬ 
ested, do the following: 
QUESTIONNAIRE: The enclosed questionnaire serves two purposes. It should 
helo you sort out your thoughts and feelings about becoming a leader and 
whether or not this course is appropriate for you at this time. The 
answers to the questions raised will help me to design the course accord¬ 
ing to your needs. It is important that you fill this out as soon as 
possible. The absolute deadline is January 30, although in waiting too 
long, you may miss the chance to be in this course in February. 
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MARATHON: I will be presenting some aspects of this course during 
Marathon held by the School of Education in January, If you find that 
you cannot take the February course, you may want to come to Marathon, 
Since the full length course is a dissertation study, I need to have a 
group that has not had previous experience, so if you come to Marathon, 
you are not eligible to sign up for the course* 
I hope that this letter answers all the questions and that I will be 
hearing from you real soon. Send your letters to me at: R. D. #1, 
Box 637, Belchertown MA 01007* If you need to call me, I am generally 
home at 323U5U2* 
Lois Hart 
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LEADERSHIP TRAINING FOR WOMEN QUESTIONNAIRE 
NAME_ DATE 
ADDRESS _ PHONE 
1. My educational background includes: 
2. The profession that I am involved in is: 
3* Leadership experience I*ve had (or presently am doing) was: 
li. My chief problem as a leader have been: 
5« As a leader, I see myself at the point I marked X on this continuum: 
"FOLLOWER ‘ "LEADER 
FAITH" 
- ^m. ■ . -- 
LASSIE" 
I have never 
and never 
tfill be a 
Leader 
Once in a 
while I 
emerge as 
a leader, 
briefly 
I1lead 
only 
those 
whom I 
know 
well 
I do some 
leading 
and some 
follow¬ 
ing 
I am a 
leader in 
many sit¬ 
uations 
depending 
on who is 
in group 
^and tasks 
I am 
almost 
always 
leading 
others 
I have always 
been and 
always will 
be a 
leader 
6. Barriers within me and within society which I feel have kept me from 
becoming a more effective leader are: 
7. As a participant in this course: 
a. I would like to improve my skills in. 
b. I would like to learn more about. 
c. I hope to gain.. 
8, I (have, have not) taken the course "Organizational Behavioe" taught by 
Ken Blanchard. 
I have had other leadership training..... 
RETURN TO LOIS HART, R.D. #1, BOX 637, BELECHERTOWN, MA 01007 
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SELF-PERCEPTION INSTRUMENT 
I. INSTRUCTIONS: Indicate on the line at the right each number that 
corresponds accurately with your age, educational experience, marital 
status. 
AGE: 1-under 200 years of age 
2-21-30 
3-31-UO 
U=Ui-5o 
5- 51-60 
6- over 60 
EDUCATION: 
1- some high school 
2=high school graduate — 
3-some college 
U=college graduate 
5professional or graduate training 
MARITAL STATUS 
l=single U=divorced 
2- married 5=widowed 
3sseparated 
II. INSTRUCTIONS: Indicate on the line below what occupation you are 
presently engaged in. If you are a student, what area or occupational 
field are you studying? 
III. INSTRUCTIONS: The following characteristics have been found to^be used 
by many persons in describing themselves. Each characteristic is rep¬ 
resented graphically by a scale. 
1. Indicate the location on the scale where you presently picture by 
an X Do not be concerned if you see yourself as being different 
in different situations^ You are to indicate how you picture your¬ 
self in general or most usually. 
In addition, we are interested in the aspirations which people have for 
themselves. All persons have a desired picture of themselves toward 
which they see themselves ‘ to be realistically striving. This is not 
meant to be the person’s ideal—rather, that picture of yourself which 
you actually aspire to attain. 
2. Indicate the location on the scale where you aspire to picture 
yourself by an: 0 
Do not restrict yourself to a particular range on the scale, feel free 
to place your responses anywhere on the scale. Place your marks m the 
middle of the spaces, not on the boundaries. 
The only requirement is that you be honest with yourself. Remember, you 
are describing yourself to yourself—not to other people. 
I SEE MYSELF AS A PERSON WHO: 
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is very- 
self-confident 
1 is not at all 
-self-confident 
never takes 
risks 
often takes 
risks 
plays it safe 
when faced with 
a risk 
takes extreme 
.risks 
is sure of 
success 
fears failure 
is patient .is impetuous 
is easily in¬ 
fluenced by ot ers - 
is not influenced 
.at all by others 
is insightful 
about myself 
lacks insight 
about myself 
is usually 
objective 
is usually 
*-subjective 
is very 
passive 
is very 
-agressive 
is very 
dominant \ 
is very 
submissive 
is tolerant of 
others1 ideas 
and feelings 
is critical of 
-others1 ideas 
and feelings 
is moral 
is always 
organized 
_is immoral 
.. Lis always 
*1 disorganized 
is consistently 
a poor listened 
is consistently 
a good listener 
%r 
exhibits high task 
behaviors as gtoup-* 
leader 
exhibits low task 
behaviors as group 
leader 
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avoids confron¬ 
tation with others 
looks for 
confrontation 
has trouble finish¬ 
ing what is started 
is persevering 
i&Lthe end 
enjoys art & litera¬ 
ture very much 
receives no joy 
J'rora art and 
literature 
is sensitive to 
others’ feelings and 
thoughts 
is insensitive 
to others’ 
feelings and 
thoughts 
is very competitive is not at all 
competitive 
whose feelings are 
easily hurt 
whose feelings 
.are not easily 
hurt 
can make decisions 
easily 
has difficulty 
making 
decisions 
shows emotions almost never 
shows emotions 
is not at all 
ambitious 
is very 
ambitious 
is very aware of my 
appearance 
is unconcerned 
about my 
appearance 
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INSTRUCTIONS: On this scale you are to rate your overall level of 
self-evaluation or self-esteem. Consider the total picture of your- 
self and then place an X in the space that most closely matches this 
self-evaluation. 
HOW I VIEW MYSELF 
I love I like a 
myself lot of me 
totally and see 
few 
weaknesses 
I see I see an I see more I dislike I hate 
more of my equal of my myself a myself 
strengths number of weaknesses' lot and totally 
than strengths than see few 
weaknesses and strengths strengths 
weaknesses 
HATERS* INSTRUCTIONS 
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1. You are to be a participant observer for one hour. Try to take in what 
is happening without getting yourself emotionally involved, 
2. You will observe 2/3 of the group members. 
3. You are to look for verbal and non-verbal behaviors that indicate each 
person’s attitude towards herself. We are attempting to measure the 
degree of self-confidence each person has by noting what she says and 
how she uses her body. The following descriptions should give you a 
clearer idea of some clues to look for. 
A WITH A NEGATIVE SELF-ATTITIJUE MAY: 
Non-Verbal, Body Clues 
Sit in slumped position 
Stand with Door oosture 
Fidget with hands, hair, nails 
Look down when spoken to 
Not look at people as talking 
Speak softly, hesitately 
Blush 
Move body behind others or things 
Lean on something, somebody 
when talking 
Hold body while talking (arms 
around self) 
Nervous while waiting for turn to 
talk 
Verbal Clues 
When asked what she likes about her¬ 
self, or her ideas, hesitates, 
says, ”1 don’t know.”or ’’not much” 
Qualifies what she says, ’’just” 
Demeans what she says, ”It was nothing” 
or puts in context of a role 
Adds question at end of statement: 
”It’s a nice day, huh?” 
Smiling while talking about some¬ 
thing that is not a smiling 
matter 
A PERSON WITH A NEUTRAL SELF-ATTITUDE MAY: 
Display several of the above body 
clues but not as frequently 
Voice will be stronger 
Nervousness will be less 
When asked what she likes about 
herself, or her ideas, she will 
contribute some ideas without 
too much prompting; may say 
”1 like something about me.” or 
”1 guess I’m OK.” 
A PERSON WITH A POSITIVE SELF-ATTITUDE MAY 
Sit and stand erect 1 When asked what she likes about 
Not appear nervous herself, or her ideas, she 
Looks at people as she talks quickly recouts them. 
Speak loud enough to be heard,clearly ”How much time do you have?” 
Stand easily, no holding onto self,things 
Smiles frequently and easily She may say, ”1 like me,” 
Generally relaxed manner ”I’m just fine.” 
Attention is on others 
!u After one hour, indicate on the Rater’s Sheet each person’s name you 
observed, check which category you think each person falls (Negative, 
Neutral or Positive Self-Attitude), and add any comments you want on 
each person. 
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PARTICIPANT OBSERVER COMMENTS 
In addition to filling out rating scales on participants of this work¬ 
shop, I would appreciate your comments on other things that you observed. 
The following are some areas that I am particularly interested in having 
the participants grow. You may respond to any of these or just write 
some of your reactions generally. 
1. Listening Skills: Was there evidence of participant16 ability to listen 
with full attention without interruption? 
2. Passivity-Activity: Was there a lot of sitting back and waiting? Did 
anyone make suggestions, challenge? 
3. Power-Powerlessness: Was there any evidence that people have a sense 
of power over their lives? Was anyone taking charge of her life? 
i;. Self Awareness: Do participants know themselves very well? 
Application: Was there any evidence that people are applying what they 
are learning to their lives? 
6. Feedback: Was there any evidence that people are able and willing to 
give others feedback? Any evidence of acceptance of feedback when 
given? 

